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A STUDY OF THREE CURRENT PROBLEMS OF INDIAN EDUCATION
-----------------------------------------------------

PROJECLll

AN INVFSTTGATTON INTO THE PER."FORMANCE OF INDTAN STANDARD- -
STX STUDENTS IN INTELL TGENCE AND SCHOLASTTC TESTS IN- -

RELATION TO THEIR BILINGU1IL TTY AND EFFICIENCY IN ENGLISH

(A) lR-TRODUCTION.:

As pointed out in the general introduction, Project 11 ,-Ins

concerned with a study of the relationship between bilingualism in Indian

standard six pupils and their efficiency in English, on the one hand, and

their performro1ce ll1 ll1telligence and scholastic tests, on ~le 0~1er.

Both ~le terms "Indian" and "bilingualism" need clarification.

The population of Durban according to the most recent cOlli1t

was made up as follows (Kuper, Watts and Davies, 1958):-

TABLE I

E£1illLQQMfQ§lImN OF THE POPULATION QL~: 1951 CENSUS

I~~-- N~m 10
1-IAfricans 136,279 31.68

Co10ureds 16,489 3.83

Europeans

1ndiansl )

II Total

131,293

146,183

430,244

30. 51 1

33.98 i
100.00 !

!

._-------------
1) The 1951 Census figures are for Asiatics, but the number of Asiatics,

other than Indians, in the Union as a whole is very small. Thus ~le

Durban figure for Indians includes 73 Chinese (Kuper, Watts and
Davies, 1958).
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Indians in South ~'\frica do not constitute a homogenoous group;

they do not profess a single religion and use a variety of home languages

as shown in the table belO''' ,which has been adapted from those presented

by Kuper, Watts and Davies (1958):-

':CABLE TT

RELIGJOUS AFFILTATION 1I1m HOME LANGUAGES OF INDIANS1 )

IN DURBlI..N: 1951 CEN....§lI.§

0.02
0.05
5.71
0.01
6.00

25.37
37.72
11.68

9.32
3.92
0.13
0.07

~
100.00 ITotal

1I.frikaans
Chinese
English
English and 1I.frikaans
Gujurati
Hincli
Tamil
Telegu
Urdu
Other Indian Languages
Other Languages

I Unspecified----n-
100.00 j'

'--_._---------------------

,- --------r---
I d
i Religious Group 10:I Home Language
t tt-----------
IChristian 6.68 'I
I Buddhist 0.13 I
j Confuoian 0.02 i
I •

; Hindu 73.87 '
i Moslem 16.03
: Parsi 0.02
IQuasi-Religious, No 3.25
I Religion, Unspeci-
I fied

I
ij----_._---
i Total

The term "bilingualll is defined in The Shorter Oxford Dictionary

On Historical Principle,s (1950) as IIhaving or characterised by two 1angua

gest! and in 11.J§. Conci§e Oxford Dic"liionary of Current English (1954) as

"having, speaking, spoken or written in, two languages". In their

Dicti onarv of Psycho10gi cal anfLPsychoro1alyti9.al ~, English and

English (1953) write: 11 bilingual: adj. 1. speaking as mother tongues two

languages learned at about the same time. Dist. fr. BIGIOTTllL (n. BIGLOT-

TISM), having facility in a second language. 2. loosely but commonly,

speaking two languages with approximately equal facility. -ne bilingualism",

1) Included here are 73 Chinese-speaking persons who live in Durban. They
probably account for all the Confucians and some of the Buddhists in
the religious category and for all the Chinese-speaking persons in the
home language category.
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For the Central Advisor-I Council for Education, Wales, (1953)

bilingualism implies "the sinmJ.:l:ianeotls learning of, though not necessarily

an equeJ.ly proficient con"l:iro1 over, t1vo languages by an individual child,

sometimes from an early age, on accoun"t; of compulsions within his social

environmel'rl;U., Leopo1d (1939) says: "Bilingut'J.ism is the ability to speak

tiJO languages which are spoken equally well for all purposes of life. In

practice only approximations to this ideal can be expected. Bilingualism

is a fact even iJhen one la.l1guage is spoken better and more extensively

than the other, as long as both are regularly employed as media of inter

course".

Pintner and Arseninn (1937), in their study of a group of Jowish

children in the United States, defined a bi1inguist as 11 a person who is

born and brought up in a family uhere two languages are used intercha.nge

ablylt. They point out that this situation obtains in families of IJk)re

recen"!; immigrants (to the United States) where the native language of the

immigrant is used together iJith English. A child's bilingualism in this

instnnce comprises the unders"!;anding or the speaking, and more usueJ.1y

both aspects, of the two languages involved. They emphasise that no ref

erence is made here to the acquisition or possible use of a second language

learned at school by Et. 1ll1ilingual child.

The bilingual situation of Durban India.n school children is

similar. There must be very feiJ Indian children in Natal, if any at all,

who hear English for the first time at school. They generally hnve some

familinrity iJith English, acquired in the home, the street and the play

gro1ll1d, before coming to school. This is particulnr1y "!;rue in an urban

area where the present study had its location. The linguistic situation

of the subjects of this :llwestieation resembles that of the Jeivish smnple

of PiDtner and lI.rsenian more thnn it does any other.
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Though the Union of South Africa has two official languages,

English and AfriJr.aans, Natal Indians have, up to the present, concentrated

on the mastery of English rather than of Afrikaansl ). Hence, whenever

bilingualism is mentioned in this report 1.vith reference to Natal Indians,

the use of one of the Indian tongues relative to English 1.'1ill be implied.

Arsenian (1937) suggests that five factors should be taken

into account when considering a bilingual situation, as follows:-

1. The degree of proficiency of the inclividual in the two languages.

2. The degree of similarity or difference between the t1.vO 1[,J1guages

tha"(j the bilingual person possesses.

3. Age when the learn:Lng of the second language occurred.

4. Method of learning - informal or forIJU?J., at home or in school, by

direct or indirect methods.

5. Attitude tm'1ards the second language, whether favo'llrable or

unfavourable.

The importro1ce of tile fifth factor is reiterated by Pintner

and Arsenian (1937) as follows:- "Languages, 'lU1less already dead, ceJ1l10t

be adequately considered wit.hout tile people 1.'111ich use them and the envi-

ronment in which ti18y exist. The writers consider it importE'J1t that in

relY discussion of bilingualism its socio-p~ycllological environment be

stated, for e£fective elements are necessarily connected Witil languages

and the influences eI11e.1!H:tting from this source most probably bear relation

to the resvltan"Gs of bilingualismll •

In terms of the five factors mentioned by Arsenian, the Natal

Indian bilingual situation may be described as follows:-

1) Afrikaans is, hmvever, rapidly comine into prominence in priDk~ and
post-prime.ry NataJ. Indi£\11 schools (Diroctor of Educfrtiol1 (Ne,tal),
1956, 1957, 1958).
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1. The degree of proficiency in the tHO languages varies, ranging from

the individual who cannot speak, read or write English but who is

highly versed in the home language to the inclividual ivho is a master

of spoken and written English but who possesses only a pidgin form

of the motiler tongue.

2. The differences between English and the Indian languages are very

marked. TIle characters are different, certain sounds obtaining in

English are unlmoun in some of the Indian. tongues (e.g., tile li sound

in Gujurati and the aspirated.h in Tamil), While, in the case of Urdu,

writil~ (and reading) proceecw from right to left. The differenoes in

script are illustrated below where the E..l1g1ish sentence has been

literally translated into the various Inclian forms.

En,glisll

The little boy picked up his books and ran off to school.

Gu.iurati
. - --.....---....--. "

"'I~I '4M~~<S\6'6 Jn~«1 xt ~i51'" 71""

Telegy

~-f t..9;fi1. :!. C/v-, '"::7 ~v d;5:u £ i ~-JJ W 6' 2 53 j 0vJ B ~
.~ ~L.J 1\ :} ~ o~J :5.-} .

Urdu h

I~ oe_/kl {VA<.... » /~ \ ~,lf~,I I!Y () I~ LJ:: \
, .

3. Learning of the second language begins to take place informally in

the home during the preschool years, at least in the urban arellB.
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The child hears the English spoken in the home particularly by older

siblings who attend school and by strnngers in the home surrotIDdings.

However, the English heard is generally elemental and of poor quality.

4. Formal instruction ~1 English commences on entry into school. TI1e

method of teaching is direct, English being the medium of instruction

in all Natal Government t'J1d Government-Aided schools at present

throughout all grades. At the same tim8 much informal learning of

English takes place at school in the playgrO'lll1ds, corridors, etc.

5. The attitude to\varc1s the learning of English is favourable. TI1e

general feeling seems to be thnt a western education is indispensable

for economic survival in a western context and a knowledge of English

is regarded as the core of such an eduontion.

Soffietti's analysis of the concept of bilingualism (1955) is

also germane to the present study. He says that bilingualism is not only

a matter of tI.,ro distinct patterns of linguistic habits but that it also

involves two distinct patterns of cultural habi"lis ~1 all of their anthro

pologice~ meaning. The problem then becomes not merely one of bilingu!1l

ism, bu"fj also one of "bicultura1ism". He says that by keeping a clearcut

distinction beu.,reen tl1e two concepts tl18 following fot~ basic tJ~GS of

situations may be distll1guished&-

(a) bicultural - bilingual;

(b) bicultural - monolingual;

(c) manocultural - bilingual; and

(d) monocultural - monolingual.

Such a classification is a useful one for characteris~ the

situation of Indians in this country. Living as they do in a western

context they have to adapt themselvas not only to t,he official language

or languages of the country but also to the dominant culture, which is

European. The culture which the early settlers brought with tllem from
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India has undorgonG and is s·till undergoing chal1ges in many different ways

and the adop-I.;ion of English as tho lingua franca by Indians in this country

is one aspect of the process of aCCluturation (Cooppan and Lazarus, 1956).

It should no·1.; be thought that. all the different Indian

religious-mother-tongLle groups are westernising at the same rate. It may

be expec·l;ed that those groups to whom adjustment to the new conditions is

al1 ttrgont necessity for economic and social well-being will take to western

methods of life more readily than those who are economically and cultur-

ally more secure. From this point of view, one may expect the "passenger"

class of immigral1ts from India (cf. Kuper, 1956a), i.e., those \o1ho did

not come tmder indenture but to trade or render professional and religious

services to their countrymen, will form the hard core of resistance to

adoption of the new culture. Evidence for this will be presented later.

On the \lhole, it seems that the Indian in Natal is at a bi-

cultttrcl-bilingual stage at present. He belongs to t\010 cultures and has

to cope \6th at loast two languages, his Indian home tongue and English1 ) •

At the moment ho is neithor a typical Indian by -the standards of India,

his motherland, nor a. typical westerner by European standards; ho Cal1not

speak, read and \o1ri te his GThIIl J.a.ng"l1ago as well as his brothers in India,

nor can he speak, read and write English as well as the South African

English-speaking European. Being restricted and inadequate in both lan

guages, his bilingualism is of the IIbifurca-ted type" (a phrase used by

1\nastasi and Cordova (1953) to describe the lingual situation of Puerto

Ricans in the United States). He is in the midst of change, with himself

as one of the changing elements, neither truly one nor truly the other.

-----------------------

1) Apart from being conversant \-lith his mother tongue and English, U18
average Natal Indian has some acquaintance with Zulu. Strictly
speaking he is multilingual rather than bilingual.
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(C) THE PROBLEM:

The problem of the effects of bilingualism on the soholastic

811d mental development of Indial1 children was taken up for study us a re-

sult of evidence from two sources that the Indian child was, in fact, at

a. stage \-lhere he was seriously handicapped by the change-over from his

motiler tongue to English, namely, from evaluations of the steJ1darc1 of work

in Indian schools by inspectors 'and from the results of mental testing

a.roong Indian children.

(a.) Langug.ge Handicap in School Subjects:

English is officially recognised as, and termed, the "main"

languuge of virtually all Natal Indian school children, but school inspec-

tors have stressed for a long time tilat tilG standard of spoken and '\;vritten

English in Indian schools is low as compared with tile standard in tilose

European schools where the "main" lMguage is also English (and where most

of the pupils come from English-speaking homes). The annual reports of

the Director of Education, Natal, have pointed this out year after year,
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for example, the reports of 1944, 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952,

1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957 and 1958.

Going beyond the alleged wealmess in English, some of the re

ports stress that the handicap experienced by Indian children in compre-

hending English has an adverse influence on their performance in problem

arithmetic, whGreas their attainment in mechanical arithmetic is relatively

unaffected, for example, the reports of 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951,

1952 and 1958.

The following excerpts from annual reports give some idea of

the problems mentioned above:-

11 There are very few Indian homes where English is spoken as

the home language, but the children, on proceeding to a GovGrnment or

Government-Aided School, receive all their instruction through the medium

of English~ In past years begim10rs have spent three years in the infant

classes ins-tead of two as in the European schools, the first introductory

year beinB devoted almost entirely to teaching the child to speak English

and to accustom himself to the neu environment. Pressure on accommodation

has made i-t essClntial to abolish the introductory year and tho Indian

child has now, despite his lack of familiarity with the medium of instruc

tion, to complete the infants' course in two years. There has always been

a weaJmess in English in Indian schools at all stages, and most of the

failures in the public examinations are in this subjectll (1950).

Another report mentions tile importance of tile child's world

outside tho school in the development of efficiency in English. It states:

IIEnBlish continues to provide the most serious problem for the priDk'lry

school teacher.
. <:A..

The causes which givG rise to \volmess in this language

are well lmown. The cure is, howeVGr, not so easy to achieve. It is

doubtful whetiler the school alone can provide all that is necessary in
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order to give its pupils a reasonable command of the language. The home

environment, out of school activities, contacts in tile world outside must

play t.lJeir part, and if these are conduoted in a language other than

English, the experienoe necessary to consolidate the work of the school

is lacking. The time spent in school is harclly long enough in itself to

give mastery in this subject" (1947).

A third report reads: 11 In the public examinations Indian· can

didates have to oompete on level terms in English "lith European candidates,

'Whose motilsr tongue it is and who have a far wider background of reading

and general kl1O\.rleclge ••••• Very often the teaohers themselves, though

they do not realise it, have an inadequate connnand of the language and

teach the pupils uniclionmtio and unusual forms of the language. Those

"lho have taken English as a major degree subj ecot are inclined to use poly

syllabic words, far beyond the comprehension of the pupils ••••• It can

not be too strongly stressed tilat every teachor, whatever his subject,

should also regard himself as a teacher of Englishll (1952).

With regard to the influenoe of efficiency in &~lish on per

formance in problem arithmetic, the following extracts are representative

of the comments made in several of the reports:-

"In the mechanical ariti1ffi8tic he (the Indian child) soon reaches

a good standard. A lack of familiarity with English increases tile cliffi

culty he experiences in the solution of problems, and because of this the

standard of arithmetio tends to fall in the upper classes. lUthough able

to carry out the processes, the pupil is frequently unable to determine

jUS"t what is requiredll (1950) •

.And finally: IIReports on the progress of arithmetic in Indian

schools indicate that :ill the lower classes tile standard reached in this

subject compares favourably 'With that in European schools. It is in tile
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upper classes of the school that weaknesses become evident, due to a lack

of prop~er command of English. Difficulties arise not because processes

are not known but because what is required is not comprehende~l (1947).

(b) Language Handicap in Test-Tntelligen~

From ~10 field of mental testing in South Africa evidence has

also been fOr~lCOIJrll1g that imperfect mastery of English or Afrikaans has

been partially responsible for the il~erior performance of non-European

subjects generally in verbal intelligence tests framed in tllose languages,

relative to the performance of EUropeans. In an aJGtempt to avoid the in-

justice that might accrue to non-European groups through the use of ver-

bal tests constructed in the European lal~ages, most investigators into

inter-racial clifferences in intelligence in South Africa have resorted

to non-verbal or performance tests of intelligence. A comprehensive sur-

vey of the ex..i..s"Ging literature on the subjeot will be made when Project

III is described but one stuc~ tllat has a direct bearing on the Indian

situation in Duxlk~1 may be mentioned here.

Logue (1954) aC~1istered tile (old) SOUtil African Group Test

of Intelligence to Indian primary school children in Durbro1, ranging in

standard from 11 to VI and in age from 10 to 15 years. The test was

largely of a verbal nature Dnd \vas administered in English. The mean

I.Q. for 1,242 subjects ,,,ras 87.4 EtS against 100 for South African European

children. He found a steady decline in test-intelligence GS age increased,

thus:-

MJLiYears) L~

10 ·....... 102
11 ·....... 98
12 ·....... 94
13 ·....... 90
14 ·....... 89
15 ·....... 88
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LogUG aocotU1tec1 for the (Ufference of 12 0 6 points of I.Q. be

t1.veen Europsnl1 and Indian scores in the fo110winES terms: "The purpose

of this invost.igation was to consider the suitability of the South African

Group Test for Indian pupils in Durbano In order to do this adequately

oertain criteria l.wre applied to "I:;he group of pupils beinES tested. It

is felt that, of these .. the only factor that might be considered a serious

handicap to JGhe Indian testees is their relative weakness in the English

1angunge. For most of them, English falls somewhere bet1.vGen a first and

a second languaESe. Even though many Indians use Ene;lish in the local

public examinations with tolerable success, it is in the finer shades of

l.vord meaning tha"1:; they are weak. They lack that intane;ible, but very

real kn01.vledge of the language which comes, not from a study of grammar

bookS, but from the daily contElct of individuals mixine; from birth in an

environment l.vhich uses EnESlish as its means of communication. This iveak

ness, often revealed in poor scores on EnESlish comprehension tests, is

also a severe handicap to any Indian child attempting certain of tile

items in the South African Group Testtt •

In view of this presumed difficulty, Logue (1956) chose to

construct a non-verbal rati18r ti18n 8 verbal test of intelligence for

IncUa.n child.ren. Explaining his preference for a non-verbal test, he

wrote: "••••• it was felt that to eliminate "!:ihe language factor as far

as possible would add to both the reliability and validity of a test for

a school population vlhero one can 1 t assume some miniJJlUm common compe-Gency

in the EnES1ish language. Failure to recoESnise this point in ti1e past has

often resulted in investigators jumping to tll1warran-Ged conclusions".

(c) [mQtheses:

BO-~1 the reports of the Director of Education and ti1e comments

of LOBUe expressly mako a comparison be~veen tl1e performm1ces of European
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and Indian pupils and both suggest that the basic cause of the poorer

shmving of Inc1irol children relative to Europeans is the Indians I inferior

home background of English.

Their evidence, however, lacks precision and factual support.

True enough, the inspectorial reports are based on many years of profes

sional experience and first-hand acquaintance ,,,ith the 'vork done in both

European and Indian schools, bLtt in the absence of precise data the views

expressed Callnot rise above the level of lllformed opinion, valuable though

this might be. There is no merolS of knowing, for instrolce, how far Indian

children are behind Europeans in the school subjects mentioned by i..tlspec

tors. It will be shown later, in the description of Project III, that

such comparative figures are available for African and European pupils.

TIle position is somehwat different in the case of Logue1s

evidence. Here tile inferiority of Indirol, relative to European, perform

ance on a verbal test of intelligenoe was objectively established. But

as soon as he '''Gnt beyond the figures obtained and sought reasons for the

lower Indian InGall, opinion again crept L.11. Logue had no means of ascer

taining precisely the contribution of language handicap to the inferior

performance of his Indian subjects, nor '''as this the main purpose of his

study. He expressed the opinion that disability in English was the main

operative factor. Other possible factors such as socio-economio status,

nutritional condition and qUffiltity and qUality of schooling were regarded

as being of lesser importance.

The foregoing account makos it clear that a host of problems

connected ,,,ith the bilinguality of Indian children III relation to their

scholastic and mental development called for controlled investigation at

deptil. The present projoct was such an attempt. Its purpose '''as to tl!lst

objectively the Validity of the views outlined above and in doing so to

shed light on the broader problem of bilingualism and its effects.
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Specifically, the following l..,rorking hypotheses were ac1opted:-

(1) Indian pupils l..,rould score relatively 10l..rer thM English-speaking

Europeans in intelligence and scholastic tests that demanded a

greater de gres of familiarity with El'..glish than in intel1ieence Md

scholastic tests that did not require such a high stMck'U'd of English.

(2) Since Indian pupils varied in the amotmt of English they used and

heard in the home vi s a vis the mother tongue (that is to say, in

degree of bi1inguality), those children "rho had a richer background

of English wOl.:tlcl tend to score relatively higher in tests that de

manded a high degree of familiarity vdth English than those children

with a poorer background.

(3) Apart from the influence of the home, the varying levels of actual

individual achievement of Indian children in scholastic tests of

English (11 achieved English") would, to some extent, be related to

their performance in intelligence and scholastic tests which required

knOWledge of El~lish.

The hypotheses were tested in the order in '''hich "{jhey have

been given above.

(D)

(a)

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE:--------_..
~ •. ~j ........

The problem of bilingUalism is of considerable general inte-

rest to psychologists, sociologists and educationists, but, as James

(1960) points out, in addition to its academic aspect, the problem also

has pollticol overtones for it has often become a ma"cter of national

concern as in Canada, Wales and South Africa. USUally arising in a scene

that has been the batt1egrotU1d of two nation-groups, it hns aroused IJUlch
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passion (Hughes, 1937). TIlat tile problem is a very live one is indicated

by the fact that, at the moment of writing, an international seminar on

the educational significance of bilingualism is in progress at

Aberystwyth (Wales) (liThe Natal Daily Nmls ll , 23/8/1960).

Existing literature on the problem is volu.m:inous and often

contradictory. According to Jones (1959), however, the contradiction is

often more apparent than real, arising largely from metil0dological c.11f

ferences between the various investigations ~~d from the absence of an

agreed definition of bilingualism; in some cases the precise lllterpreta

tion of the results is rendered more difficult by tile lllvestigator1s

failure to isolate the bilingual from other environmental lllfluences and

by the intrusion of complicated natio-racial factors into the experimental

situation.

Fortunately, the axis'Gence of four good revimvs (R1.UJ\Yoneck,

1931; Arsenie~, 1937 and 1945; and Darcy, 1953) makes it possible to avoid

too Inc.1l1Y detailed references and to D1ltke mention only of those works that

are of direct relevance to the present study.

Before systematic ;J..nvestigations into bilingualism came to be

undertaken, all sorts of views with regard to its effects were prevalent.

Summarising unsophisticated views on -Gl18 matter, Pintner and Arsenian

(1937) say: "Speculative thinking has attributed great e,dvantages as well

as great disadvantages to bilingualism. Some claim that bilingualism re

tmods mental development, that it hampers school progress and impedes

seriously the flow of til0ught and speech. Others muintain that bilingual

ism per ~ hns no influence on the grmvth of intelligence and other handi

caps attributed to it can be explained on the basis of factors other thnn

bilingualism. With regurd to the development of persanality '!;here again

are to be fOUlld two divergent opinions - some hold tilat tile bilingl1alist
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through his enrly and immature contr.ct with two languages and cul"burea

is not sufficiently nt home in either and that this deficiency leads to

a feeling of inadequacy, insecurity and inferiorityl). The opponents of

this thesis I!k:'1intain that the contact with two languages and cu1tures is

a valuable advuntage lVhich the bilingual person has over the unilingunl

since it contributes to ·!ihe formation of a. more tolerant, and world-rrdnded

individuality, appreciative of Jctle contributions of otller national cul-

tures ll •

It has been during the present century, particule.rly since

1920, that experimental methods have been brouglrli to bear on the problems

of bilinguality (1I.rsenian, 1945). Generally, these studies have taken

tile fact of bilDlgualism in subjects (usually school chilc~en) as the

starting point and have investigated its relationship to personality

characteristics and achievement.

The firs"li problem in these studies has been that of measuring

objectively the degree of bilingualism of a given individual. Four

methods have beon resorted to by investigators, namely, questionnaires,

association teclll1iques, direct tests of knowledge af the second language

and rating scales (1l.rsenir~, 1945).

11. well-laloiVl1 example of tile questionnaire method is that of

Haffman (1934). The subjec"!i is asked a number of questions and he has to

make one of a given number of responses, e.g.:-

1) Christophers8n (1948) quotes Lag['.r<.U-Quos"l; as saying that in most
bilingunls there lurks a latent schizophrenia or split personalityl
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Do the follO\ving speak to you in al"ry language other than English:-

Father: Never Sometimes Oft.en Mostly .Always

Mother: Never Sometimes Often Mostly Always

Ques"Gions pertain also to ne\Vspapers, magazines, books, letters

received at home or written by members of the family or by the child him

self, etc. Thus Hoffman's questionnaire takes ll1to account not only the

"expressive" or speaking but also the "impressive" or heuring and reading

aspects of the subject's language situation.

Association teclll1iques take mro1Y forms. A simple version is

to present two parallel series of, say, ton words, ten ll1 eacl1 lro1guage

orally to the subject with a fixed time ll1terval between words and call

for a reproduction of the words after they have all been presented. Here

immediate verbal memory is involved. Chain association has also been used

as ivhen subjects are asked to call out as mro1Y words that come to mind as

possible, in each language separately, iv:l.thin a specified time (e.g.,

Johnson, 1953). Or words may be presented alJGernately in two languages

Md the subjec"G is asked to give withll1 a fixed time al1Y ivorcls i.n either

language that come to mind. Here reaction time is tuken into accolli1t as

well as the response. A possible ivea]mess of association teclmiques is

tha"G emotional f aC"Gors such as 1I blocting" I!lc:'W interfere in wha"li should be

a pure test of linguistic facility.

Examples of direct tests of lmowledge in the mousurement of

bilingual status Illf1Y be taken from South Africa. Malherbe (1946), in his

montunental study, used equivalent tests of vocabulary, sume-opposites,

story completion and speed aDd comprehension of readll1g ivith his English

and Mrikaans-speakll1g subjects. Meiring and Van Rensburg (1950) gave

the same Mrikaans and English language tests to English- and Afrikaans

speaking children in the Cupe Province. Their method of assessing "the
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relative dogree of bilinguolity of the tlVO groups consisted of calculating

the percentage of second longuaBe pupils reaching or exceeding the median,

lower quartile and ten~l percentile of home language scores. And McConkey

(1951) used an Afrikac~s EUld English vocabulary test to oscertain the

bilingual status of Natal Eu.ropean children in standards seven, eight

EUld nine.

With regard to rating sco1es, Saer (1928) [Uld Mo1herbe (1946)

have clistinguished broad grades of bilingualism.

Saer recognises tlwee bilingual types wld monoglot. The mono

glot are those individuals ,{ho have no effective comprehension of a second

longuage. Tho lmmst degree of bilingueJ.ism is shown by those ,vho compre

hend simple questions in the second language but fail to make use of it

in ~leir answers. Next come the averoge bilingualists who possess a good

comprehension of the mother tongue and a good degreo of facility in using

it, together with a lo,{er ability in using and tUldcrstEUlding the second

longunge. Finally, there are the bilinguo1ists who speak their mother

tongue regLllarly and take enough interest in it to read H, but who have

also arrived at a good degree of facility in speaking the second language

and make good progress III reading and writing it.

Malherbe constructs his scheme on the premise ~lD.t billllgueJ.ity

represents a continuum 8xtendlllg from ° to t.11e mdeal 10010. According to

him, the quesJGion sh01.lld not be IIIs a man bilingual or not?" but "Ho,v

nmch, or to 1>rhErG extent, is he bilingual?1I And this "how muchness!' can

be graded like steps on a ladder. Referring specifically to South Africa,

he proposes that bilingualism be rated in the second language, as follows:-

Stage I: At tIrls stage a man must be nble to follow intelligentlv an

ordinary conversation, speech or sermon in the second language, both in

i"GS ,vritten and spoken form. The ability to speak the second language
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wi-bh any degree of fluency is not a .§ine Qua non at this stage.

Stage II: This stage requires, in addition to the above, an ability to

,gonverse intelligibly and with a fair amount of f1uenoy in the seoond

language. The accent need not be perfeot nor the idiom pure, but the

person should be able to lIit.'.ke himself understood for all practical pur-

poses.

Stage ITI: This stage includes all the requirements of Stage I and 11

and, in addition, the ability to write the second language correctly. A

perfeot accent is still not a sine gua non; uhat is required here is an

efficient paper-language.

Sta.B~ In addition to the requirements mentioned in the foregoing

stages, this stage demlUlds not only correctness on paper but a correct

and convincing pouer of expression both in writing Md speaking the two

llUlgLlages. This should be the minimum requirement of the bilingual teacher.

Speech must be fluent, and both accent and idiom mst be such that they

Crul serve as fit models for grolv.Lng mlllds to imitate.

§tage V: T11is stage is represented qy tile attainments of tllose selected

few Who both as users and as students of tile tlvO 1rulguages would probably

reach the upper 10 percentile in bOtll 1lUlguages.

Stage....Yl:. This is the unapproachable ideal, namely 10010 perfection in

botll langur.ges.

Various studies have been made of the relationship between

h.i.lingualism and the following characteristics:

(a) Mental development.

(b) Language development.

(c) School aChievement.

(d) Speech and other motor functions.
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(e) Personal and social achievement.

(f) Learning e. second longuage.

Of these, only (a), (b) and (c) above are relevant to the present investi-

gation and will be discussed.

For the sake of clarity in exposition the literature on bilin

gualism will, from this point, be reviewed under two heads" namely, that

pertnining mainly to mental development and that concerned largely with

educational development.

(b) Literature Perta; ning Mainly to the Influence of BilingtllJlism
£ll-Mental Development:

The met.hod genereJ.ly adopted to study the relationship between

bilingualism and mental development has been to administer tests of in

telligenco to bilingual and monoglot children and to compare the results.

Some investigators have used only verbal tests, otllers OlUY non-verbal,

and still others, both verbal and non-verbal to the srone group of children.

In a few cases verbal intelligence tests have been administered in ~le two

1ru1guages of the bilingual child and scores compared.

In some cases the performance of the bilingUal child has been

compared with ~lat of his monog10t contemporaries of his own natio-racial

group, at other times with a different or a. mixed group.

A few studies have been longitudinal - tile observations and

testing having been made on the same child at different periods of growth.

But most of the studies are cross-sectional - oche observations and testing

being made at one point in tile child's development.

The results of all these studies are not uniform. After ex~

ining nearly ono hundred investigations in Junarica and abroad up to 1945,

Arsenian (1945) summarises the finclings as fo110wa~-
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1. 11 Bilingual children as compared with monoglot children of the same

age and environment are neither retarded nor accelerated in their

mental development. This conclusion is especially evident when the

two groups are compared on non-language tests of .llltelligence.

2. "When verbal tes·cs of intelligence are used for comparison, the bi

lingual children fall short of their monoglot contemporaries in the

majority of cases, the disparity being greater the more verbal the

content of the test is. This generalization mst however be limited

by two observations:-

(a) On the whole, the older the bilingual child and the higher the

leval of his educational attainment, the smaller is the discre

pency betweon his verbal intelligence test performance and the

performance of a monoglot of the same age or educational attain-

ment.

Cb) nle verbal intelligence tests show that tlle apparent retardation

of bilingual children varies from place to place and from group

to group. BilingUell children in urban areas, like the Welsh

children in tho cities and the Jewish children in London or Now

York, show either no retardation or a slight superiority to the

norms of monoglot children, while in rural Wales the Welsh

children, and in the southwest of the United States the Spanish

speaking children according to these verbal intelligence tests

show a serious handicap".

He concludes: "This summary points to t.lle conclusion that

bilingualism neitller retards nor accelerates mental development, and that

language handicap is most likely the fac·Cor responsible for the discre

pancy between the performances of bilingual and monoglot children on verbal

tests of intelligence ll •
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With regard to ~~e relationship between bilingualism and

language development, Arsenian (1945) sunIDk~ises the position up to 1945

as follows: "On -the Whole, these studies show a language deficiency for

the bilingual child. However, the extent and period of such deficiency

seem to depend on certain factors, such as, the extent of educational

opportunities, the intelligence of the bilillgual children, and the

methods of orgrulization and instruction in schools ll • He adds: liThe

higher we go on the educational level the more opport,unity does the bi

lingual child have to catch up with the monoglot in his knowledge of the

vocabulary of the dominant language. TerI11c'Ul' s finding is of great inte

rest in this connection. He discovered ••••• that for the bilingual

stUdent, vocabulary is lower than mental age up to the third or fourth

grade, but that after twelve years of e.ge vocabulary is equal to mental

age ll •

Arsenian's own investigation illto bilingualism al1d its effects

(1937) is one of the most careful and most comprehensive ill this field.

It will be described in some detail as ~le present study is, in some

measure similar to his. Arsenian l s aim was twofold. Firstly, he wished

to examine bilingualism, expressed by the score of the Hoffman Schedule,

in its relationship to age, sex, socio-economic status, age-grade status

and length of residence of parents for a gt'oup of Italian and a group of

J swish children separately. Secondly, he wished to ascertain the rela

tionship of bilingualism to the mental ability al1d mental development of

the children, as revealed by two intelligence tests.

Nearly all the studies of the effects of bilingualism in the

United States between 1918 [tnd 1934 had taken the form of comparing

children of native-born American parents with children of foreign-spealdng

il1lI1ligrants, thus introducine unkl10lm nntio-racial factors. To avoid this

difficulty Arsenian confinod his study to the effects of bilingualism

within ea.ch of two nntie-racial groups, E'Jl Italian and a. Jewish gt'oup.
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To investigate the effects of bilingualism on mental deve10p-

ment, Arsenian used the Pintner Non-Language Test and the Spearman Visual

Perception Test. His reason for using non-language tests in preference

to verbal intelligence tests in either the mother tongue of the bilingual

children or in EnBlish was to eliminate the influence of linguistic faci

lity or ability of the subjects in either language on the test results.

That even this precaution does not solve all problems is admitted by

Arsenian, for he says: \lIt is recognized that in the solution of even

non-linguistic problems, verbalization of some sort on the part of the

subject mBy take place, as indicated by tl1e experiments of Warden ••.••

and by tl1e observations on nursery school children by Balclt.rin end Stecher

..... In nsing the non-language tests it is assumed that this verbaliza-

tion on the part of the bilingual child will take place in the language

- whether home language or English - to which he is IOOre accustomed, and

in which he finds greater facility for his tlrlnking. It is further as-

surned that the material involved in these non-language tests, as compared
,

with material in any verbal test, is much less, if at all, subject to dif-

ferential reaction due to tl1e specific symbolic education or ~le cultural

milieu of our experimental groups. This point is often and justly made

by antllropologists in tl1eir criticisms of certain applications of intel-

ligence tests tl •

The first part of Arsenian' s research - tllEl"G concerned with

the relationship between bilingualism and age, socia-economic status,

age-grade status and length of residence of parents in the United States

- brought fortl1 the following results:-

The extent of bilingual background did not vary significantly

from age to age for ages 9 to 14 in eitller the Italian or tl1e Jewish group.

No statistically significant differences were found between tile

bilinguality scores of-boys and girls in both the Italian and Jewish
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groups. Hoffmr.n (1934) had also found no sex differences among his

Italian and Jewish subjects.

Bilingualism was found to be correlated with socio-econouda

statusl ) to the extent of -.20. This implied that the more well-to-do

and socially more advenced people \-rere relinguishing their foreign lan

euage background faster than the economicnlly and socially less fortunate

people who were aill1ering more tenaciously to their original language back

eround and to the traditions end literature expressed in that language.

The correlation between bilingunlism and age-grade status (or

school retardation) was zero for the Jewish children and -.20 for the

Italian group, i.e., for the Italian children, the higher the bilingual

score the greater was their scholastic retardation.

The ratio of foreign language to English language background

was fotmd to decrease regularly witi1 increase of the period of residence

of both Italian and Jewish families in the United States.

I-li was elso fotU1d that the influence of parents on the extent

of bilingual status of their children ""as shared equally by father and

mother.

In the second (and main) part of the investigation which was

concerned with the relationship between bilingualism and mental develop

ment, the method of correlation and two methods of comparison between

groups equated for certain factors were employed.

The correlational method showed practically no relationship

between bilingual status and scores on the intelligence tests for oach of

1) Measured by means of seven questions adapted from the Sims Score Card.
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the groups separately, and for each age from 9 years through 14 years.

TIle 34 product-moment correlation coefficients tilat were calculated

ranged between -.217 and .118.

When the factor of socio-economic status ,vas held constant by

means of tile partial correlation technique, the relationship between the

two variables showed no essential change.

TIle relationship expressed by eta (correlation-ratio), be~veen

bilingualism and intelligence for the two experimental groups, while

slightly higher, was statistically insignificant. TIle etas (corrected)

rrolBed bet1."een .042 rold .143.

In the first of the two comparative methods the children of

the two main experimental groups ,.,rere elivicled into low and high bilingual

groups, at each age from 9 through 14 and for each natio-racial group

separately. These groups ,.,rere equated for socio-economic status and com

pared in regard to intelligence and other factors.

No essential difference between the mental development of low

and high bilingue,l children from age 9 through 14 was cliscloeed.

I ...Q's. on the Pintner Non-Language Test for the low and high

bilingual groups within each natio-racial classification was practically

the same.

No statistically sienificant differences were found between

the age-grade s·catus of the low and high bilingual groups within each

natio-racial classification.

In the second of the two comparative methods no relinble dif

ferences in intelligence or age-grade status were found between a group

of monoglot ffild a group of billllgual children, matched child for child on

race, sex, socio-economic status, and ~e in months.
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lIrsonian's final conclusion was that the acquisition of two

languago systems of the bilingualist in place of ono system, as is the

oase with the monoglot, does not have a detrimental influence on mental

ability and development.

Pintner and lIrsenian (1937) published separl1tely the findings

on a verbal intelligence test given iiO the sixth and sevenoth grade Jewish

children used in Arsenian's original (1937) study. TIle Pintner Intelli

gence Test, Form A, consisting of eight sub-tests, namely, vocabulary,

logical selection, aritilmetical reas(~ing, best answer, number sequence,

clnssificntion, opposites and analogies was used. The correlation between

intelligence tost scores and bilingualism (mel1sured by the Hoffman Sche

dule) was -.059 (p .E. :0.031). When nge was partialled out, there was no

change. With socio-economic status partialled out, the figure dropped

to -.029. A study of the extreme bilingual groups by tile comparative

method also yielded negative results"

Darcy's review of the litl3rature on bilingualism (1953) sup

ports the main conclusions rel1ched b;y Arsenian (1937 and 1945). She says

tllut investigators who conclude that billllgualism has u favourable effect

on the measurement of intelligence ~~e in tile minority. TIle general trend

has been toward tile conclusion that "bilingualists suffer from a languuge

handicap when measured by verbal tests of intelligence but that there is

no inferiority on the part of bilingual subjects when tlleir performance

in non-language tests of intelligenc'3 is measured against that of mono

lingual subjects.

Altil0ugh investigations into bilingualism and its effects in

different parts of the world have bel3n rulequately surveyed by reviewers

up to 1953, it will perhaps be useful to review longitudillally and in

somewhat more detail the researches earried out in this field in one
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speoifio region not only up to 1953 bu·~ also from that year up to the

present. This \vill provide a more intimate view of ·tihe problems enooun

tered in studies of bilingualism, of ~le often oonflioting nature of the

results obtainod and of ~le unoeasing 13fforts of researohers to improve

their techniquea. Such a longitudineJ. review of the work done in one area

is made possible by ~le fact that Wale:3 has been a favourite experimental

ground for investigators interested in problems of bilingualism sinoe

1922 to the present time, that is to s,~, from about the time that bilin

gualism and its effects first began to be soientifioal1y studied.

Davies (1954) describes the general situation as follows:

"Wales consists very largely of English monog10ts and Welsh bi1inguals;

with ma.tly of the latter it is difficult to decide which their language

really is. The greatest problem here :is the young child who is primarily

Welsh, but who is so mixed in linguistic background as to be difficult to

'reclaim' as Welshll •

The first compar(:rtiive studil3s of the mental development of

Welsh-speaking bilingual children and monoglot English-speaking children

were made by Saer (1922 and 1923). He tested about 1,400 children from

7 to 12 years of age in five rural and two urban districts of Wales. The

tests wore adaptations from the Binet-Simon Scale and were translated

into ~18 mother tongue for the benefit of the Welsh-speaking children.

The rural monoglot group were found to be superior to the rural bilingual

group by 10 points of I.Q., while the urball monoglot and bilingual groups

achieved almos·t, the same mean. In vocabulary also no substantial differ

ence was noticod between the monoglots and the bilingualists in the urban

areas, while in the rural districts a retardation of more ~lan a year in

the vocabulary level of the bilingUal groups appeared.

Differences in performance between monoglots and bilingualists

were thus found only in the rural areas. Saer considered that tlns Was
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due to the fact that the children in the tot-ms (unlike the rural children)

used English in their play before going to school as well as during

school years £lnd, therefore, escaped to a great extent the emotional dis

turbance experienced by the rurd children when they found they could not

meet the deIJlc..'U1ds of school-life ,lith their mother-tongue alone. At the

same time ho detected evidences of mental confusion in the bilingual urbe.'U1

children ,.,hen he gave tests of dextrality and rhythm, '-1hic11 seemed to in

dicate tllat they, too, had suffered a mental disturbance from the too

early use of a second language.

Sael' also gave group intelligence tests to Ul1iversity stud8l1ts

and the results showed thnt bilingual students who came from rural areas

were inferior -to monolingual students from similar areas. No such dif

ference was found botweon monoglots ro1d bilingualists from the urban nreas.

Ho concluded from this that the mental confusion due to bilingualism was

of n permro1ont nature since it persisted in students at university level.

Arsenian (1937) criticises Saer's work on two main grounds.

Firstly, the mere translation of a verbal test does not guarantee equiva

lence of difficulty, so thnt a compnrison between monoglots and bilingua

lists could be prejudiced by this fact agail1st the bilingualis te. Secondly,

it is assumed that by translating the teats into Welsh the perforIJlc..'U1ce of

the Welsh bilingualist was thereby bel1efitted more than if the tests were

given :in English. But then not all the bilingualists could have been of

the same degree of efficiency with regnrd to the languages involved, and

as no objective measurement of the extent of bil:ingualism was made use of

one con only hope that the nverages would smooth out the differences. One

cannot be certa:in. Besides, Saor himself found that the vocabulary of

the monoglot children in English was higher than that of bilingual children

either in English .QI in Welsh. It is obvious from this that the bilingual

child under such conditiol1s would suffer a vocabulary handicap which would
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depress his performance on the verbnl tests in either language. For

these reasons .Arsenian concludes that lithe presence of the lnnguage fac

tor in tests of intelligence tried on the bilingual child will always

make the results Witll respect to ~le bilingualist's intelligence of doubt

ful interpretationlt •

He continues: liThe question arises as to how much a rating on

a verhal intelligence test is due to linguistic ability and hOl-1 meh to

intelligence as such. While ~le correlation between the two is not per

fect, neitller is it negligible. Saer's correlations between intelligence

quotient and English vocabulary score range from .32 at the age of 9 for

the rural to .69 at 11 years in the case of the urban children. Burt

stntes: 'Linguistic ability and lineuistic attdnments exert upon the

Binet-Simon tests a special and positive influence of tlleir own' (Mental

lilld Schol~llc Tefits) • Rather than interpreting the results of this in

vestigation as indicat5~g the superior intelligence of the monoglot, tlley

may well be interpreted to mean that the monoglot child is superior to the

bilingual child in respect to linguistic ability or nttainment, which

would not be sl~prising at all in view of Saer's 0~1 results ••••• TIlO

work in ~le United States (also) points to a doficiency in the vocabulary

in eitller language of bilingual children. This condition, hOliever, is

not general but depends upon the age and educational opportlmities sur

rounding the bilingual childll •

Smi~l (1923) investigated the school porforI1lc'111ce of monoglot

and bilingual Welsh children of ages 8 to 11 in four urban schools. TIle

fo110lving four "l;ests were used: (a) two free composition exercises, each

of 15 minutes duration; (b) the Whipp1e Word Building Test; (c) a mutila

ted passage test consisting of ~vo stories from eacll of which fifteen

words were omitted; and (d) an analogies test of twelve items. When the

scores of tile four schools were combined, the monog10t clrllc~en were found
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to be superior to the bilingualists on every test. The researcher con

cluded: uSo f UI' from bilingualism being an 'intelloctual advantage' , it

seems to be exactly tile reverse •••••".

Smith's tests 'Wore all verbal in character and administered

in English so -that Arsenian's oriticisms of Saer's 'Work in respect of the

bilingualist l s handicap in language 'Would apply in this case also. MOTe

over, at least two of Frank l s tests had 10'W reliability quotients, .5 and

.7.

A departure from the use of verbal tests alone in comparative

studies of the intellectual development of DlOnoglots and bilingualists

'Was made by Barke (1933). The investigator administered both the Pintner

Non-Language Test and the Nortilumberland Standardized Tests (verbal) to

697 children of ages 10 to 14 inclusivs in three bilineual and two monoglot

schools in a mining district in South Wales. The socio-economic status

'Was regarded as similar in the various groups from the point of view of

parental occupation, although further inquiry suggested tilat the home en

vironment of tile bilingual group was som8\vhat superior to that of tile

monoglots.

In the bilingual area Welsh was the dominant language. In

answer to a questionnaire 86.210 of tile cllildren reported tilat tlley used

the Welsh language at home. Instruction in the schocls in this area 'Was

in Welsh in the infants t department. The learning of the English language

started with S-l;andard I, at about 7 years of age. Beginning \-lith Standard

II, English became the medium of instruction. In the monoglot aroa

English was the dominl1l1t language. Only 3.4'/0 of the boys and 3.9/0 of the

girls indicated that t.l1ey spoke Welsh at home. In these schools there

was a compulsory Welsh lesson every day, but English was the medium of

instruction tl~oughout.
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Comparison be"li,.,een the two groups wns made on the basis of

mental age. It was found that the monoglots were superior by .8 of a

year of M...A. on ·!iho verbal test, while the bilingualists were .44 of a

year superior on tile non-language test. TIle inferior performance of the

bilinguals on the verbul test was attributed to language difficulties,

and in particular to their imperfec·1; comprehension of the English Inn

guage. It was suegested that under conditions of bilingualism non-verbal

tests Should be used to measure intelligence in preference to verbal tests.

It will be noted that Barke's findings were similar to those generally

arrived at in the United States.

A later study by Barke and Parry-Williams (1938) confirmed

these results. In this investigation the Pintner Non-Language Test and

~le Northtunberlruld Stroldardized Tests were agall1 used and, in addition,

the vocabulary level of the subjects was ascertall1edo The sample comprised

children aged lot to llt years, drmJl1 from two adjacent schools in a

Welsh minlllg district. TIle findings were as follows:-

(1) The difference botween tile bilingual and monoglot groupo, when

measured by the non-verbal mental test ,.,as negligible.

(2) The bilingualists were distinctly inferior to the monoglots \<Then

measured by the Northumberland Tests presented in English (their

second language).

(3) When the two groups were measured by the verbal test given to each

in its mother tongue, the superiority of the monoglot group was

more marked.

(4) The inference was that the bilingual children were unable to do

justice to themselves in either language.

(5) The bilingualists, neither in their mother tongue nor in their

second language, had a vocabulary equal to that of the monoglots as

measured by the tests of vocabulary given to them.
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(6) This inferiority in vocabulary, 1o1hen taken in conjunction with the

equaliJGY of the bilingualists and tllG monoglots in the non-verbal

intelligence tost, 'vas probably responsible in large measure for

their inferiority to the monoglots in the two verbal mental tests.

Jonos (1933) compared monoglot and bilingual urba.n children

on three battorios of tests arranged in a progressive scale of verbality.

At the one extreme, uas non-language material represented by nine sub

tests which were pictorial or perceptual in content; the llrl:iermediate

material consisted of four llconcrete-verbal" tes"l:;s in 'vhich the items

uere tile names of concrete objects or of comnon attributes; at tIle other

extreme, there was a series of lI abstract-verbal" tests requiring the mani

pulation of abstract concepts or meanll1gs. In addition, attainment tests

of English were given. The ll1structions for all tests were given to each

group in its mother-tongue, except for the achievement tests uhich 'vere

given entirely in English. Furthermore, the abstract-verbol tests were

given in their original English form to both monoglot and bilingual

groups. TIle groups were matched for age (10 years) ond for socio-economic

status (by parenJGal occupation). Linguality'vas assessed by means of Q

questionnaire and teachers' reports. A comparison of meN1 scores for

monoglot and bilingual groups revealed no statistically significant dif

forences betweon -l:;hem on any of the tests in the progressive scale of

verbality. It was concluded that an oar1y bilingualism need not be a

handicap in either non-verbal or verbal tests of ll1telligence. Nor were

any significant differences bet'\"reen the two groups found in the attain

ment tests of English.

James (1947) compared l1lOnoglot and bilingual groups selected

by means of a modified form of Hoffm.c."U1' s Schedule, teachers' reports and

interviews lvith the children. TIle age range of tile groups ivaS 8 to 11

years and their socio-economic backgrotmds (by parental occupation) were
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similar. Analyses of variance applied to the data showed that the dif

ference between t.he monoglot l:U1d bilingual children in attainment in the

school subjects as moasured by teachers f assessments was not significant.

Further, Form A of CatJGell' s Scale I (non-verbal) was administered in

English to bO"Gh groups, followed by Form B administered in. Welsh to the

bilingual group and in English to the monoglot group. T-tests revealed

no significant difference :in intelligence between the t\vo groups on either

administration of the non-verbal test.

Jones and Stewart (1951) undertook a stUdy in which analysis

of covariance ivas used to equate monoglot and bilinBl1al groups on a non

verbal test in ordAr to ascertain their relative status on a verbal test

of intelligence. They pointed out four defects in previous researches

into Welsh-English bilingualism, as follOivs: (a) The statistical siBni

ficance of differonces between group mero1S was never indicated. (b) TIle

test material was often tmsuitable in validity and reliability. (c) Trans

lation of a verbal test into Welsh does 110 necessarily guarantee equiva

lence of difficulty in the Welsh and English versions. (d) No language

questionnaire \ms used to obtain an objective est.imate of the pupils' bi

lingual backgroUl1d.

In t.heir own stUdy t",o groups of children aged lot to llt, con

sisting of 326 DlOnoglot children from a predominantly English-speaking

area of Wales and 518 bilingual chilc.lron from a predominantly Welsh-speak

ing area, bO"Gh living in a predominantly rural environment, ivere tested

with non-verbal and verbal tests of intelligence (Jenkins's Scale of Non

Verbal Mental Ability and The Cotswold Mental Ability Test, respectively).

TIle tests were administered in English to the monoglot group, and in Welsh

to the bilingual group, care having been taken to ensure that the Welsh

and English versions of the tests were eqtdvalent in difficultye
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In the rmv results a hiehly significant difference in favour

of the monoe;lot e;roup "'as fOUlld in both the verbal and the non-verbal

tests of intellie;ence, the findine in the case of the latter test beine

contrary to those of Barke (1933) and Parry-Willimns (1938).

To discover "'hether the difference observed in favour of the

monoglot group in the verbal test remained significant when the tivo groups

",ere equated for the non-verbal test, an analysis of covariance was car

ried out. It Has found that, as a result of adjustine the verbal scores

to a comroon non-verbal basis, ~le difference was substroltially reduced,

but still remallled statistioally significrolt. It "'as therefore concluded

that the bilinpual children 'vere significantly inferior to the monoe;lot

children, even after full allO'lvance had been made for the initial differ

ence in the non-verbal intelligence test.

Jones (1952) carried out an ll1vestigation which had a somewhat

different purpose. He "ranted to ascertain ',rhether the performance of

Welsh-speaking (bilingual) chil(~en in a verbal intelligence test in

English differed significantly from their performance in a non-verbal

test acDni.nistered III Welsh, and to examine ffi1y such difference in relation

to their reac1Jng ability in English. His subjects \-vere 117 children in

the senior classes of five schools III quarryinE' districts, aeed 10:2 to

12:0. The tests used were Jenkins's Scale of Non-Verbal Mental Ability,

the Moray House Intelligence Test 42 (verbal) and ~"o tests of readll1g,

namel:>r, Sc11onoll's (1950) Graded Readine; Vocabulary Test (oral) and -the

Watts-Vernon Silent Reading Test. Parental occupations, analysed accord

ine to a stroldard classification, were used as a~ estimate of socio

oconomic status.

In the schools used by J ones the billlleual policy of the edu

cation authority provided that forTIk~ training in tile use of &lglish os
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a second language should begin at about seven years of age. Welsh was

used as the main medium of teaching up to about nine years of age, but

the minor language - English - 1-vas developed as a teaching medium bet'\.Veen

nine and eleven years of age until at the end of the prime.ry stage, it

occupied a place of almost equal importance '\.Vit!.l the mother tongue.

It tvas found that the mean I.Q. of the children on t!.le non

verbal test '\.Vas significrolt1y greater thml ~leir mean I.Q. on the verbal

test and that this difference was associated td~l inadequate reading

ability III &lglish. TIle difference betweer tile t\vo means tended to di

minish as reading age in English increased, although the gap between them

was not ent.trely closed even \Vit!.l reading f,ges as high as 10 or 11 years.

TIle main conclusion was that I.Q1s obtained from t!.le verbr~

group test in English cannot be regarded as valid assessments in the cnse

of these Welsh-speaking children mv:lng to their inm.leqt1nte reading ability.

An in"(jeresting finding waS that the correlation bettveen the

results on the non-verbal test and those on the verbal test tvas .836.

Such a high correlation suggested that inadequate reading ability in

English did not materially disturb the order of merit of I.Q. III the verbal

test in comparison with t!.lat obtained in t!.le non-verbal test. For this

reason Jones held that group verbal intelligence tests in English, in

spite of tllGir disadvantages for !.Q. assessments 1Vith Welsh-speaklllg

groups and for comparisons bett"een groups (if varying linguistic bnckground,

mny still prove useful for the purpose of e.rranging Welsh-spoakll1g children

within tlle same linguistic category in El rdative order of merit.

A furt:lGr investigation into thE influenco of reading abilHy

in English on the scores of We1sh-speakll1g (bilingual) children in a verbal

intelligence test presented in English was undertaken by Jones (1953).

'I'tvo groups of children aged 10 to 12 years \vere used. A language question-
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naire shm{ecl tlwt tho one group consisted of monoglot Enelish children,

and the other of Welsh bilingual children vrho camo from homes '''hore Welsh

"'as al:Hays spoken and whose knmTleclge of English as a second leJ1B'llage had

been acquired outside the home, mainly in school. They were given -the

same intelligence tests as in the 1952 study but only one test of reading

was used, namely, SC~lonellls Silent Reading Test B (R. 4) (1950). The

non-verbal tes-{j '.fleS administered in Welsh -"0 the bilingu.al group, and in

English to the monoglot group. The other -':;1{0 tests ,{ere givGn entirely

in English to both e;roups.

No significffilt differences were found between ~lG two groups

in non-verbal intellie:ence (this result being contrary to that of Jones

and St<:J\,'art (1951)) but a hie;hly sienificant difference appeared in favour

of the monor,lo-{j e:roup in both the verbal intelligence -{jest and the silent

readine test. When, by covariance statis-{j:tcs, the tHo groups were equated

for reading abili-{jy, the difference in Ver al intelligence scores was sub

stantially reduced, btJ_t a highly significant residue still remained.

Jones attributed this residual difference 'GO the fact that the bilingual

children had not yet acquired ~le abilit.y to lIthink in Englishll with an

adequate degree of facility and accuracy.

This invGstigation, however, sa,ys Jones, afforded evidence

which indicated that Welsh-speakine childr13l1 are not similarly handicapped

in verbal ·thinkint? \-1hich may be carried on through the medium of their

mother tongue. The bilingnal group, in addition to the tests already

mentioned above, were given a group verbal intellie;ence test standardised

on a representative sample of children vlhoHe line;uistic background was

purely Welsh. IJe was fotmd that their performance on this -Ges'{j did not

differ significffiltly from that on the non-verbal test of intellieence.

Ho summarises as follo\olS: "It appears, therefore, tha-{j the

position as regards verbal intelligence te~lts in English is now fairly
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cleat'. These resenI'ches provide statistical evidence for the disadvantage

which may be experienced in tests of this kind by bi1ineual children

whose second language is English; they also indicate that such a dis

advantage may arise not only from inadequate reading ability in EngH.Sh,

but also from o·ther factors such as the inability to 'think in Eng1ish l

Witil a sufficient degree of fluency and accuxacy.

nThe evidence as regards verbal intelligence tests adapted

into Welsh is sommvhat contradictory, although there are some indications

that Welsh-speaking bilingual children are not necessarily handicapped

in such tests".

On the other heJld, Horgan (1957), using tilI'ee non-verbal tests

obtained statistically significant differences in favour of the I1lOnoglots

in two tests, while the performance of the monog1ots lvas slightly superior

also on the third (the Raven Matrices (1938)). The fact that, of the

tests employed, the one in "Thich the retardation of the bilingual children

was least (and non-significant) was the one test lvithout a time limit,

namely, tile Raven Matrices, has led Morrison (1958) to suggest tilat the

bilingual child, having to ~~e a choice betwoen two languages (and pro

bably trying to use both on occasions), tends to be slightly slower at

thinking than the monoglot, and is thus penalised on all timed tests.

J\ reoent report on the problem of bilingualism is that of

Lewis (1959). He notes that investigations of the effect of (English

Welsh) bilingualism on performance in non-verbal tests of intelligence

have not yielded a consistont pattern of rosults. For his own study he

used 372 ~(ien-year-olds from 16 pri~1.I'Y schools in Wales. J enkins' s Non

Vorba: Scale of Mental lI.bility was used as a measure of intelligenco. The

monoglot children '-lorked the English and the bilingUal children the Welsh

version of tilG test. Oral instructions were given in English to the
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moncglo-ts and in Welsh to the bilingualists. Linguistic backerol.mcl \,ras

assessed by means of' a language questionnaire" the assessment beine; com

pared \vith teachers I ratings. Care 1,ras taken to select a homogenous

group of a thoroughly Welsh background (i.e., a bilingual group) together

1vith a corresponding English-speaking g.roup (1vith a background of no ap

preciable "Welslmesf"). The groups, says L6\,ris, did not differ apprecia

bly with regard tJ parental occupation though he admits that a more

thorough analysis of the sooio-economic factor migh-C have revealed some

differences. .Also, the groups were not equated wi'Gh regard to the urban

rural factor, there being a slightly higher proportion of Welsh-speaking

bilingualists coming from a rural environmen'G than of Enelish-speaking

monoglots.

The results showed a statistically significant difference in

favour of the monoelots, corresponding to about 8 points of I.Q. Lmds

suggests that this difference may be due, i.n part" to one or more of the

following factors:-

(a) The prepondeNu1ce of I'tJ.ral subjects in the bilingualist group.

(b) Differences in socio-economic status of the t1vO groups.

(c) The fact that the test was a timed one (cf. Morrison (1958) above).

(d) The fact brought to 'I;he fore by Emmett (1949) that there is a "vI!

factor 10adb1g even in the case of non-verbal tests of intelligence

since language is involved in the administration of the test and

possibly also in the thinking processes of the testees.

Jones (1960) has criticised L61.ris' s study on just these points

and the latterl·s reply to the oriticisms (Lewis, 1960b) has not been en

tirely convincing. HOlvever, one dafinite advance over previous Welsh

studies was the care 1dth which Le1,ris assessed 1ingua1ity in his subjects.

Reviewing the evidence on the effects of bilingualism from

Welsh studies, Jones (1959) says that out of seven investieations i.n
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,/hic~l non-verb13l tests of intelligence and adequate statistical criteria

were used tl~ee report favourably (Jones, 1933; James, 1947; and Jones,

1953) and four unfavourably (Jones and Stewart, 1951; Jones, 1955; Jones

.2:!L1l1., 1957; and Horgan, 1957) on the performance of bilingual children

relative to monoglots. To the latter e:roup may be added the investigation

of Lewis (1959) which has been described above.

He describes t,vo other studies carried out ,oJith non-language

tests of intelligence 1..11 Wales, namely, the Bangor Survey of 1951 and the

W.J.E.C. Survey of 1954.

In the Bangor Survey all children in primary and secondary

schools in Caernnrvonshire bet\,reen the ages of 10 years and 11 years 11

montils on 21st November, 1951, ro1d ntunbering 2,517 in all, were given a

lro1guage questionmlire similar to the Hoffman Schedule, the Jenms Scale

of Non-Verbal Mental Ability, the Jenkins CotSWOld Hental Ability Test,

Series I (verbal)" The Schonell (1950) Silent Reading Test B (Test R4)

and the Sc110nell (1950) Essential Mechanical Arithmetic Test, Form A.

On tile basis of the language questionnaire and headteachers , reports the

children were subdivided Into four linguistic groups, nrunely, Welsh,

Mixed-Welsh, Mixed-Ene;lish a.l1d English (t,he extreme groups being monoglot).

In the W.J.E.C. Survey 749 children bet\/een 10 and 11 years of

age in primary schools in Aberystwyth and Bangor were tested for intelli

gence and educational attainment. Language backerotU1d 'vas assessed by ti1e

methods employed in the Bangor Survey of 1951. The Jenkins Scale of Non

Verbal Mental Ability (Welsh and English versions) '·lere used.

In both investigations analyses of variance revealed highly

significant overall differences bet\.;een the four linguistic groups 011 the

non-verbal test of intelligence, the tendency being for mero1 scores to ll1

crease as the linguistic composiJGion of the groups became increasingly

more English.
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While Qck110\"leclging the accuracy of the factual data, Jones

\-,as unable to accept the interpretation that bilinguality as such was a

sotlrce of disadvantage ll1 non-verbal test situations \vithout further in

vestigation. He therefore subjected the 1951 Bangor Survey data to

further analyses \dth socio-economic status as the main variable. The

data of this S'LU'vey was used because it \-,as derived not from a random

sample but from complete age-groups in a region in which varying linguis

tic and socio-economic classes were adequately represented. Parental

occupation, ascertained ro1d classified caref'LUly according to a well

k11o"m status scheme, ,.,ras used as the measure of socio-economic background.

The da"ba was broken c1o\-rn along three main 1inel:l, as follows:-

(1) Chi-square tests revealed that the four 1ineuistic groups, that is

to say, Welsh, Mixed-Welsh, Mixed-English and English (which had

already been fotUld to show significant overall differences in intel

ligence on non-verbel tests as noted above) also varied significant

ly in respeo"l:; of occupational status. There was a decided tendency

in favour of agricultural occupations in the Welsh group, whereas,

in the English and Mixed-English groups in par"l:;icular the emphasis

tended to be on occupations in the salaried, small employer and non

!lkllmal (i.e., lllrlgherl1 ) categories. It appeared, therefore, that

the differences ll1 mean scores on the non-verbal ll1telligence test

arose as mch from occupational !lS from lineuistic variations between

r(fuo groups.

(2) TI1e schools 'Lwed in the survey were next classified into tl~ee typJS,

as follows:-

(a) ~ Schools, ,Yith 8010 to 10010 of Welsh-speakll1g children.

In these schools, Welsh ,.,ras the sole medium of instruction in

the infro1ts 1 department up to about seven years of age, English

being introduced informally through oocasional rhymes, jingles
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and songs. In the junior department, Welsh ,-ras maintained as

the main medium of teaohing up to 11 years of aee, but English

was developed formally as a seoond language.

(b) lielsh Bilingual Schoo1§., uith 30/0 to 8010 of Welsh-speakine

children. In some of tilese sohools there uas parallel or ver

tical olassification of Welsh and English-speaking ohildren for

teaohing of most subjects. In others the minor and major lin

guistic groups ,-rere taught together throughout tile day.

(c) E11Idish Bilins:ma1 Schools, with less tiUIl1 3Cf/o of Welsh-speaking

children. Some of these schools organised their \-rork on parallel

or ver-tioal linea for all subjects, Enelj.sh and Welsh children

being taught through their own mother tongue, except for the

seoond language lessons. Other schools used English as the sole

medium of instru.ction for all children, but they invariably re

BI'oupec1 the children according to linguistic ability for the

stUdy of Welsh.

The secondary schools were classified in tile same way but the

pattern of llllguistic education was not as clearly defined III

them as in the primary schools, owine to the increasing use of

English as the medium of instru.ction.

According to this classification, there '''ere in the 1951 Baneor

Survey, 13.3 Welsh schools and 31 billllgUal sohools of which 16

were English Bilingual and 15 Welsh Billllgual. 87fo of the Welsh

schools, as compared with 25/0 of the bilingual sohools, 1vere

situated in the rural areas.

Analyses of varianoe and Ji-tests shelved that there were signi

ficant differences between the four linguistic groups III the

non-verbal intelligenoe test in the Welsh schools, the more
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"English" the composition of the group, the higher the scores.

On the othor hand, no such differences appeared between the

lineuistic groups in the bilingual schools. At the same time,

chi-square tests showed highly significant differences between

linguistic groups in the Welsh schools 'vith the English and

Mixed-English groups favoured, while no such significant dif

ferences between the linguistic groups appeared in the bilin

gual schools. This, second, analysis confirmed the conclusion

of the first that the significant differences in mean scores on

the non-verbal test of intelligence arose from occupational as

much as from lineuistic variations between groups of Il1Onoglot

and bilineual children.

(3) In the third breokdm-m of the data, comparisons were made between the

four linguistic groups drawn only from Welsh Bilingual and English

Billllgual schools. Differences in occllpational class were excluded.

It was found that inter-group differences 111 mean scores on the non

verbal llltel1igence test were negligible, tllat is to say, the various

BI'0Ups of monoglot and bilineual children did not differ significantly

in intelligence whon they were IJ1[dj~hed for socio-economic status.

This analysis Was crucial in the sense tha1j, while significant inter

group differences in nCJn-verbol scores were present when oocupational

differences were present (Analyses (1) ~ld (2», they were absent

when occupational differences were elinrlnatec1 (Analysis (3». It

must be noted, hOivever, that the third analysis concerned only the

bilingual schools Which, as has already been pointed out, were situa

ted mainly in the urban areas (Which were llllguistically mixed). The

question whether or not significant differences in scores on the non

verbal intelligence test between the linguistic groups in the rural

(Welsh) schools would a.ppear, with socio-economic statu.s held con

stant, does not seem to have been investigated b,y Jones.
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In any case, the rosults are sufficient to invalidate the

findings of previous investigators who did not carefully control the fac

tors of socio-economic status and urbaJ,1-rural backgrotmd when assessing

the effocts of bilingualism, and the criticism holds for the bulk of

Welsh studies.

J ones says: l! Apart from indicating the,t bilingualism is not

necessE.'tI'ily a source of il1"~ellectuol disadvantage, the present survey has

drawn attention to the influencG of socio-economic factors in comparisons

between groups of monoglot and bilingual children, and has emphasised the

importElnco of such factors in the corroct interprotation of test-results.

It has also pointed to the roasonable conclusion that ilwestigations

which omit a cletailed analysis of the socio-economic factor are fundament

ally at fault, and that a comparison between monoglot and bilingual groups

based on the results of such invesJ"igations may lead to unwarranted con

clusions concerning J&le ll1fluenoe of bilingualism on intelligence. It

is, indeed, highly probable that occupational differences of the kind re

vealed in the prescn·t aJ,1alysis Ine.'lY largely account for the findil1gs of

previous investigators, \-1ho have reported significant differences in non

verbal intelligence in favour of monoglot groups by comparison Hith bi

lingual groups".

One other pos t-1945 study of the problem of bilingualism must

be described as iG is of some relevance to the present study. Anastasi

and Oordova (1953) tested a number of Puerto Rican children in grades six

to eight of a school in the Spanish Harlem area of New York City on the

Cattell Culture Free Intelligence Test, Forms 2A and 2B. One of the forms

\vas adminis"l:.ered in Spanish (the home language) and the other in English.

The over-all performance of the group fell cOl1sidorably belmv the test

norms reported by Cattell but it \vas fotu1d (by meaJ,1S of variance analysis)

tJ18t the language in \vhich tho test was adminis·~ered had no significaJ,1t
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e::'feut upon perforDumce. Translating the directions into Spanish did not

materially improve scores. The investigators concluded that the bilineual

lsm encotmtered among the Puerto Rican children 'Was of the bifurcated

variety, the children I s mastery of either language being restricted and

inadequate. They attributed the subnormal scores of the group to "the

very low socio-economic level of the Puerto RiceJl children, their bilin-

gualism which makes them deficient in both languages, their extreme lack

of test sophistication, and their poor emotional adjustment to the school

situation". In so far as this maladjustment itself was due to the chil-

drenfs severe language handicap during their initial school experiences,

it was suggested that a solution of the language problem would be a ne-

cessary first step for the effective education of migrant Puerto Rican

chilc1renG

(c) Literature Perta;ning.1m1nly to the_Influence of BilD1P,UaJi§.ID
on Educational Attainmentl

Although the ·li"cerature outlined in the preceding sub-section

concerned the relationship between bilineue~ism and mental development,

there wore occasional referenc9s to findings with regard to the influence

of bilingualism on scholastic attainment. 1'11es9 will nOli be brought to-

gether and further additicn9 made.

Resear~!l work undertaken in different parts of the world into

the psychologioal aspect of bil:lllgualism seems -bo have been concerned

mainly with its relation to intelligence, so that there is not much evi-

dence to shm., hO\oI bilingualism :trk.1Y affeot a childfs level of school

aohi~vement.

ReviewDlg the existing literature in ~1is connection up to

1945, .l\rsenian (1945) concludes: "1'11e bilingual's deficiency in language

reflects in his school performance, especially on ~le elementary school
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l<'3Vel. Studies reported from Belgiwn ••.•• , Czechoslovakia •••.• ,

Canada •••.• , tl1e Philippine Islands ••••• , Puerto Rico ••..• , and a

number from this country (the United States) are almost tmanimous in show

ing lower performance by the bilingual child. This deficiency of the bi

lingual is most apparent in verbal subjects, such as reading, history,

and geography; and is mch less apparent in non-verbal subjects such as

aritlmetic and science. On the high school level ••••• the differences

seem very slight, and on the college level they apparently disappear".

The resu~ ts of' eight Welsh studies are available and these

'dll now be briefly described.

Saer (1922 and 1923) used tests of vocabtuary and composition

\dth IOOnoglot and bilingual children bet\V'een 7 and 11 years of age. He

found that the shai'pest rise in the vocabulary curve occurred with uni

lingual children in rural districts at the age of 8 or 9 years, whereas

in the casa of bilingual children tllis 'VIas postponed tmtil tl1e age of la

or 11. HO\veverj he discovered no such developmental difference in the

case of urban children. The vocabulary level of monoglot children in

English Has higher than that of bilingual children eitl1er in Welsh or in

English. Witl1 regard to composition, Saer found Ule work of bilingual

children to be very much inferior to tl1at of monoglot children.

Smith (1923) fotmd thflt the performance of bilineual children,

aged 8 to 11 years, in four urban schools was consistently inferior to

that of monoglots in tests of free composition, 1V'ord-filling, \V'ord-build

ing and analogies.

James (1947), using children of the same age range as Smith,

found no significm1t difference between monoglots and bilinguists in

school subjects as meast~ed by teachers' assessments.
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1-li11iams (1952) "(josted children of 9 and 11 years of age in

tbree Welsh schools aJ.1d one English sohool in Caernarvonshire. She oon

eluded that, \.Jith intelligenoe held constaJ.lt, there was not usually a

significant differenoe between Enelish and Welsh groups in English read

ing and English spelling. 'this finding ylaS oonfined to ohildren of

average and above-average intelligence. Pupils of below-average intelli-

genoe were not oompared.

JOl1es (1953) found a signifioaJ.1t difference in a reading com

prehension test presented in English to monoglot and billllgual groups

aged 10 to 12 years in favour of the former, the children being matched

for non-verbal intelligenoe.

JOl1es (1955), using the data of the 1951 Bangor Survey, com

pared the performa.nce in a reading comprehension test of four groups sta

tistically matched (by co·,ariance technique) as regards non-verbal inte1

ligenoe but differentiated linguistically into Welsh, Mixed-Welsh, ~d

English and English oategories on the combined basis of a laJ.lguage quest

ionnaire and headteachers t estimates. Two age groups were tested, namely,

10:0 to 10:11 and 11,0 to 11:11. Highly SignifiCaJ.lt overall differenoes

were discovered at ooth age levels, the tendenoy being for mean scores in

reading comprehension to decline as the oomposition of the groups became

in0~oasingly Welsh (i.e., inoreasingly bilingual).

Le\'1is (196Oa) analysed the soores of 375 ton-year-olds used in

the 1954 W.J.E.C. Survey in Wales to study the differenoes in attainment

between 16 priIJ1c.'U'Y sohools that varied in English-Welsh bilinguality.

The ohildren had worked t\'1o attainment tests of English (Schone111 s Silent

Reading Test B (Test R4) for oOIJi>rehension and the Moray House English

Test 21 (M.H.E. 21) for English usage) j tl'1o attainment tests of arithmetic

(Schono111 s Essential Meohanioal Arithmetio Tes·t (Form A) and Schonel1' s
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.\riUuootic Test (Form A)); and one llltelligence test - tile Jenkins' Scale

of Non-Verbal Ability. A languoee ques'~ionnaire, similar to Hoffman's

Bilingual Schedule (Hoffman, 1934) \-TaS administered to assess the lin

guistic baekeround of the subjects.

The results weI'"e as follows:-

(1) The attainment di1'ferenees between schools ware considerable, though

in the case of English comprehension, the overall dispersion of

school mero1s was not significant.

(2) TIlese attainment differences were found to be related to tile corres

pondlllg clifferences III llltelligence (tilis relationship being notice

ably less in tile case of mechanical orithmetic, however). In all the

attainment tests the school. means tended to increase Witil intelli

gence, but nC't regulro.'ly.

(3) When the school attainments were adjusted to a common basis, as re

gards intelligence, by tile analysis of covariance, the overall dis

persion of the adjusted school meMS was significant in all the at

tainment tests. Differences in intelligence between Scll00ls did not,

therefore, account ~ully for tllsir attainment differences.

(4) A linguistic background index was forrm.:tlated to assess tile "Welsh

ness" of background of the s cllool groups. Schools whose attainments

in English - adjusted for intelligence - were D1£xkedly high, were

oooerved to have low llllguistic llldices (i.e., low Welsh background),

while schools whose adjusted attainments in English were low had

high linguistic indiaes (i.e., high Welsh background). The tendency

for high adjusted attainments to be Msociated i-Jith low linguistic

indices and for Imv adjusted attainments with high linguistic indices

was confirmed as belllg strong in both English tests, and was espeoial

ly strong in English usage.

In arithmetic, on tile other hand, the tendency for high adjusted

attainments to be associated with lmv indices, and lmv adjusted at

tainments with hieh indices, was only slight.
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(5) Linguistic background 'Was therefore reearded as an important factor

with respect to ~10se school differences of attainment in &lglish

which 'Wore not accountod for by intelligence. With regard to the

corresponding attainment differences in aritlunetic, li~guistic back

grotmd was of less importance, further research being regarded as

necessary to clGcide whether the sliglrc tendency observed was real.

The most well-known South African study which claims to be "by

far the most comprehensive and thoroughgoing inves·cigation on bilingual

ism hi~lerto conducted" is ~lat of Mc."l1herbe (1946). The survey covered

over 18,000 children in hundreds of representative schools. The author's

interest in the s'lbject 'WhS primnrily practical, his main concern being

to compare the levels of scholastic acllievement of English- and Afrikaans

speaking pupils in unilingual and bilingual schools, 'With intelligence

and economic environment held constant.

His IJlElin findings were as fo1101."s:-

(a) As regards languaee attainment, the superiority of English- and

Afrikaans-speakll~pupils III their socond language is considerable

'Where they attend the bilingual sohool as against the unillllgual

school.

(b) In their first language or mother tongue (Whether English or Afri

kaane), tll0ro is no loss whatsoever on the part of those attending

the bilingual school.

(c) The highest degree of bilingualism (obtained by addillg each pupil's

Afrikaans and English marks together) was obtained by bilingual

children attending bilingual schools and the lm-lest by unilingual

pupils attending unilingual medium sohools 'I.Ihero the medium was the

same as the home hmguage.

(d) In the "contentll subjects (arithmetie, geography, etc.) the results

of the bilillgual schools were consistently superior to those of uni

lingual schools.
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(e) Comparisons at different intelligence levels showed that children

of both above averaee and below average intelligence do better

school work an rotmd in the bilingual than in the unilingual school.

Most significant lvas that the greatest gain for the bilingual school

was registered in the second language by the lower intelligence

eroups. Not only clid they more than hold their Olm in their homo

laneuage but in their second language their gain was nearly tldce

as big as that registered by the higher intelligence groupsl).

(f) Children from more or less bilingual homes were found to be more lll

telligent than children from purely ul1illllgual homes. (The intel

ligence tests used were the old South African Group Test (verbal),

the Beta Test (non-verbal) and the Otis .Advanced (verbal)).

(g) A special study of 5/0 of the pupils who were from a completely uni-

lingual home environment but lVho were taught from the begilming

solely through the second language (i.e., through the "wrongll medium)

showed that these children suffered an initial but not very serious

handicap in the content subjects. As they progressed to higher

standards, the medium seemed to become of decreasing significance

and had no observable adverse effect on school progress in standard

six und beyond. In subjects like arithmetic, \o1here lal1euaee does

not play such a big role, the handicap lvas smc.iller than in subjects

like geography and history, wl~re languuge pluys a greater role in

the acquisition of knowledge. Whatever handicap there was in the

content subjects was found to be almost precisely in proportion to

the relative strangeness of the language used as medium and was prac-

1) The validity of this poinJG has been questioned by J0nes (1955). He
says ~hut l1alilerbe ~ailed to tuke aCCotUlt of tile influence of regres
sion III this compar~son both for the "total sample and for each of the
t'tvo llltelligence groups compared, hence this "somelVhat strange con
clusion".
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tically non-existent l-rhere the child's knowledge of the second laneuage

approximated that of his first language.

Melllerbe's report ImlSt rank as the most optimistio to date in

favour of bilingualism and bilineual education. He not only found that

bilingualism had no adverse effects on intellectual and scholastic develop

ment but that it aotually promoted them. Such a view places him among the

small minority of investigators "'ho hold similar opinions (Darcy, 1953).

The position then, at the end of this survey of :the existing

literature on bilingtlalism, is that tiuree of tIle leading autilorities in

this field, namely, Arsenian, Darcy, and Jones, agree tilat bilingt.uu.

children as compared ",1th monoglot children of the same age and environ

ment; are neither retarded nor accelerated in their mental development as

indioated by performance in non-verbal tests of intelligence. TIley also

ogree that the results from verbal tests are not yet sufficiently clear

cut to permit tile drawing of definite conclusions, til0ugh the wa1ght of

evidence favours the monoglots. Anastasi (1958) holds substantially tile

same view.

With regards to scholastic aChievement, an aspect that seems to

have received lesser attention from investigators than mental development,

studios generolly indioate lower performance by the bilingual child, es

pecially at the e'_ernentary school level. TIle deficienoy of the bilingual

ist is most apparent ill verbal subjects such as reoding, history and geo

graphy; and is much less I!k'U'ked in the non-verbal subjects such as science

and arithmetic.
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(3) THE PRESENT RESElIRCH:

(a) The PJ...ace of the Present Research:

It has already been pointed out in the general introduc.tion

that the present research into the effects of bilingualism on the mental

and scholastic status of Indian children was inspired by the praotical

diffioulties facing the teacher of children most of '''hom were in the pro

cess of actively relinquisll1ng tileir motller tongue in favour of one of

the official languages of the country of their adoption. The development

of tlleory or of lines of research into bilingualism, tllat were being fol

lowed overs~as, was a seco~dary consideration. And yet, in the pursuit

of the main aim the lesser one was equally served, for the investigator

had, of necessity, to adjust Ilis research tecI1l1iques in the light of tlle

fluc·~uating fortvnes of past studies of bilingualism, as revealed in the

survey made above of the eidsting literature on the subject.

Being the first research of its kind among Indians in South

Africa, one could have observed caution and attempted merely a straight

fO!'\vard replication, in a new context, of any previous study already ac

cepted as sound in design and interpretation, but this was not done. On

the contrary, the present work differed from all known studies of the

pas+' in soma important respect or other.

Firstly, it differed from all tile Welsh stu(lies cited above in

the fact that the bilingual situation of Natal Indians is qUite unlike

the Welsh. Whereas Welsh children roceive their early schooling tilrough

the medium of -(j1le mother tonguo, 1Jul"ban Indian pupils receive their in

struction solely through the "second" language, namely, English, from the

very bGginnlllg. In this rospect Indian children resemble the small minor

ity of European pupils (510) in Malherbe's study of 1946, ,·rho were being

educated through the "wrong" medium. But even this comparison is not
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quito accurato, for in the caso of Malherbo1s subjects bO~l tile languages

involvod were official langllages of tile cotUltry" the children were l!Y

~ ldth the mother tongue and it was not so much a matter of their~

12;t.51oing the mother tongue witil a second language as one of .51cguiring

another leJlguago in add;tio~ the home language. In the case of Indian

children, the position is that an official langue,ge (English) is aotively

oustdng the home tongue whioh has no official status and whioh" in the

great majority of cases .. is very imperfec"bly 1o10wn by tho students them

selves.

The bilingual situation of Indians here bears perhaps a closer

reseI:lblanoe to that of Arsonian's Italian and Jewish groups (1937) than

to the position of the Welsh groups or of ~le South African European

groups of Malherbe. But the sample used in the present stuc1~T was richer

than Arsenian1s in linguistio heteroBeneity. Whereas Arsenian studied

homogeneous groups of Italian and J81v:l.sh children separately, there wero

available for the present study diverse religious-linguistio groups which

were exposed to more or less ~le same environmental necessity of adopting

a new language" a task that they were aocomplishing \"ith varying degrees

of readiness. It is always possible, of course, tllUt a massed study of

heterogeneous religious-moUler-tongue groups" so far from being an advan

tage, might introduce subtle influences that could distort the results.

From first-heJld experience of the groups" however" the researcher \"as

satisfied that \vi th all the cldldren exposed to the same kind of social"

political and educational experiences in the school" the playground and

the street" there was no uncontrollable factor involved. It was felt

that a study of just one or two specific religious-linguistio groups

would not only not make far any significantly greater precision in the

researoh bllt \vould exclude the \"ealth of corrparative sooio-eultural data

that could be derived from an extensive study of the different segments

of Durban's variegated Indian school population.
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The present research also differed from Arsenian r s on the

point that, whereas the former held educational status constant and re

garded age as a variable, the latter employed age as the constant factor

and. school grade as a variable. It will be noted that all the Welsh stu

dies also made age tileir star·tine-point. There are, possibly, advantages

and disadvantages in both approaches but in the Indian school situation

with its \lide age range in the classes due to varying ages of entrance

into school, the selection of, say, only fourteen-year-olds for study,

would have severely restricted the numbers that could have been obtained

from the minority religious-mother tongue groups unless one were prepared

to double the effort that was actually put into the research. In the in

terests of research econ0Ir\Y' Witil i'~s maxim of litho greatest possible re

turns for the minimum expenditure of effortll (and money), it was decided

to study tile effects of bilingualism at a fixed educational level. It was

felt also that some light on the problem \vould, in any case, be fortil

coming for sJGandards two to five from tho rosearch carried out as Project

In.

A third point of difference between tile present study ffild all

known past rosearches was the technique used to measure dogree of bilin

guality. The most popular measuring inatrument in the past was the quest

ionnaire. Soma questionnaires contained large numbers of questions and

covered a wide range. Nml, the D'lM'e lengtil of a questionnaire is no gua

rantee of its effectiveness. It is possible tilat a few well-ohosen

questions could discriminate more sharply between individuals than a large

number of questions seeking minute details that are possibly already in

cluded in answers to some of the other questions. Witil this in mind it

\-IUS decided to prepare a Guttman-type cwnulative scale of five or six

questions selected from El larger number and possessing high discriminative

pm.fer. As will be pointed out below, the instrument finally fashioned was
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very satisfactory indeed from tile point of view of discrimlllation, repro

ducibility ffild reliability.

Fourthly, the present study differed from Arsenian t s in ·Ghat

it covered both mental and scholastic developmont, whereas Arsenian1 s in

vestigation and most of tile Welsh studies wera concerned primarily with

the development of intelligence alone. Malherbe t s research, in contrast,

centered on the effects of bilinguulism on scholastic attalllment, intelli

gence scores being of interest mainly because they were necessary for tile

matching of the bilingual and monoglot groups. Tho inclusion of the study

of scholastic development under conditions of bilingualism doubled the

scope of the present research relativG to Arsonianfs while, at the same

time, losing little of the intensiveness of the latter.

In ac~ition, an attempt was made III the present investigation

to go beyond the problem of bilinp,ualism in order to ascertain whether tile

amount of English aetually acquired by Inclian students at school, as mea

sured by attainment tests, bore any relationship to their performance in

intelligence and otiler scholastic tests that demanded familiarity with tile

language in varYlllg degrees.

It will be noted, therefore, that the present work '-las not a

mere replication in a (tlffer8l1t context of ru1Y stuclY oarried out eitller

in South Mrica or overseas but that it had certain novel features that

might be expected to shed further light on existing knowledge in the field.

(b) The In~ruments Useill.

The instruments used in this project comprised a questionnaire,

a verbal and a non-verbal test of llltolligence, four scholastic tests ffild

a specially constructed scale for the measurement of bi1ineuality.
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(1) The...Qyestionnaiw.

The questionnaire (~ ilnnexure) was made up of four sections

_ personal lllformation, school lrlstory, linguality and parental in

formation. It had to be completed at school by the pupils under the

supervision of JGheir tee.chers who were given instructions on how it

should be filled. Where a child t s parent or parents had died he was

still required to secure and furnish the required information con

cerning them.

(2) TIle Intellir,ence Tests:

The N6'I,v South African Group Test, Forms A and B, was used. It

is made up of a verbal and a non-verbal section, each consisting of

three su1;..tests, with norms for each section as well as combined

norms. The test has not been standardised for Indian subjects, so

that wherever I.Q's of Indian pupils are mentioned in this report

they are based on the norms for European, English-speaking, South

African subjects.

It is recognised that to assess the intelligence level of sub

jects of one culture through tests (and norms) that pertain to another

culture is tmjustified if inter-cultural or inter-racial comparisons

are the main purpose of the study. This is not the primary aim of

the present investigation. Inter-racial comparisons will be made at

times rot only for their suggestive value. TIle main aim will be com

parisons withlll the Indian group of subjects themselves and for this

purpose the use of tests and norms prepared for European subjects

will be valid since any advan"bage or disadvantage accruing to the

Indian group will be shared by all the subjects alike. The ideal

would oertainly have been to employ only those instruments that \-lere

prepared for and stEU1dardised on Indian subjects but, 6.8 pointed out in

the general introduction, none was in circulation at the time of the
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present research, In any case, in the main oomputations, greater

use will be made of raw soores than of intelligenoe quotients with

all their statistical and oultural implioations.

(3) §.2ho1astio Attainme!!i.Tests z

Four such tests were used, all issued by the National Bureau

of Eduoational and Social Researoh (1951) and prepared for and stan

dardised on South African European children, so that whatever has

been said in the immediately preceding paragraph about inter-racial

testing of intelligence applies also to the use of these soholastio

tests in the present oontext.

~1e tests were aa fol10ws:-

(i) 111e National Bureau Junior Test of Silent Rea~(Vocabul~

Forms A and B: This is a test of meanings of \.rords and oon

sists of 50 questIons to eaoh of wllich a number of possible

answers are provided, the student havine: to choose the correot

one.

(ii) TIle National Bureau Jtmigr Test of Silent Reading (Paragraph

Comprehension). Farms A and B: Tllis is a.. test of reading com

prehension consisting of 25 questions to eaoh of which a.. number

of possible answers are given, the subjeot having to ohoose

the oorreot one.

(iii) ,1'he Milne Arithmetio Test of Problem .l\rithmetic. Forms A and B:

T1lis is a.. test of 28 problems.

(iv) The Milie Arithmetio~tof Hechanical Comput~ion, Forms A

and B: This is a.. oompanion to the problem arithmetio test and

consists of 30 items.
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(4) llli2 Bilingualism Scale:

In the construction of a scale to measure bilinguality, two

problems were involved, namely, the choice of a suitable method of

elioiting the required information and the choice of a satisfactory

statistical procedure for the treatment of such information.

With regard to statistical method, the Thurstonian (Thurstone

and Chave (1929)), and the Likert (1932) teclmiques were considered

bIt preference ,,,as given to the Guttman (1950) ctumlative scale for

reasons given in the general introduction. Scaling methods, says

Peak (1953), provide a more systematic and rational procedure for

studying the organisation among items theJl do traditional item ana

lyses. A further advantage is that when items are scalable a ratio

nal method of ,.,eighting them is provided. As long as the weights

assigned are equal or increase or decrease consistently with the

scale position of the item, persons obtaining a given score will do

so by ans\Vering the same items and a change in ,.,eights will not

change the relative positions of scores. It is true that the Gutt

man teclmique has still to be r.efined both in its theoretical and

practical aspects (Guilford, 1954). However, it was considered ade

quate enough for the purpose in hand and tJ.le Ford (1954) rapid scor

ing version of it was adopted.

For a start, eight questions believed to be pertil10l1t to the

pupils t bilineual status were asked and the responses to them tabu

lated as follo,·,rs:-
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1..AB1E ITT

Q.Il!Q1N1lL QUESTIONS TO I>1EASURE BJLINGUlILITY AND FREQUENCY OF RES-

PONSES TO THEN (N' :':: 1,052)

g~llQll

(1) Whtdj langllage(s) do you hear at home?
Underlin.e cne only:

(2) What langllage (s) do you hear round your home,
among your neighbours, etc.?
Underline one only:

I~
Only English
More English, less Home Language
English and Home Language about the same
More Home Language, less English
Only Home Language

5.99
29.09
31.56
27.66

5.70
100 0 00

Only English
More English, less Indian Laneuages
English and Indian Laneuages about the same
More Indian Languages, less English
Only Indian Languages

In what language(s) do you speak to yot~ elders 
mother, father, uncle, aunt, grandmother, grand
father, etc., and they to you?
Underline one only:

Only English
Moro English, less Home Language
English and Home Language about the same
More Home Language, less English
Only Home Language

In what language(s) do you speak to yot~ brothers
and sisters and ~hey to you?
Underline on6 only:

aj Only English
b More English, less Home Language
c English e.nd Home Language about the same
d More Home Laneuage, less English
e) Only Home Language

In what language(s) do your three best friends speak
to you and you to them?
Underline one only:

1

nl Only English
b Mbre English, less Home Languages
c English and Home LalJBUages about the same
cl) More HOl1l3 Languages, less English
e) Only Home Languages

10.17
37,,74
30.61
18.25
3.23

100.00

11.22
19.30
22.34
26.43
20 0 71.

100.00

45.'72
26('81
15.40
9.03
3.04

100.00

84.98
10.27
3.14
1.05
0.56

100.00
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~E III (ContigueaU

QUESTION

(6) Which language do your parents or guardian think is
more important for you to know well? Underline one only:

1
aj English
b Home Language
c Both equally iJr\portant

(7) Whioh language can you speak, read, and 1-11'ite better'i
Underline one only:

laj English
b Home Le.neuage
c Equally good at both

(8) Do you attend a vernacular (Home Language) school'i
Underline one only:

Ca) Yes
Cb) No

24.43
8.94

66.63

100.00

78.14
1.24

20.62

100.00

.All the responses were punohed on to cards and scaling was

done by means of a Powers-8amas Sorter on the total sa»ple. A:3 suggested

by Ford, t.l1e following procedure was adopted:-

(1) The responses to Questions (1) to (7) were diohotom:tzed into "posi

tive" and tlnegative" by Ilanipulating the Ucuttingll points statistic

ally in such a w~ that -

(a) the peroentage of positive responses to each question did not

exoeed 0010 nor fell below 20%;

(b) there was a tl eap" of not less than 5f. between the positive

responses to each question;

(c) the percentage of positive responsos to each question ranged

in desoending order from not more than 8010 for the "easiestU

question to not less than 2010 for the "hardestll question.
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Question (8) ~ of course, had El fixed cutting point. For

Questions (5) and (8)~ the ranee 8010 - 2010 oou1d not be met,

hence these questions were disoarded at the start of the scallnB.

The reIJlc.'lininB questions were dichotomized as fo110\.;s (in des

oending order of percentage of positive repmlses):-

TABLE IV

m;CHQ..TOMISATIQN POINTS OF QUESTIONS TO MEASQEE BJLINGUALITY AN.lI
FMQUENCY OF POSITIVE RESPONSES TO ~tl...QhTEGORY

QUESTION ~I..ERNATIVES

(SHOWING "CUTTING"

POINTS)

PERCENTllGE OF
POSITIVE RES-=

PONSES

78.14

I~
al--+-~-~- ,--..::l1::.....5"",3,--_

d)
e)

__~1~;1~ 66'64 _

I!I

(6)

(a
b
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(2) Each of the questions liElS then given a weight. The weights increased

in simple geometric proeression from 1 for the "easiest" question to

32 for the "hardest", thus:-

gUESTIQN WEIGHT

7 ••• 1
4 • •• 2
1 ••• 4
3 ••• 8
2 • •• 16
6 • •• 32

This liould give a rm-l score of 0 to a pupil who answered all the

questions "negatively" and a raw score of 63 to a subjeot who answer-

ed all the questions "positivelyu.

(3) The next step Wt\S to asoertain whether thesB six questions would

form a scale. Ford hitS laid down the following four oriteria of

soalability:-

(a) "Errors" should be randomly distributed; no non-soale score

should contain over 5fo of the sample population;

(b) Category uerror" should be less than half the caJcegory frequency;

(c) Percentnee of "error" for the entire scale should not exoeed

1010, i.e., the "reproduoibility ooefficient" should not fall

below ~;

(d) For any question, Ilerror ll should not exceed 1;10.

In order to determine whether these criteria would be met by a scale

mnde up of the six questions given above, the oards were sorted and

a "RtU1 Sheet" alld "Scaling Sheetll as Su[mested by Ford ,,,ere prepared.

It was fotU1d that Question (2) did not satisfy the fourth criterion

of scalability posited by Ford, in that the percentage of error as

sociated Witll tilis question exceeded l~;. TIle question was, there

fore, dropped, leaving five questions which togetiler formed !U1 aocept-
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*TABLE V - SCALING SHEET : BJLINGUllLISM ~CALE- -
:

I CD Errors 1n POSt Categories Errors in Neg. Categories
a~ Et ll-l

Questions and Weights Questions and Weights3J5 °§ rt.l
+'~ rcJ~

Q.7 iQ.4~ Q.3
-<D........ , g. §o Q.6 Q.7 Q.4 Q.1 Q.3 Q.6

'~I ~~
-1-' ~

<D
~&/ ..

g~ l"l (1) (2) (4) ~e) (;l6) 0 0 0 0 0

~~. 71 0' 0
77 °l 0
24 1 24 12.0 ~.O

3 81 0 0
4 17 1 17

I

17.0 I
5 27 1 27 13.5 I 13.5
6 32 1 32

6.0 I
32.0

7 87 0 0 I8 6 1 6 I
9) 11 1 11 I li.O
10 6 2 12 2.0 4.0 4.0 2,0

I

11 22 1 22 I li.O 11,0

i;1 9 2 1B 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
36 1 36 36.0

14 /J3 1 /J3 I 48.0
15 241 0 0

13,016 3 1 3
17 19 1 19

I
19.0

IB 3 2 6 1.5 3.01 1.5
19 21 1 21 21.0

)20 0 )2 0 I iI

21 3 )2 6 1.0 2.0 2.0 1..0
22 3 2 6 1.5 3.0 1.5
23 28 )1 2B 14.0 14.0
24 0 2 0

I
25 3 2 6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
26 1 2 2 1.0 1.0
27 3 1 3 3.0
28 1 2

I
2 1.0 1.0

29 6 1 6 6.0
30 6 g 6 6.0
31 157 0 ,

Tot.
,

Freq 10;2 I Computation of Error
i-I I

In Positive Ca~egories In Negative Categories,Totall
Total Error 367 0 15.5 36.0 38.0 65.0 .113.0 64.5 18.5 16.5 o. ,

I

No, of Res- ; I I
ponses In- 5260 B22 763 701 556 257 230- 289 351 496 795 I

vo1ved i
Total Errors

113.0 80.0 54.5 65.0by Question 54.5 * ID figures within
p !

I
brackets are fixed

I eroent of 16 997 10.74 7.61.1 5.18 5.1B 6.18 oonstants.Error • II I I II -
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able scale that satisfied all four criteria as shO\m in the scaling

sheet (Table V), a model of which is given by Ford (1954, PP. 289-290).

(4) The next step was to oonvert each non-scale or "unique'l score to a

scale score ranging from 0 to 5 by reference to a conversion table

provided by Ford.

It will be observed from the scaling sheet that the four criteria

for scalability laid down by Ford have been satisfied, in that -

(1) No non-scale score contains over 5.1c of the sample. TIle nearest

to this figure is the frequenoy of 48 against Unique Score (14),

which represents 4. 56i~ of the Sa.Dl>le.

(2) Errors ill the positive and negative categories are all below

half tile category froquencies. Question (7) came nearest to

Violating this criterion in its negative category Witll 113.0

errors out of a total of 2.30 responses, representing 49.1.3"/0.

(3) The reproducibility coeffJcient is 93.02.3"/0, obtained by sub

tracting the percentage of total errors (367) in relation to

the total number of responses (5,260), i.e., 6.997/0 from 10010.

The number of individuals "\.,rho achieved perfect scale scores was

714 out of a sample of 1,052 (67.8710).

(4) :E'or no retained question does the error margin exceed 15%.

Question (7) came nearest to violating this requirement with a

figt~e of 10.7410.

The scale thus turned out to be extremely satisfactory from the point

of view of internal, logical structure. In its final form it appeared

as ShOWll 011 page 175, with Questions (7), (4)" (1), (3) and (6) re

numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively,
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UNIVERSITY OF NATAL- -
INS1'1TUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

BJLINGUALISM SCALE

SURNAME, (in Mlll, , .., , .., , , .. , ..

DATE:.",..,.."""

CHRISTIllN NAME (in fullh , ' ..

§ TANDiIRD:,.. ., .... DIVT.J3ION: mmsTER (SERIAL) .llih:. ... , ..,

Think carefully over each of the questions asked below and under
line your Mswers. This is not a test, there are no right and wrong ans
wers as far as ,-re are concerned, and no marks will be given. We are in
terested only in finding out which language you use most of the time.
lt is very important that YC& should give honest ana'{ors •

- - --
1. Which language can you speak, read and write better?

Underline one only. t! English,
b Home ):,unguage.
c Equally good at both.

--- -
2. In what lmlguage(s) do you speak to your bro·thers and sis..

ters and they to you? (If yop. have no brother (s) or sis-
teres) do not answer this ques"tion). ..
Underline one only, (a! Only English,

(b More English, less Home Language.
(c English and Home Language about

the same.

~~~
More Home Language, less English.
Only Home Language.

3. What language(s) do you hear at home?
Underline one only:

~~j
Only English.
More English, less Home Language.
English and Home Language about

the same.
(d~ More Home Language, less English.
(e Only Home Language.

4. In what language(s) do you speak to your elders - mother,
father, uncle, aunt, grandmother, grandfather, etc., and
they to you?
Underline one only:

m
Only English.
More English, less Home Language.
Enelish mld Home Language about

tho same.
~d) More Home Language, less English.
e) Only Home Language. i

5. Which language do your parent(s) or guardian think it more
iIJilortant ~or you to knm." well? (Find otl.t from them).
Undorline one only, ~a! English.

b Home Languago.

Ic Both equally important~
I
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Eeliability:

A s~ole is reliable when it will correotly produce the same

results when applied to the same sample. There are three conventional

methods of testing for reliability, namely, test - retest" rrrultiple form

and split-half. The first of these was adopted.

Fifty-one standard six students filled in the scale twice with

an interval of a week between the test and retest. Tlle reliability coef

ficient was .884. On tha re~est" 38 of the students re~~ned exactly tile

same soale scores as on the first occasion, 6 were displaced by one rank

e.nd 7 by tt.ro ranks. In terms of the classifioation "lmr" (comprising

scale scores of 5 and 4) e.nd "lrle;h" (oomprisine; scale scoras of 3, 2, 1 and

e), a distinction that will be extensively used later, 46 pupils retained

their original categories, 2 moved from "lO\-1tl to IIhigh" and 3 from "high"

to "low".

Validity:

A scale is said to possess validity when it acwally measures

what it claims to measure. Goode and Hatt (1952) suee;est four approaches

to the validation of scales, namely, logical validation, jury opinion,

"known groups" and independent oriteria. Tlley also add that lithe best

pra~tice is to 6l1\Ploy as Inl.U1Y of the four tochniques as is possible. In

fact, the 10f,ical tecID1ique should always be employed and made explicit.

It 'vill, however, seldom be convincing alone and should be combined with

at least one of the other methods 11 • It was decided to depend on logical

validation and jury opinion in the present case.

Logical validation, say Goode and Hatt, "refers to oithCl'

theoretical or 'common-sense' analysis which concludes simply that, the

items boing what they are, the nature of the continuum cannot be other than
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it is stated to be. L08ical validation or t face validi.ty' as it is some

times called, is almost always used because it automatically springs from

the careful definition of the continuum and the selection of the items.

For example, a test of 'conservatism' migllt contain questiolw about atti

tudes regardine; property, marriage, and the political system. Responses

to these questions would be judged in terms of a common-sense definition

of conservatism, that is,upholding the status quo". From this point of

view the very nature of the quostions in the bilineualism scale constitute

prima facie evidence f or the validity of the scale.

Jury opinion was securod by obtainit18 the opinions of twelve

knowledgeahle Indians on the amount of English used in the home by the

various Indian religiou.s-mothor-toneue sections combined into three groups

as follows:-

Group I: Hindu-Gujurati, Hoalem-Gujurati, Moslem-Urdu.

Group 11; Christian-Tamil, Christian-Telogu.

~oup Ill: Hindu-Telegu, Hindu.-Tamil, Hindu-Hindi.

TIle groups were consti~ltod as above on the basis of tho

writor's mm experience of Indian conc1itions in order to make the task

of the judges somovThat easier than it would haV'J bean had they been asked

to rate tho sevon religious-mother-tongue groups singly, for the differ

encas between the amounts of English used by some of the groups are small

and harc.Uy discernible by mere casual observution, as for instance t!:H3

difference between the Hindu-Tamil and Hindu-Hindi groups (vide Tables

XI and XII).

The judges themselves were selected from all the seven

religious-motl:1er-tongue groups and belonged to a variety of occupations.

They included a lawyer, a doctor, four school principals, an estate agent,

a social worker, a research \.,rorkor, a h8loTker, a business owner and a
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factory labourer. Their rankings were compared with the ordor obtained

by use of the bi1ingua1ity scale. A 10010 correspondence was found between

the opinions of all twelve judgos and the results of applying the scale

to 581 boys and 310 girls (vide Tables XI and XII).

(c) The Sam....E1e:

The total sample consisted of 1,052 standard six pupils, made

up of 697 boys and 355 girls from 20 Government and Government-Aided

Indian Schools in Durban. The median agos of tho students on the first

Tuesday in June of the yoar of resoarch are given below1 ). For purposes

of comparison, the modian ages of Indian, Coloured and Europoan pupils

for the whole of Natal on the samo date and for the same grade are also

shown (Diroctor of Education (Natal), 1959).

TABLlLYI

MEDIAN AGES (IN YEARS) OF PUPILS IN STANDARD SIX: JUNE, 1957

The Durban Natal Natal Natal
Samp10 Indians Coloureds Europeans

Boys 16.00 15.73 14.58 13.57

Girls 15.25 15.21 14.21 13.49

All Pupils 15.73 15.5? I 14.38 13.53
I

It will be soen that in the case of both sexes the median ages

of the sample exceoded these of all the other groups. By European stan

dards the Durban Indian pupils wero two years tlovor-ago tl for standard six.

The roasons for this have already boon given in the goneral introduction.

1) The Natal Education Department takos its annual statistics on tho
first Tuesday in June every year.
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For unavoidable reasons the students had to be tested on two

different ocoasions. They were first given a battery of four soholastio

tests followed about a month later by an intelligenoe test. The median

age of the pupils on the day of the soholastio tests was 16.03 years and

on the day of the intelligence test, 16.11 years.

Standard six was soleoted for study as this grade represents

the end of the primary sohool oareer for all Natal Indian pupils many of

whom leave sohool at this age to seek employment. It was felt that it

would be useful to assess the amount of mental and soholastic handioap

(if any) that was suffered by Indian children as a result of language dif-

ficulties at ~lis crucial educational level.

lill the schools that were used followed the same syllabuses,

prescribed ~J ~le Natal Education Department, and their standard six

pupils wrote the same public (external) examination. School influences

were more or less similar for all the pupils. The schools oontained

c..hildren from all the mnjor Indian linguistic and religious groups, sit

ting side by side irrespective of ro1igion, motller tongue, caste or socio

economic status. Indian schools, as Kuper (1960) points out, are udemo

C'1'atic" institutions in these respects. The sarrple may be categorised

as fo110'tV's:-

TABLE VI..l

RELIGIOUS liFFlLIATION 1u~D MJTHER. TONGUE OF....l.Q52 ST/I.NDlIRD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS

Religious Group %rl Mother Tongue 10

Christian 10.36 Gujurati 16.16
Hindi. 18.44

Hindu 70.63 Tamil 45.06
TelGgu 11.03

Moslem 19.01 Urdu 8.27
1 other Indirol languages 0.76 I

I Unspeoified 0.28
r -

Total 100.00 i' Total 100.00 I" •
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It \vill be noted that the peroontaees both by relieion and by

mother tonguo in the sample studied do not correspond with the figures

for the whole of Durbro1, given in Table II. No attempt was made to seleot

numerically proportional samples of each group for, if this vlere done, the

numbers of pupils in some of the oategories would have beon too small to

warrant reliable comparisons between groups. Aotually, in order to ensure

adeque.te numbers in the various categories, those schools were seleoted

for study as would yield the greatest number of pupils belonging to the

minority groups. Random sampling in the selection of schools in Durban

would not only have been unneoessary for the purpose of this projeot but

\"ould have aotually seriously hindered the search for sufficient numbers

in the various religious and linguistic categories.

It was also felt that the usual method of dividing Indians

into either religiOLW or 11l1guistic groups was not speoific enough for

the purposes of the present study and liable to lead to all kinds of dis

tortions. Thus both the Christian and Hindu religious groups contain

Gujurati-, Hindi-, Tamil- and Telegu-speaking people while the Moslem re

ligious group also includes Gujurati·-speaki.ng persons, and so on. There

are tmmistakable differences in the \vay of life of a Hindu-Gujurati, a

Christian-Gujurati and a Moslem-Gujurati, and similarly for the other sec

tions. 1I.lthough some use will be made of the "blanket" categories of re

ligion and mother tongue separately, the sample lvill be dealt with mainly

along combined religious-linguistic lines in ol'der to ensure greater pre

cision and meaning. The distribution within -Llle sample would then be as

followss-
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.:J:b1&E VIII

E~IQUS-MOTHER-TONGUEAFFILIATION OF 1.052 STAND.lI.RD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS

i .,'"""._-
II I Boys Girls,

I Group - ---,
I

10 % !IChristian-<lujurati

N~-+- No.

I
I

1 I 0.14 1 0.2g I
I -Hindi I 3 0.43 3 0.85
, -Tamil 47 6.74 25 7.04
~ ___-Telogu 16 2.30 11 3.10

I

I
I

32 4.58 32 9.01Hindu-Gujurati ,
I

-Hind:i. I 134 19.23 54 15..21
-Tami1 I 259 37.16 143 40.28
- Te1eeu 62 g.90 27 7.61
-- -I

33 9.30Mos1ero-Gujurati 71 10.19
-Memon g 1.15 - ---
-Urdu 62 8.90 25 7.04

Unclassifiablo I 2 0.2g 1 0.2gI
1 --

Totrtl 697 100.00 I
355 100.00! I li I,

In school ·those children 1.181'0 instructed throue;h the medium of

English, studied Ene;lish as their main lro1guage and convorsed with on8

another in English but at home the great bulk of them used both Ene;lish

and the mother tone;ue in varying degrees depondil1g on the person 'vith whom

they were cOD1n.m.icating - whether parent, sibling or friend. In assessing

the degree of bilinguality of the students the home ,,,as, thorefore, made

the focus, for it is hero that they are most prono to use the mother .

toneuel ) •

1\11 the pupils answered the bilingualism questionnaire which

'vas spocirJ.ly constructed for the study and tho purpose of '''hioh was to

ascertain the amount of English used in their homes yis a vis the mother

tongue (vide page 175). The responses to the questions (pp, 169-170) were

1) Honceforth, the phrase "degree of bilil1e;uality" will be used to denote
a student's English-mothe.r-tongue ratio.
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revealing. It '''ill be seen that while English only is used in conversing

with elders 1l.2270 of the subjects (Question 3) ~ the figure rises to

45.7210 with siblings (Question 4) and to 84.9810 with best friends (Question

5)1 .Another interesting featur~ is that while, on tho ono hand, 75.57/0 of

the pupils' parents or guardians considered the mother tongue to be more

important than or as equally important as English for their children

(Question 6), yet, on the other hand, only 21.8610 of the students stated

that they could speak, read and write the home laneuage either better than

or as well as English (Question 7) and only 11.4110 attended mother tongue

classes (Ques'cion 8H The fieure of 75.5710 mst, therefore, stand either

as a mere expression of loyalty on the part of Indiro.l parents to their

oI'iginal culture and traditions, or it may represent a very real convic

tion which cannot find practical expression at present due to the fact

that there is no direct state support for IndieJl mother tongue education.

A st.udy' of the responsGs to the bilingualism scale ahowed that

there was a sufficiently wide runge of linguality among the pupils to make

comparative studies possible, as shown in the fol1mdng table where a

scale score (or rank order) of 0 indicates that the mother tongue predomi

nates over English in the children t s homes while a scale score of 5 indi

cates tJ:lat English is dominMt and the home l~uage correspondingly sub

ordine.te, or not used at all. In the teclmioal terminology of previous

research of this type the pupils with a scale score of 0 may be described

as being relatively bilingual and those ,vith a soale score of 5 as re1a-

tive1y unilingua! or monog10t. lI.galll, 0 ',,"ould indicate a high bilinguality

soore and 5 a ;Low. bi1inenality score, with llltermodiate grades denoted by

the figL~es 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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TABLE]!

DISTRIBUTION BY SC.L\LE SCORES OF INDI1"~1J PUFTI,S IN BILINGUllLITY

Scule Score ~umber of Pupils -1..
5 174 • ••••• a_ •• 16.54 "·..............

31.75 )4 ·.............. 334 ·.........
3 ·.............. 180 ·......... 17.111

2 ·.............. 157 ·......... 14.92

1 ·.. -........... 110 ·......... 10.46}

0 ·.............. 97 ·......... 9.22

Totals ......... 1,052 ·......... 100.00

51.711

(High)

It will be noted that scale scores of 5 and 4 account for about

one half (48.29%) of tile subjects and scale scores of 3, 2, 1, ffild 0, for

the other half (51,71jO • In many of the chi-square tests to be described

below the 5 and 4 scale score-groups ,-rill be combined and designated "lm",1I

(in bilingu.ality and, therefore, high in the use of English), while the 3,

2, 1, and 0 groups will be combined and described as "high" (in bilingual

i ty and, therefore, 10'" in the use of English)1) • Combination of groups

was neoessary whenever tile expected frequency Dl any cell of a contingency

table was belm., 52) (Guilford, 1950; Freund,1952). ~lenever tIus did not

occur, grouping ,.,as not resorted to, the oomparisons then being made on

1) It mLlst be repeated that cllildren who are heree£ter designated in the
text as being "high" in bilinguality are those '.,Iho still use tile
mother tongue to an appreciable degree side by side witil English, while
those ,{ho are designated "1m"," in bilinguality are children ,.,ho are
more unilingual in the sense that they have relinquished the mother
tongue to a relatively greater extent tllan the bilingualists, in fa
vour of English.
Guilford (1950) says: "There are 1O't-18r limits to utilizable frequen
cies ••••• Some authors say that a chi-square should not be computed
if any theoretical frequency is less than 10. Others, more generous,
'vould compute chi square even ,"'hen a theoretical cell frequency is as
low as 2. A realistic limit is 5."
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the basis of the full rElnge of scale scores o The degrees of freedom given

under every chi...;aquu.r9 table \.rill indicate whether erouping of cells \vas

carried out or nott

Detailed analyses \vere undertaken to investigate what factors

were related to the varying scores of the subjects on the bilingualism

scale. The variables considered to be relevant \-Tere age, religious-mother-

tongue affiliation, sex, parental level of western education, parental

level of mother-tongue education and socio-economic status. These will be

discussed in the order given.

Information on the relationship bet\Veen age and degree of bi

lingualit'; "'as available from three analyses made in connection \vith other

aspects of the study. In the first analysis, 480 boys ITlftc1e up of equal

numbers from homes of low and high socio-economic status, \vere sttldiedl ) 0

TIle product-momont coefficients of correlation2) be~veen bilingual sta~ls

and uge \vcre positive and signifiC~ll1t at the .01 level of confidence (vide

pQ 245). This implied that the older boys used and experienced the mother

tongue at home to a greater extent than the yOlmger boys, \Vith English

correspondingly subordinated.

1) The occupation of the father \·ras used as the measure of socio-econorrdc
status. The procedure and the justification for it \,'ill be elaborated
later in the appropriate section.
Throughout the nOcolmt of this project,I vIill be used to indicate the
prOduct-moment coefficient of correlation. Except where otlle~vise lll
dicated, ~ 11as been derived from grouped data and corrected for errors
of grouping by the use of the constants provided by Peters and VEll1
Voorhis (1940, p. 398). In all cases also the precaution has been
taken to test for linearity of regression, the follmvlllg fornn..l1a which
is based on old-square being applied (Guilford, 1950):-

r12 2)
'X 2

= (N - k) ( 1 =;2

In the above fornn..tla k stands for number of columns (or rmvs) and "
for eta or oorrelationratio.'
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A second, similar analysis with 272 girls belonging to homes of

low alld hi~l socio-economic status III oqual numbers also yielded positive

correlations bnt ~le coefficients were not statistically significant at

the .01 level (vide p. 245). There seems to be a double reason for this

lack of significallCe \vhich was present in the case of boys. Firstly,

since ~lere is no legal compulsion that Indian children should remain at

school until a certain age or grade (as for Europeans), there is a ten

denc;? for girls from the most \vesternised homes to "surviva l! t.o the Stall

dard six level, those from more conservative (alld, therefore, mora bilin

gual) homes tending to leave school before this point is reached. Factual

evidence for this will be presented later \-Then the relationship betlveen

bilinguality scores and the level of ,,,estern education of parents is exam

ined. Secondly, it is the older rather thall the Y0'LUlger girls who leave

school before stallo.ard six is reached. Indian parents, in general, still

seem to be conservative HHh regard to the edllcation of older girls 0 The

joint operation of these tHO factors in the case of girls ,vould tend to

reduce tile maenitnde of any positive correlation batlvoen age and deeree of

bilinguality.

1:10 second point made above is supported by the followlllg table

'vhich has been compiled from figures (covering the \vhole of Natal) presen

ted by the Director of Education (Natal, 1959). It brings out clearly

that as one proceeds from standard one to standard six the percentage of

girls remaining at school relative to boys decreases steadily. It also

shows that it is the older girls who tend to leave earlier, for, startlllg

on equal terms in standard one, age differences betl"een the sexes begin to

appear al1Cl to increase steadily until, by the time the standat'd six level

is reached, the girls are younger tilall the boys by a clear six months

(nine months ill the case of the Durban sample). Both in terms of age and

family background, and, almost certainly, other factors also, Indian girls
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at the stal1Clard six level are a mcll more select group than standard six

boys.

TABLE X

SEX RATIOS AND HEDIAN llGES OF ooYS AND GIRLS IN NATAL INDIAN
- PRIWffiY SCHOOL STAND.llRnS, JUNE, 1957

Sex RatiQs (%) r ~Ages (Y8ar111
.tanclard Total I

~ ~ I ~ ~

I 53.35 46.65 100.00 9.94 9.96

11 55.15 44.85 100.00 11.26 11.13

III 57.64 42.36 100.00 12.66 12,38

IV 63.89 36.11 100.00 13.78 13.36

V 68.19 31.81 100.00 14.73 14.22

( VI 69.75 30.25 100.00 15.73 15.21

~
Durban
Sample 66.25 33.75 100.00 16.00 15.25

It :rn.ey be cQncludecl that ·che older standard six bQy is more bi

lingual (i.e., he has a poorer hQme backgl'otUld of English) than the youn-

gel'. The tendenay in the case of girls is similar though not clear-cut.

The question arises as to \.,rhy age should be positively correla

ted with bilinguality at all. It will be shown later (in the section on

the relationsldp be~.,reen parental level of western education and tile bi

lingual status of their children) that it is not the age Qf the child per

~ tilat is responsible for his lesser use of English at home but tilOt age

itself is a variable that is dependent on ~~o positively correlated fac-

tare, namely, the amOWlt of western eduoation received qy tile parents and

their socio-economic status. It will be shown that parents \.,rho are more

advanced in tilese ~.,ro respects get tileir clrlldren admitted into Scll0Qls

at an earlier age than parents Who are less advanced, hence the positive

association be~.,reen age and bilinguality at the standard six level.
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(b) ~igious-llOther-TongueAffiliation:

In tile next anelysis,scale scores were classified eo as to nscer-

tain whether the religious-mother-tongue affiliation of tile pupils \vas re-

lated to tlleir bilingual status. Boys and girls were separated for the

purpose. Care was taken to match tile various religious-linguistic groups

witilin each sex for age. Bw a process of elimination the mean ages of the

boys Witilin each religious-mothcr-tonguo group was fixed at 16.6 years and

of tile girls at 15.6 years. Standard deviations wore more or less the

same.1), 2), 3), 4)

TIle distribution was as fol1ows:-

T1I.ELE XI

C0t!PMISON OF RELIGIOUS-MJTHER-TONGUE GROUPS ]]I BIL]]IGUM..ITY; BOYS

r - ,IfS c ale S cor 0 s

Groups Low High I N Means
!

5 4 1 1 1i 3 2 0I I I

~istian-Tamil and I T

IChristia:::Tolegu I 23 16 - 4 -I - 43 4.349
- I

Hindu-Telegu 12 18 12 11 5 - I 58 3.362-
Hindu-Tamil I 36 64 42 27 12

I

234 2.97053 I
Hindu-Hindi 12 32 22 16 14 9 1 105 2.857I- ,

Hindu-Gujurati 1 10 1I 2 8 2 9 I 32 2.156

I -
Moslem-Gujurati 3 7 6 8 19 7 50 1 0 920 I,

Moslem-Urdu I 1 6 10 11 12 19 I 59 1.576 I
Totals

i
88 153 94 ill 79 56 i 581 2.814

Chi-square: 77.999 P: <.05

1)

2)

TIle use of a Powers-8amas sorting machine made it possible to match
the various groups for age with precision.
In this analysis, 161 subjects out of a total saIJ'q)le of 1,052 had to be
discarded either in the process of precise equation or because their

(footnote continued next page)
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TABLE XII

COMPlIRISON OF RELIGTOUS-M:>THER-TQNGUE GROUPS IN BILINGUALITY: GIRLS

S c ale S cor e s •
Groups Low High ~ N Means--------.

5 4 3 2 1 0

Christian-Tamil and
19 7 I 2 1 ~ 29 4.483Christian-Telegu - - j

Hindu-Telegu 4 16 I 3 2 - - 25 3.880I
.:...--

Hindu-Tamil 10' 7l I 25 6 3 5 120 3.533

Hindu-Hindi 3 19 ,I 15 '3 5 7
1I

52 2.827I

Moslem-Urdu 3\ 6 I 9 - 1 6 1I 25 2.680 I-
I IMoslem-Gujurati ~ 1 9 5 4 4 5 28 2.429f I

1I 6 j 3
J

6 1 14 I 31 1.645Hindi-Gujurati 1 I
I

,I }
-

rl
Totals 41 134 62 21 15 37 310 3.174

Chi-sguaro: 48.949 <if: 6 P~ <.05

It will be soen that the religious-linguistic groups differ sign-

ificantly among thomselvas in the degree to which they have relinquished

(footnote continued from previous page)

ages Wel"e not available for the day on which the bilingualism scale was
completed or because home languages were not specified. Includod among
tile rejects were also 6 Christian-Hindi, 8 Moslem-Memon and 2 Cl~istian

Gujurati pupils ns their numbers were too small for purposes of conpa
rison.

3) The moan ages of the boys and girls are appreciably higher than the
June medians presented in Table VI as the bilingualism scales were
filled in during the month of November following.

4) The Christian-Tamil eJ'ld Christian-Telegu groups were combined in order
to have sufficient numbers for comparative purposes. In a preliminary
test carried out with the two groups equated for age, tile distribution
of scale scores and tile means were found to be almost identical in tile
case of both sexos.
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the mother tongue and adopted English as a medium of comrmmication within

the home. In the case of both sexes the least bilingual is the Christian-

Tamil-Telegu group and the most bilingual" the Gujurati and Urdu groups.

fl. detailed comparison of pairs of religious-mother-tongue groups

employing tile data given in the two immediately preceding tables was then

carried out. Chi-square was usedl ). The following were the results (the

mean scale score of each group being given within brackets):-

TABLE....ll.ll

COl·1P1IRISON OF PAIRS OF RELIGIOUS-MOTHER-TONGUE GROUPS IN BILINGUilLITY: BOYS

Pairs Chi-square .9! E
Christian-Tamil and Telegu (4.349) and -

Hindu-Telegu (3.362) ·............. 15.574 1 <.05
Hindu-Tami1 ~2.970) ·............. 31.534 1 <.05
Hindu-Hindi 2.857) ·............. 27.591 1 <005
Hindu-Gujurati (2.156) ·............. 23.717 1 <.05
Mos1em-Gujurati (1.920) ·............. 43.561 1 <.05
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) ·............. 59.287 1 <.05

Hindu-Telegu (3.362) and -
Hindu-Tami1 (2.970) ·............. 1.179 1 >.05
Hindu-Hintli (2.857) ·............. 1.084 1 >.05
Hindu-Gujurati (2.156) ·............. 1.852 1 >.05
MOs1e~ujurati (1.920) ·............. 10.268 1 <.05
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) ·............. 19.686 1 <.05

Hindu-Tami1 (2.970) and -
Hindu-Hind! (2.857) ·............. 0.001 1 >.05
Hindu-Gujurati (2.156) ·............. 0 0 502 1 >.05
Mos1em-Gujurati (1.920) ·............. 8.041 1 <.05
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) ·............. 18.061 1 <..05

Hindu-Hind! (2.857) and -
Hindu-Gujurati (2.156) ·............. 0.308 1 >.05
Mos1em-Gujurati (1.920) ·............. 6.227 1 <..05
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) ·............. 14.538 1 ,.05

Hindu-Gujurati (2.156) and -
Mos1em-Gujurati (1.920) ·............. 1.429 1 ).05
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) 5.283 1 <.05

Mos1em-Gujurati (1.920) and -
Mos1em-Urdu (1.576) ·............. 0.813 1 ).05

1) In the tests 2 x 2 tables were used. For this purpose bi-
1inguality scores were grouped under the headings "low" (5" 4) and
"high" (3, 2" 1" 0) as indicated already. Whenever 2 x 2 tables were
used for analyses du.ring this project" the following formula which

(footnote continued next page)
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TABLE XIV

COMPlffiISON OF PAIRS OF REI,TGTOUS-MOlliER-TONGUE GROUPS IN BJLINGU1\LITY: GIRL§

Chi-square

· .

· .
· .· . >.05

<.05
<.05
<.05
<.05
<..05

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.374
4.622

15.382
14.677
15.571
24.594

· .

Christian-Tami1 and Te1egu (4.483) and
Hindu-Te1egu (3.880)
Hindu-Tami1 (3.533)
Hindu-Hindi (2.827)
Mos1em-Urdu (21'680)
Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429) ••••••••••••••
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

Hindu-Te1egu (3.880) and
Hindu-Tamil (3.533)
Hindu-Hindi (2.827)
Mos1em-Urdu (2.680)
Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429)
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

Hindu-Tami1 (3.533) and 
Hindu-Hindi (2.827)
Mos1em-Urdu (2.680)
Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429)
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

Hindu-Hindi (2.827) and
Mos1em-Urdu (2.680)
Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429)
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

Mos1em-Urdu (2.680) and
Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429)
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

Mos1em-Gujurati (2.429) and 
Hindu-Gujurati (1.645)

· .· .· .· .· .
· .· .· .· .

· .· .· .
•............•· .

· .

0.995
8.214
8.210
7.410

16.047

8.564
7.433
8.390

18.755

0.070
0.652

0.680

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

).05
<.05
(.05
<.05
<.05

<.05
<.05
<.05
~.05

It will be noted that of the 21 pairs of re1igious-mother-tongue

groups compared 13 pairs in the case of boys and a like number in ~le case

of girls showed statis~ically significant differences.

(footnote continued from previous page)
incorporates a oorreotion for continuity was employed (Siege1, 1956, p. 107):

2 N (lAD - BCD _!!)
2

)( = 2
(A+B) (C+D) (A+C) (B+D)

TIle letters A, B, C and D refer to ~le four cells.
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In the next analysis sex differences in bi1inguality were inves-

tigated. First, an overall comparison of scale scores was made by se1eot

ing at random from the different age strata 16 boys and 16 girls, matched

exaotly for age (and standard deviation), from each of the seven re1igious

linguistic groups, giving a total of 112 boys and 112 girls whose scores

were compared. The figure of 16 was the maxilJUlIJl possible in view of the

precise matching for age. The distribution by sex was as fo11ows:-

~EXV

COMPARISON OF BOYS 1ill~.Jl..IRLS IN BILINGUfJ.., T'I1

S C 0. 1 0 S c ore s I
Sex N Means Age :

5 4 3 2 1 0 (Years)

Girls 20 39 18 12 7 16 112 3.045 15.843

Boys 23 34 14 17 14 10 112 3.045 15.843

Totals 43 73 32 29 21 26 224 3.045
I-

Chi-square: 5.631 df: .5 P: r .05

It will be seen that the sexes are identical in their means and

not si.gnificant1y dissimilar in the distribution of scale scores •

.lUthough no sex differences appeared in the overall E'J1alysis of

soale scores, bqys and girls were compared witilin eacil religious-1inguistio

group. For tilis purpose, the sexes were matched exactly for age (and

standard deviation) within and between groups by random selection at each

age stratum, the figure working out at 15.6 years for all groups and sub-

groups. TIle sexes were not equalised for numbers as it was not necessary

in this conteo(;.
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It ,,,ill be seen from the table that fo11m.,s that in three of the

seven comparisons where sienificant sex differences appear the girls are

favoured. The reason for this is discussed on p. 224.

TABLE..ill

SCilLE SCORES OF royS AND GTRLS IN BILINGUl\LTTY WITHIN
RELTGIOUS-~THER-TONGUE GROUPS

,.... --
Christian-Tami1 and Cl~istigg-Te1egu

1.Qli High l! ~ illli-sguare .ill: p--
Girls 26 3 29 4.483
Boys 39 4 43 4~500 0.671 1 >.05

.... --
Hindu-GuJurati

Low ill.gh l! Mean .Qhi-sgue.re .9l 1:
Girls 7 24 31 1,645
Boys 11 21 32 2.381 0.573 1 >e05

--- --
~Hinc1u-Hincli

La'" High ~ ~ Chi=§9.1J.&2
Girls 22 30 52 2.827 I
Boys 44 61 105 2.990 0.,015 1 >.051

-----
Hindu-Tami1

~ High l! ~ Chi-square c.f ~

Girls 81 39 120 3.533
Boys 100 134 234 3.172 180491 1 (.05

Hindu-Te1egu

~ High l! Mean illli=§g,.uare df 1:
Girls 20 5 25 3et 880
Boys 30 28 58 3.542 4.711 1 (.05

-----
MosJ&...m-Gujurati

!&!! High B l1ean Chi-:9gu~ elf P

Girls 10 18 28 2.429
Boys 10 40 50 2.036 1.573 1 ,.05

Mos1em-Urdu

1.Qli High .N ltmn .Qhi-sgua.re .9.f 1:
Girls 9 16 25 2.680
Boys 7 52 59 1.556 5.161 1 (005

----
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Parental ~vel of Western Education

Next to be studied was the relationship between the level of

western education of parents and the bilingual status of their children.

By western education is meant schooling in an English-medium sohool. None

of the parents had attended an Mrikaans-medium school. The table below

indicates the level of western education attained Qy the parents of tile

students who comprised tile sample:-

T1U:!LE XVI!

LEVEL OF WESTERN EDUCATTON OF PARENTS OF STANDARD SIX PUPILS

Educational Level fathers

No Eduoation 164
Up to Std. I 74

Low:Up to Std. II 87
Up to Std. III 88 57.1610
Up to Std. IV 182
Up to Std. V 102
Up to Std. VI 185
Up to Std. VII 44 High:Up to Std. VIII 66

42.81//0Up to Std. IX 7
Up to Std. X 22
Beyond BUd. X 20

Totals 1,041
Unspecified 11

Motllers

568
85
72
88
84
51
69
7

15
1
3

1,043
9

Low: 54.46%

High:
45.51//0

For the purpose of statistical computation,parental level of

western eduoation was divided into "lmy" and "high" categories. In the

case of fathers, all those who had reoeived sohooling up to and inoluding

sta.'1dard four were assigned to the "low" group, tile remainder to the "hight1 •

In the case of motilers, those who had reoeived no western education at

all were regarded as 1l1ow" and the remainder as "high", even where their

schooling had not proceeded beyond sub-standard one. The rationale on

which these dividing lines were adopted Was that the numbers of fatilers

and mothers split more evenly into halves at the points .indicated above

than they would have done at any otiler. By this method the western educ-
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ational status of ~le parents of any student could be described in one of

four possible ways, namely, father-high-mother-high (FH-MH), father-high

mother-low (FH-}[,), father-low-mother-high (FL-MH), and father-loW'-mo~ler

loW' (FL-M[,). These qualitative categories have been adopted in the chi-

square tests that follow.

The most striking point about Table XVII is the disparity between

the western eduoational level of fathers and mothers. Nearly half of ~le

mothers had never been to an English schoo11 Taking the standard two level

as tile dividing line (since tile total sample splits more or less evenly at

tIns point) a chi-square test reveals a highly signifioant difference,

thus:-

TABLE XVill

COMPARISON OF WESTERN EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF MOWERS AND FATHERS

-

IParents Up to Std. III Std. III & Beyond N- -
futhers 725 (69.5110) Jr 318

(30.49'/0) 1,043 (10010) I
-

Fathers 325 (31.2210) 716
(68.78%) 1,042 (10010)

Totals 1,050 1,034 2,084
I
I

- jUnspecified t I 20
• I.

Clu-s1uare: 304.~ df: 1 P: <.05

Conservatism in respect of western education, when it concerns

girls, is a characteristic not only of the pupils' grandparents but also

of tileir parents to-day. In Table X it was shown that the per centage of

girls at school deolines steadily witil increasing standard until, starting

on equal terms at the standard one level, the ratio in standard six is

69.7'3/0 boys to 3O.2~ girls. By the time the end of ~le high school (stan

dard ten) is reached, tl~ percentages of boys and girls are 85.78 and 14.22,

respectively (Director of Education (Natal), 1959).
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Comparisons of the levels of western education of fathers and

mothers of the srunple separately show the Mos1em-Gujurati, the Moslem-

Urdu and the Hindu-Gujurati groups to be the IJ'()st conservative in respect

of western education for females, for, while the fathers of these groups

compare favourably with those of other religious-mother-tongue groups, the

mothers are at the bottom of the scale of western education, as fo11ows1):-

TABLE XIX

COMPARISON OF '!HE LEVELS OF WESTERN EDUCATION OF FATHERS

BY RELIGIOUS-M)THER-TONGUE 1lFFILIATION

Western Educational Status
Groups N 10

Low 10 High 10

Moa1em-Gujurati 48 47.1 54 52.9 102 100.0

I -
Christian-Tami1 35 48.6 37 51.4 72 100.0

Mos1em-Urdu 46 53.5 IIJ 46.5 86 100.0

Hindu-Gujurati 35 54.7 29 45.3 64 100.0

Christian-Telegu 15 J 55.6 J2 44.4 27 100.0

Hinclu-Tami1 243 61.1 155 38.9 398 100.0

Hindu-Te1egu 59 67.0 29 33.0 88 100.0

Hindu-Hindi J24 67.0 61 33.0 185 100.0

Unclassified 30

Totals ED5 4J-7 1,052

Chi-square: 18..t.22f! df: 8 ~: ,002

1) Kuper (1956b) describes the situation £'.8 fo110llS: "The extent to 'Which
(Indian) 'Women are secluded in South Africa varies 'dth different eco
nomic nnd cultural groups ••••• Mls1ims and Gujarati Hindus practise
the most strict seclusion. Tami1inns (whose 'Women never draw their
saris over their faces) have a tradition of greater freedom, nnd
Christian Indians tend to follow ~le Western pattern. As in o~1er
parts of the 'World, it is the groups with the greatest economic secu
rity (in this case the M..ts1im and Gujerati Hindu trading groups) whose
'Women tend to lead the most sheltered lives".
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TABLE XX

COMPARISON OF THE LEVELS OF WESTERN EDUCATION OF IDTHERS

El RELIGIOUS-MOTHER-TONGUE 1l.FFILIATION

Western Eduoational Status
10Groups

~~igh
N

Low 10
,

Christian-Tami1 12 16.7 60 83.3 72 100.0
I

Christian-Te1egu 12 44.4 15 55.6 27 100.0

IHindu-Tamil 182 I 45.8 215 54.2 397 100.0,

IIHindu-Telegu 45 51.7 42 48.3 87 100.0
r--- -- --IHindu-Hindi 121 64.4 67 35.6 188 100.0

IMos1enr-Urdu
-

58 I 67.4 28 32.6 86 100.0
• -i

71.8 28.2 100.0I MosleIJH}ujurati 74 29 103
~ -
!Hindu-Gujurati 55 I 85.9 9 14.1 64 100.0! ..,..-
IUnclassified 28

ITotals 559 I 465 1,052
-

Chi-square: 105,306

It has been suggested previously that there is a tendenay for

Indian girls from the more westernised homes to "survive'l to the standard

six level while tllose from more conservative homes tend to leave school

before this point is reached, The table balm·, supports this statement.

It shows that t..lle parents of standard six girls are more highly educated

in English (and, therefore, more Uwesternise~') ttlan the parents of stan-

dard six boys. In respeot of western eduoational level of parents also

the girls constitute a more highly selected group than tile boys.
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T1I.BLE XXI

COMP1I.RISON QF p,lffimTAL LEVELS OF WESTmN EDUCATION OF STAN

DlIRD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS

Parental Level of Western Education
Sex N

FH-MH FH-ML FL-MH FL-ML

Girls 144 W 57 93 354
(4D.68%) (16.9?1o) (16.10"/0) (26.27/0) (1°010)

-
Boys 149 92 122 320 683

(21.8210) (13.4710) (17.86%) (46.8510) (100/0)
-

Totals 293 152 179 413 1,037

Unspeoified 15

P: (.05

Before tl1e relationship bou{een tl1e degree of bilinguality of tl1e

students and the level of their parents' western education could be inves

tigated, it was neoessary to clarify the assooiation between the latter

variable and the age of the pupils. It has been stoted previously that

although there wos a significant positive correlation be~{gen age and bi-

lingual status, it \ms not age in itself that \ms the determinant but the

fact that the younger students generally came from homes \{here the ",estern

educational level of tl1e parents was relatively higher and \n10 had secured

school places for tl1eir children earlier than those parents \{ho were less

well-educated in English. The tables belmy support the points made above.

Tables XXII and XXIII show tl1at parents ,{he have enjoyed a greater

measure of western education send tl1eir children to scl100l at a younger age

than tl10se who have had lesser western education.
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TABLE XX...ll

COMPARISON OF TH~ AGES OF STANDARD SIX BOYS AT SCHOOL ENTRY-m:

WESTERN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PMENTS

- -- - -
Eduoational

Ages of Children at Sohool Entry

of Parents
Below 8 Year:-[8 Years & Above

N

FH-MH 93 56 149
(62.42%) (37.58%) (10010)FH_;--r II 51 92
(44.5710) (55.4310 (10010)

FL-MH 49 73 122
(40.1610) (59.8410) (100'j0)

FL-ML 109 211 320
(34.06~) (65.9410) (100%)

-- 292-r -
Totals 391 683

- - -
speoified 14

- _. - --
Un

Western
Level

QIll-square:. 33.522 P: <.05
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TABLE XXIII-- ......
COMPARISON OF THE AGES OF STANDARD SIX GIRLS AT SCHOOL ENTRY BY

WESTERN~DUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PAR.§NTS

Ages of Children at Scllool Entry
Western Educational r.--- N
Level of Parents

Belm., 8 Years 8 Years & Above
,..- .. - ----I-.

FH-MH 100 44 144
(69.44/0) (30.5610) (100%)

-1-- -
FH-ML 36 24 60

(60.0010) (40.0010) (10010)
-- --

FL-MH 30 27 57
(52.6)%) (47,37}0) (100%)

--

I
-

FL-ML 35 58 93
(37,6310) (62.3710) (10010)

-

Totals 201 153 354
--- -

Unspecified 1
---------- - --

Chi-Square: 23.947 elf: 3

Tables XXIV and XXV show that, after school entry, possible c1if-

ferentiol rates of passing grades, failing grades and school~eaving among

the groups do not affect the position substantially, for children of parents

\yho are \yell-eclucated in English are still younger than the others even at

the standard six level.
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.tABLE :XXIV

COMP hRISON OF THE AGES OF BOYS ON 5TH JUNE BY WFS2ERN

EDUt:lATIONAL LEVllL. OF PMENTS- .

Ages in Years1)
. Western Ecrucational

NLevel of Parents
Below 16 16 & Above-----

FH-MH 107 42 149
(71.8110) (28.19'/0) (lOO~)

- --- -_.-
FH-ML 39 53 92

(42.39fi) (57.61;;' (10010)

FL-MH 64 58 122
(52.4610) (47.5410) (100%)

-
FL-ML 120 200 320

(37.5010) (62.5010) (10010)
-
Totals 330 353 683

- -r---- Unspeoified 14 I
'-------------,- :..--1

Chi-square: 49.780 df: 3 P: (.05

--_._----
1) 15.9 years represented the approximate mid-point of the age distribu

tion of the boys on J1U1e 5th.
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TllBLE XXV

COMPllRISON OF THE AGES QEJLIB1S ON 5TH JUNE BY WEST~

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PARENTS- -

Ages in Years1)
Western Educational

N
Level of Parents

15.5 & AboveBe1mv 15.5
- .-

FH-NH 99 45 U4
(68.7;10) (31.2~) (10OJ~)

-
FH-ML 33 27 60

(55.0~) (45.0010) (100%)

FL-MH 30 27 57
(52.63'/0) (47.37/0) (100'/0)

FL-ML 37 56 93
(39.78%) (60.22"/0) (10010)

--
Totals 199 155 354

Unspecified 1

Chi-square: 19.310 M: 3 P: (.05

TIlat age in itself has little or nothing to do with pupil bilin

gua1ity is brought out in the two tables below. In the case of boys, the

subjects consisted of 31 "younger" and 31 "older" pupils (the maximum pos

sible in view of precise matching for age) from each of the four educational

categories, tile 62 students in each category being in tilis way matched for

parental level of western education but differing in age. The divi(ling line

between "younger" and t' o1c1er" was 15.9 years, this being the approximate

mid-point of the age distribution of boys. TIle mean age of the "younger"

---------------_._----
1) 15.4 years represented the approximate mid-point of the age distribution

of the girls on 5th June.
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group WaB 14.94 years and that of the older, 17.24 years. The comparison

between the uyounger" and uolder" pupils was made by combining the four

parental levels of education in each case.

~le girls were contrasted for age but matched for parental level

of western education in the same way as boys, but the numbers in their case

were 19 Uyotmgern and 19 "older" subjects in each of the four educational

classes, the Dk~imum number possible in the circumstances. The dividing

line between the lIyounger" and t1 0 lderu girls was 15.4 years which was the

approxiIJll\te mid-point of the age distribution of the girls. The mean of

the "younger" girls worked out at 14.49 years and that of the older at

16.56 years.

TABf.JE XXVI

COMPARISON OF YOUNGER lI..ND OLDER IDYS IN BILINGUf.LJ1X

i -
i Scale ScoresI

Age Groups Low High N Means

(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)

Older 60 64 124 3.048
-

Younger 65 59 124 3.177
- -I

l25=L 123TotElls 248
I- ", --

Chi-square: 0.403 R: }: ,05
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TAIIsE nVII

COMPMISON OF YOUNGER .AND OLDER GIRLS IN BILINGUJlLITY

--
SceJ.e Soores

Age Groups Low High N MeMS

(5,,4) (3" 2" 1" 0)

I Older 43 33 76 3.158-I Younger 39 37 76 3.026

t- Totals I 82 70 152L - -

Chi-sguexe: 0,238 Pi )- ,05

WhUe the two preceding tables have shown that mere age has no

connection with student bilinguality" the next tl.fO tables show that paren-

tal level of western education is so correlated" ~gatively, i.e., tile

Idgher the pe~ental level of western education, tile lower their chil(~en

in bilinguality. In this analysis the pupils in the four parental educa

tional oategories were precisely matched for numbers (the maximum possible

that exact matching would permit)" age, and standard deviation, after which

soale scores were compared. The mean age of the boys in each category was

16.275 years and of the girls" 15.720 years.
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TABLE XXVITT

COMPlIlUSON OF STUDENT BILINGU/[,ITY BY WffiTERN E12UCATION1lL

LEVEL OF P lffiENTS : OOYS

Western Educationul Scule Scores
N Means

Level of Parents

5 4 3 2 1 0
~._----

FH-MH 26 20 11 14 6 4 81 3.420-
FH-ML 8 23 15 13 14 8 81 2.679

~-

FL-MH 13 33 15 12 5 3 81 3.346
~.

FL-ML 15 18 14 21 7 6 81 2.938-
Totals 62 94 55 60 32 21 324

elf: 15 P: < ,05

.TABLE XXIX

OOMPARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUAT..ITY BY WESTERN EDUCATION/[,

LEVEL OF PflRENTS-ULIRLS

~-- -
Scnle Scores

Western Educational -
Level of Parents Low High N Means

~-

5 4 3 2 1 0- - ..
FH-MH 12 27 7 2 1 - 49 3.959---
FH-ML 5 16 11 - 3 5 9 49 2,714---- -
FL-MH 6 28 7 2 3 3 49 3.469.-
FL-ML 4 18 12 7 1 7 49 2.918-- -
Totals 27 89 37 14 10 19 196

Chi-square: 20.J.Q1 P: (,05
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A feature to be noted is that in the case of both boys and girls

it is the ,-restern edu.cational level of the mother and not that of the

father that is associated with the degree of bilinguality of the child.

There is a significant negative correlation between the motller's level of

western e<.lucation ond the degree of bilinguality of the child, the higher

her edu.cation the lower is the student in bilingl1.ality score.

These points are supported by the four tables below where the

data of tile two immediately precetling tables are used. The categories

FH-MH and FH-ML ,-rere grouped together and compared with the other two cate-

gories combined, namely, FL-MH and FL-ML, in order to evaluate the influ

ence of the father. The procedure enabled tile FHt s to be co~ared 'dtil tile

FL I S by llneutralising" tile educational levels of mtilers in each case

(MH+ML). Similarly, in order to evaluate tile influence of tile mother, the

categories FH-MH and FL-MH were grOllped together and compared with the re

maining t,w categories combined, namely, FH-ML and FL-ML. This enabled

the MHI a to be compared with the MLt s by neutralising the educational levels

of fathers in each caae (FH+FL). The results llere as follows:-

TABLE XXX

.QOHPMISON OF STUDmT BILINGUlILITY BY WESTERN EDUCATIONAL
~EVEL OF FATHERS ;...mx.§

-- --
Scale Scores

Western Educational
Level of Fatiler Low High N Means

(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)-
FH CM Neutral) 77 85 162 3.049

FL CM Neutral) 79 83 162 3.142
!'--

Totals 156 168 324

Ohi-aguare: 0,4Q2 df: 1-- ~: > .05
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,IhBLE XXXI

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BlLINGUllLTTY BY WESTERN EDUCATIONlIL

LEVEL OF MJTHERS : :OOY2

Scale Scores
Western Educational N MeaDsLevel of Mother Low High

(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)

MH (F Neutral) 92 70 162 3.383--
ML (F Neutral) 64 98 162 2.809

- -
Totals 156 168 324

Chi-squ~~9.012 elf: l

TABLE XXXII

Q.QMLARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUlILITY BY WESTERN EDUCATIONlIL
LEVEL OF FATHERS & G:Iffi.JS-

-
Scale Scores

Western Educational 'N MeansLevel of Father Low High
(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)
--

FH (M Neutral) 60 38 98 3.337- -
llJ (M Neutral) 56 J;. 98 3.194-

Totals 116 80 196

£hi-sguare: 0.190 elf: 1 P: ,. .05

TA1IsE XXXIII

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BlLINGUALITY BY WESTERN EDUCATIONlIL

LEVFL_OF M)'lliER§ : GIR;LS

Scale Scores
Western Eduoational

N MeansLevel of Mother Low High
(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)

MH (F Neutral) 73 25 98 3.714--
filL (F Neutral) 43 55 98 2.816-Totals 116 80 196

Chi-sqUare: 17.762 £f; 1 PI '( ,Q5
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The significant influence of the Indian mther f s western eduoa

tional level on tlle degree of bilinguality of her ohild and the relative

ineffectiveness of the father in this respeot is perhaps just one aspeot of

the more general finding that it is the mother, and not so un..1.oh the father,

who determines the intellectual and cultural level of the home (Burt, 1952).

Parental Level of Motiler-Tongue Education:

The relationship between pupil bilinguality and level of paren-

tal mother.·tongue education was also studied. Educational level in the

home language is a very difficult variable to measure precisely for many

adults have learned to read and write the Indian languages from their pa

rents and other relatives and not systematically tl~ough attendance at pre

oisely graded mother-tongue schools. Since assessment by grades completed

was out of the question, parental level of home-language education was as

oertained tl~ough tlvo broadly framed questions, Nos. 6 and 7 of Section D

of tile questionnaire (vide Annexure). The responses to tllem were as fol-

lows:-

TAlLE XXXIV

LEYJit OF IDTHER-TONGUE EDUCATION OF PARENTS

Fathers Motllers
Level

Number 10 Number %
--~-

Could only speak it 337 32.34 534 51.85
Could only speak and read it 131 12.57 112 10.87
Could speak, read and write it

! 574 55.09 384 37.28

I

Totals 1,042 100.00 1,0.30 100.00
Unspeoified 10 22

As in the oase of lvestern eduoational level, a oomparison of the

stondard of motller-tongue education achieved by the fatllers and mothers
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showed the fathers to be significantly superior. Indian women lag behind

the men not only in western rot also in home-language education.

1[LBLE XXXV

COMPARISON OF FATHERS f AND MJTHERS I LEVELS OF
MJTHER-TONGUE EDUOATION&. ...

-
Level of Mother Tongue Eduoation Fathers Mothers N

Could speak, read and write it 574 384 958
(59.9210) (40.0810) (10010)

qould speak and read it only 131 112 243
(53.9J.1o) (46.09'/0) (100%)

Could speak it only 337 534 871
(38.69'/0) (61.3110) (lOafo)

-
Totals 1,042 1,030 2,072

Chi-sguore: 83,524 fJ. <.05

For ~le purpose of statistical computation, parental level of

mother-tongue education was also divided into uIOly'1I and nhighl categories,

the former comprising all those who could only speak the home language or

could only speak and read it, and the latter, all those Who could speak,

read and write it. Such a division split the total number of fathers and

mothers roughly into halves, in terma of proficiency in the mother tongue.

As in the case of western eduoational level of fathers and mothers, this

classification made it possible to desoribe ~le mother-tongue status of the

parents of arw student in one of four weys, namely, FH-MH, FH-ML, FL-MH,

and FL-ML. In the analyses that follow the age of pupils was ignored as

it has already been shown that this faotor is not in itself of My moment.

It was found that in the case of both boys and girls there was

a significant positive correlation between proficiency of parents in the
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home language and the degree of bilinguality of their children - the higher

the home language status of parents, the more bilingual the students (as

indicated by the mean scale scores in the t\1O tables below).

TABLE~

OOMPARISON OF SWDENT BILINGUALITY BY PlIRENT.L\L LEVEL OF-- -
MJTHER.-TONGUE EDUOATION : OOYS

---
Sc['~e Scores

Parental Level
of Mother Tongue LO\-/ High N Means

Education
5 .4 3 ~1 0

--
FH-MH 23 45 30 33 26 22 179 2.665

- -
FH-ML 23 47 34 36 30 16 186 2.726

FL-MH U 19 5 13 3 6 57 3.070

FL-ML 58 70 39 4E 33 15 263 3.103--
Totals U5 181 108 130 92 59 685

Unspecified 12-
Ohi-square: 8.854 P: « .05

TABLE XXXVII

QQ!1E~ON OF STUDENT BILINGUALITY BY PARENTAL LEVEL OF

NOTHER.-TONGUE EDUOATION : GIRLS

--r- -
Scale Scores

Parental Level
of Mother Tongue Low High N Means

Education
5 4 3 ;- 1 1 0

FH-MH 12 44 20 IJT6 17 113 2.929_. -
FH-t1L 8

--
29 24 6 7 17 -n 2.714

I

~ ~~
2 24 4 2 2 1 35 3.543- - -

FL-ML 22 51 21 6 2 3 105

~
I Totals 44 148 69 27 17 38 344
~-I Unspeoified 11

Ohi-square: 23,726 0\ ,05
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A cornpnrison of the educational status of the porents of the

girls and boys in the home language sho\1ed that the mothers and fathers of

the standard six girls were significantly superior to those of the boys.

It will be remembered (from Table xn) that the parents of the girls were

also more advanced in western education.

TAILE XXXVITI

COMPARISON OF PARENTAL LEVELS OF 11:'THER-TONGUE EDUCATION OF

STlIND1IRD SIX royS AND GIRLS

I Parental Level of Home Language Educntion
Sex r- N

FH-NH FH-ML FL-liJH FL-ML

Girls ll3 91 35 105 344
(32.85%) (26.46~) (10.1'i1o) (30.5210) (100%)

Boys 179 186 57 263 685
(26.1.3%) (27.15%) (8.32%) (38.4010) (10010)

---
Totals 292 277 92 L 368 l 1,029 I
Chi-sguE\re& 8,255 elf: 3 Pi <,05

1ls 'VTas done in the case of western education, the numbers in the

various categories of Tables XXXIX, XL, XLI and XLII ,.,rere equalised (with

retention of tile maximum possible) in order to determine whicll was e~socia

ted more strongly lnth the degree of bilinguality of the student - the home

proficiency of the father or of the mother, with the following results:-
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TAILE XXXIX

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BlLINGUALITY BY MJTHER-TONGUE EDUCATIONAL

LEVll. OF FATHERS : royS

Soale Scores
Level of Fati1er in N Means

Home Language Eduoation Low High
(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)

FH (M Neutral) 43 71 114 2.693

FL (M Neutral) 58 56 114 3.097

Totals 101 127 228

Chi-square: 3.484 M: 1- P: >.05

TAILE !l!

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BlLINGUALITY BY MJTHER-TONGUE EDUCATION~

LEVEL OF IDTH.ERS : BOYS

Level of Mother in
Scale Scores Me,N

Home Language Education Low High
(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)---

MH (F Neutral) 51 63 114 2.860

ML (F Neutral) 50 64 ll4 2.930

Totals 101 127 228

Chi-Square: O~OOO df: 1- P: >.05

lABLE XLI

,COMP.ARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUALITY BY IDTHER-TONGUE EDUCATTONAL

LEVEL OF FATHERS: GIRLS

Level of Fati1er in Scale Scores

Home Language Education Low High
N Means

(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)
FH (M Neutral) 32 38 70 2.814
FL (M Neutral) 50 20 70 3.615
Totals 82 58 140

Chi-square: 8.507 dt': 1 PI <.05
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TABLE XLII

COMP.ARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUALITY BY MOTHER-TONGUE EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL OF MOTHERS : GIRLS

I
Scale Scores

Level of Mother in N MeansHome Language Education Low High
(5, 4) (3, 2, 1, 0)

t till

-
(F Neutral) 44 26 70 3.257

IML (F Neutral) 38 I 32 70 3 0 172

rTotals 92 58 140

Chi-square: 0.656 df: 1 P: ) .05

These results are not consistent as they were in the case of

western educational levels. Only one association proved to be signifi-

cant, namely, that between the father's educational level and the bilin

guality of the girls. In the corresponding case with boys there is a

similar trend (approaching significance). It seems that, on the whole,

the mother-tongue attainments of fathers and mothers are of similar po-

tency in influencing the linguality of their children with the advantage

on the fathers' side. It will be remembered, that in the case of western

educational levels it was the mother who was all-powerful, the father

bein~ colourless.

Socio-Economic Status:

During this project the occupation of the father was used as

the index of the socio-economic status of the child's home, there being

no other more refined means of assessing this factor available immedia-

tely. This procedure has often been adopted in the past (e.g., Jones,

1952 and 1959). Differences in vocational level have been found to be

closely related to the complex differences in social status, so much so,
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that occupation has come to be regarded as the best single indicator of

social-economic level (Strang, 1951; Saunders et al~ 1958). In the two

instruments devised by Warner et a). (1941, 1949) to measure social class

in America, namely, Evaluated Participation (E.P.) and Index of Status

Characteristics (I.S.C.), occupational level played a major role. Thus

Anastasi (1958) says that since occupational level receives a relatively

large weight in the computation of the r.s.c., besides being correlated

with the other three characteristics (source of income, house type and

dwelling area), it can itself provide a fair approximation of social status.

Taussig (1920) recognises five classes of workers. In as

cending order of status they are: day labourers; unskilled labourers;

skilled labourers; lower middle class, clerical and semi-intellectual; and

well-to-do, professional and managerial. The Minnesota Scale of Paternal

Occupation (Goodenough and Anderson, 1931) lists seven occupational levels

and is perhaps the best known. In ascending order the occupational classes

are: day labourers of all classes (including agriculture); slightly skilled

trades and occupations requiring little training or ability; semi-skilled

occupations, minor clerical positions, and minor business; farmers; cleri

cal, skilled trades, and retail business; semi-professional and managerial;

and professional.

Because of the peculiar employment situation of Indians (a

point that will be elaborated in the next paragraph), it was decided to

avoid sophisticated classifications such as those given above and to di

vide occupational level into two broad classes only - "high" and "low ll •

In the high category were inCluded the following: wholesale and retail bu

siness proprietors (small and large); doctors; lawyers; school teachers;

industrial proprietors (furniture, Clothing, etc.); cinema proprietors;

printing press proprietors; landlords; building contractors; estate and

insurance agents; taxi owners; Olerks; bookkeepers; foremen; commercial
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travellers; skilled workers (machinists, tailors, qualified motor mecha

nics, barmen, carpenters and bricklayers, motor trimmers, printers, dis

pensers, etc.). In the "low" category were placed all semi-sldlled workers

(e.g., casual painters, waiters, shoemakers, shop-assistants, odd-job men,

laundry workers, etc.) and unskilled workers (e.g., municipal cleaners,

caretakers, boilermen, fishermen, factory labourers, groundsmen, general

labourers, haWkers, etc.).

While occupation by itself has proved to be a useful index

of socio-econonn~ status in western societies in which the full range of

occupations is open to all without discrimination, one could not be certain

whether it would function in tho same way in the case of Durban Indians,

for many avenues of employment are barred to them both at official and un-

official levels. Woods (1954), for instance, sayss "Official 'white

labour' policy in the Union has influenced semi-official action, which has

tended towards the replacement of Indians by Europeans in any skilled or

somi-sldlled work and by Natives in unskilled work ll • The result is that

Indians function within a greatly restricted employment range, artificially

imposed.

To test whether occupation was a satisfactory index of socio-

economic status in the case of Indians, the socio-economic status scores

on the full scale prepared for Project III, of 537 randomly selected pupils

out of a total of 1,6931 ), were compared with their fathers' occupational

categories ( lIhigh ll or lllow ll ), as follows:-

1 ) ~ Pp. 392-401.
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TABLE XLIII

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCORES ON FULL SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS SCAlE AND
LEVEL OF PATERNAL OCCUPATION (DATA FROM PROJmT Ill)

Scores on Socio-Economic Scale
Occu}:e.tiona1 NStatus Low High

(0, 1, 2) (3, 4, 5)

29 98 127High
(22.83iO (77.1710) (100.0010)

Low 295 115 410
(71.9510) (28.05%) (100.0010)

Totals 324 213 5'57

Chi-square: 95.703
df: 1
P: < ,05
Cl): ,389
Estimated r 2): .550

1) C stands for contingency coefficient, It was obtained by the formula
given by Garrett (1947, pp, 359-363):-

C=j N::2
Siege1 (1956) has this to say about Q: ", •••• the contingency coeffi
cient is an extremely useful measure of association because of its
wide applicability, The contingency coefficient makes no assumptions
about the shape of the population of scores, it does not require under
lying continuity in the variables under analysis, and it requires only
nominal measurement (the least refined variety of measurement) of the
variables. Because of this freedom from assumptions and requirements,
.Q. may often be used to indicate the degree of relation between two
sets of scores to which none of the other measures of association is
applicable 11 (P. 201). l'Urther, he says: ''We may test whether an ob
served .Q. differs significantly from chance simply by determining
whether the X2 for the data is significant" (P. 199).

2) 1: stands for estimated product-moment coefficient of correlation, ob
tained ndirect1 from Q by employing the correction procedure given
by Garrett 1947, p. 363), It has been computed only because it is a
more familiar statistic than Q, to indicate the degree and direction
of association (~ Hagood, 1941) between the two variables compared.
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It is clear that in spite of the coarse classification of oc

cupations into just two categories and the arbitrariness that (unavoidably)

entered into the allocation of some of the occupations into high and low

grades there does exist a significant correlation between level of occupa-

tion and soci-economic status even in the somewhat abnormal employment si-

tuation of Indians in this country. All this assumes, of course, that the

scale prepared for Project III does measure socio-economic status. Evidence

in support of this will be presented in the appropriate place.

Socio-economic status was distributed as follows in the sample:-

TABLE XLIV

COMPARISON OF RELIGIOUS-MOTHER-TONGUE GROmS BY SOCIO-ECONOHIC STATUS

Socio-economic Status
Groups N %

Low % High %

Hindu-Gujurati 3 I Ih 7 61 95.3 64 100.0

Moslem-Gujurati 16 I 15.4 88 84.6 104 100.0

Moslem-Urdu 35 I 41.2 50 58.8 85 100.0

Hindu-Telegu I 55 41.8 32 58.2 87 100.0

Hindu-Hindi 109 58.3 78 41.7 187 100.0

Christian-Telegu 16 59.3 11 40.7 'Z7 100.0

Christian-Tamil 43 59.7 I 29 40.3 72 100.0

Hindu-Tamil Z73 68.1 128 .3L9 401 100.0

Unclassified 25

Totals 550 477 I I 1,052

Chi-square: 1680601 df: 8 P: (.05

This table confirms the finding of Kuper, Watts and Davies

(1958) that inequalities in economic status are associated with religious

mother tongue affiliation among Durban Indians.
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A study of the sample in terms of socio-economic status

showed that in this respect also the standard six girls were a more select

group than the boys, the former coming from homes significantly higher up

in the socio-economic scale, thus:-

TABLE XLV

COMPARISON OF SOCrO-ECONOMIC LEVELS OF STANDARD srx BOYS AND GIRLS

Paternal Occupational Status
Sex N

Low High

Girls 157 198 355
(44.23%) (55.77%) (lOO.OO~O

Boys 399 292 691
(57.74%) (42.26%) (100.00%)

Totals
I

556 490 1,046I
Paternal Occupation Unspecified 6

Chi-square: 16.669 df: 1 P: < .05

It was shown in Tables XXIV and XXV that, in the case of both

boys and girls, the students from homes where the 1=8renta1 level of western

education was high were younger than those from homes where the educational

level was low. The same tendency was observed for socio-economic status,

the higher the socio-economic level of the home, the younger the student.

Thus, excluding 6 students who could not be classified, the mean age on

5th June of the year of research of 490 boys and girls from homes of high

socio-economic status was 15.44 years as against 16.00 years for 556 boys

and girls from low status homes. The following tables make the comparison

for the sexes separately:-
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TABLE XLVI

COMPARISON OF THE AGES OF BOYS ON 5TH .ruNE BY
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Ages in Years
NSocio-Economic Status

Below 16 16 & Above

167 125 292High (57.19"/0) (42.8110) (10010)

170 229 .399Low (42.6110) (57•.3910) (10010)

Totals .3.37 .35L~ 691

Paternal Occupation Unspecified 6

Chi-square: 1.3.778 df: 1

TABLE XLVII

P: <.05

COMPARISON OF THE AGES OF GIRLS ON 5TH JUNE BY
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Ages in Years
Socio-Economic Status N

Below 15.5 15.5 & Above

High 124 74 198
(62.6.310) (.37 .':5710) (1°010)

Low 76 81 157
(48.41%) (51.59%) (10010)

Totals 200 155 355

Chi-square: 6.630 df: 1 P: <.05

That differential rates of failing and repeating grades between

the two socio-economic status levels were not responsible for producing the

above results is brought out in the two tables below, which indicate that

children from homes of relatively higher soclo-econonio status aotually
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enter school at an earlier age than those frOrl lower status homes (as in

the case of western educational levels of parents).

TABLE XLVIII

COHPARISON OF THE AGES OF STANDARD SIX BOYS AT SCHOOL ENTRY
BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

I Ages in Years
: Socio-Economic Status N

Below 8 Years 8 Year s & Above

High 151 141 292
(51.7110) (48.2910) (100.00%)

LO\{ 149 250 399
I (37.34%) (62.6610) (100.0010)

Totals 300 391 691

Paternal Occupation Unspecified 6

Chi-square: 13.59 df: 1 P: (.05

TABLE XLIX

~RISON OF THE AGES OF STANDARD SIX GIRLS AT SCHOOL ENTRY
BY SOCIo-FX:ONOMIC STATUS

I Ages in Years
i Socio-Economic Status N,

Below 8 Years 8 Years & AboveI

High 123 75 198
(62.12"/0 ) (37.8810) (100.00%)

Low 79 78 157
(50.3310) (49.6810) (100.0010)

Totals 202 153 I 355

Q,hi-square: 4.504 df: 1
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Since both parental level of western education and socio-

economic status are negatively correlated with increasing age at school

entry, the indications are that the first two variables are positively C01"-

related. This is borne out by the two tables be10w:-

TABLE L

COMPARISON OF PARENTAL LEVEL OF WESTERN EDUCATION BY
SOCrD-ECONOMIC STATUS : BOYS

Western Educational Socio-Economic Status

Level of Parents
N

Low High

FH-MH 51 98 149
(34.2210) (65.7710) (10010)

FH-ML 35 57 92
(38.0410) (61.9610) (10010)

FL-MH 90 32 122
(73.7710) (26.2310) (10010)

FL-ML 217 I 100 317
(68.4510) (31.5510) (10afa)

Totals 393 287 680

Uno1assifiable 17

Chi-square: 75.216 df: 1 P: <,05
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TABLE LI

COMPARISON OF PARENTAL LEVEL OF WESTERN EDUCATION BY
- SOCIo-ECONOMIC STATUS : GIRLS

Western Educational
Socio-Eo~nomic Status

N
Level of Parents l,ow High

I
52 92 144FH-MH (36.1110) (63,,8910) (1000/0)

17 43 60
FH-ML (28.3310) (71.67~) (10010)

37 20 57FL-MH (64.91%) (35.0910) (10010)

51 42 ! 93FL-ML (54.8410) (45.1610) (100%)
I

Totals 157 197 354

Unclassified 1

Chi-square: 25.406 df: :3 P: < ,05

The comparison between socio-economic status and bilinguality

of the students (Which was the main aim of this sub-section) gave the fol-

lowing results:-

TABLE LII

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUALITY BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS BOYS

I

Socio-Economic Scale Scores
Status N Means

5 4 3 2 1 0

High 52 73 47 51 36 33 292 2.846

68 I 63
j

I 26 ILow 108 I 79 55 399 2.942

Totals 120 181 110 130 91 59 691

Paternal Occupation Unspecified 6 i
Chi-square: 5.522 df: 5 P: '> .05
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TABLE LIII

COMPARISON OF STUDENT BILINGUALITY BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS GIRLS

Socio-Economic Scale Scores
N MeansStatus !

5 4 3 2 1 0

High 24 82 39 14 9 30 198 3.040

Low 29 68 31 13 8 8 157 3.465

Totals 53 150 70 27 17 38 355.

Chi-square: 11,646 df: 5 P: (.05

It will be seen that there is a significant positive correla-

tion between degree of bilinguality and socio-economic status in the case

ef the girls. With the boys, the means differ in the expected direction

but their difference is not significant. These results are not as clear-

cut as might have been anticipated when one takes into account the signifi-

cant negative correlation between parental level of western education and

student bilinguality (Tables XXVIII and XXIX), on the one hand, and the

significant positive correlation between the former and socio-economic

status, on the other (Tables L and LI). This may be explained by the fact

that religious-mother tongue affiliation which has already been shown to be

strongly associated with degree of bilinguality (Tables XI and XII) tends

to cut across the comparisons made in the two immediately preceding tables.

With both the boys and the girls, it was the zero score cells that contri

buted the bulk of the chi-square values. Now, in the case of the 33 boys

in the high socio-economic category, who obtained sCale scores of 0, no

less than 20 (or 87.88,0 were either Hindu-Gujurati, Moslem-Gujurati or

Moslem-Urdu, as compared with only 8 out of 26 (or 30.7710) in the low cate

gory. Similarly, in the case of the 30 girls in the high socio-economic

group, the respective figures were 23 (or 76.6710) as against 8 (or 37.5010)
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in the l0w category. Tables XI and XII show that these three religious

mother tongue groups scored the highest in biling-u.alityo FUrthermore,

analysis of the socio-economic data shows that the three groups are also

at the top in this respect, 95.310 of all Hindu-Gujurati, 84.610 of all

Mos1em-Gujurati, and 58 0 810 of all Moslem-Urdu students belonging to the

high category (Table XLIV). On the other hand, these tin'ee groups were

found to be the lowest in respect of mothers' level of western education

(Which is more imp0rtant than the fathers' level in determining degree of

bi1ingua1ity) (Table XX). These contrasting features in the heterogeneous

Durban Indian population have blurred the relationship between their socio

economic status and bilinguality.

Sunnnary:

The main results from the investigations into factors believed

to be associated with the bi1ingua1ity of the sample may be summarised as

fo110ws:-

It is not in itself connected ~th bilinguality in both sexes.

This corresponds with the conclusion of Arsenian (1937) Who found that the

extent of bilingual background did not vary significantly from age to age

for ages 9 to 14 in both his Italian and Jewish groups (vide p.136).

Religious-Mother-Tongue Affiliation:

This factor is significantly related to bilingual status. Each

religious-mother-tongue group seems to be a distinct, miniature socio

cultural entity. The Hindu-Gujurati, Mos1em-Gujurati and Moslem-Urdu groups

are the most conservative, i.e., the most bilingual, while the Christian

Tamil, Christian-Telegu and, almost certainly, the Christian-Hindi, are the

least bilingual o
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Sex in itself does not appear to be associated with degree of

bilinguality but within the Hindu-Telegu, the Hindu-Tamil and the Moslem

Urdu groups there are significant sex differences in favour of the girls.

This is explained by the fact that within these three groups the western

educational level of the girls l pn'ents is much higher than that of the

boyst rarents, the difference being more marked than in the case of the

other groups. Sex in itself does not appear to be of arry consequence in

this respect.

This finding accords with that of Hoff'nml (1934) and Arsenian

(1937) (~PP. 13","135).

Parental Level of Western Education:

Significantly associated (negatively) with degree of bilingual

ity with both boys and girls, the more highly educated the parents, the

less bilingual the child. Actually, it is the western educational level

of the mother that is responsible for the correlation, the father being

non-influential.

Parental Level of Home Language Education:

Significantly correlated (positively) with degree of bilingual

ity in the case of b~th boys and girls, the higher the education of the pa

rents in the mother tongue, the greater the bilinguality of the child. The

indications are that the father1s proficiency in the home language is more

important than the mother's in this respect but the evidence is not clear

cut.

In respect of the influence of parents on the bilingual status

of their children, the Indian group thus differs somewhat from the Italian
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and Jewish groups of Arsenian (1937). He had found that the influence of 

parents was shared equally by father and mother (~ p. 135). 

Socia-Economic Status: 

Whatever connection this variable might have with bilinguality 

in the Indian situation here is obscured by cultural factors (religious

mother-tongue affiliation). 

Arsenian (1937) had found bilingualism to be ccrreleted with 

Bocio-economic status to the extent of -.20. The more well-to-do end so

Cially more advanced people were relinquishing their foreign language back

ground faster than the economically and socially less fortunate people who 

were adhering more tenaciously to their original language background and to 

the traditions and literature expressed in that language (vide p. 135). 

In the Durban Indian situation the contrary seems to be the 

case, The Hindu-Cujurati, Mosl em-Gujurati and Moslem-Urdu groups which are 

the most conservative, i.e., the most bilingual, are also at the head of all 

groups in socio-economic status. They belong mainly to the "passenger" 

class of immigrants from India (Kuper, 1960 ). B~cause of their favoured 

economic status, they have not experienced the same urgency to adopt western 

ways of life as the other groups to whom adaptation has become almost a mat

ter of survival. Hence, with Durban Indians, the correlation between bilin

guality and socio-economic tends to be positive, whereas, Arsenian (1937) 

had found a negative relationship. 

(F) RESULT3 : 

It will be remembered that the first hypothesis of this project 

was that Indian pupils would soure relatively lower than Europeans in intel-
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ligence and scholastic tests that dCITJro'ldod a gronter degreo of fnniliarity

'.rith English than in intelligence and scholastic tests that did not.

(i) Scores in the Intelligence Tests:

The recently issued New South African Group Test made it pos

sible, for the first time, to assess accurately and directly in the South

African racial context, the degree of handicap caused by linguistic diffi

culties, since the test has separate norms for its non-verbal and verbal

sections but both computed in relation to the same reference point, that is

to say, the same European subjects, Thus the manual accompanying the test

says: "The total (combined) score will give the best indication of the

general level of a person's intelligence while the non-verbal and verbal

scores will indicate if he has any specific abilities or weaknesses in the

non-language or language sphere" (National Council for Social Research,

1956) •

TABlE LIV

NEAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF INDIAN STANDARD SIX PUPILS IN THE
NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST BY EUROPEAN NORM3

Non-Verbal I.Q.:
Verbal I.Q.:
Combined I .Q.:

Non-Verbal I,Q.:
Verbal I.Q.:
Combined I.Q.:

Non-Verbal I.Q.:
Verbal I.Q.:
Combined I,Q. :

BOYS: (N =6641); Mean Age =16.36 Years}

82,361 (S.D.: 11,585; S,E.: 0.450)
80.291 (S.D.: 11.020; S.E.: 0.428)
79.651 (S.D.: 10.770; S.E.: 0.418)

GIRLS (N =3462); Mean Age =15.63 Years)

82.202 (S.D.: 11.390; S.E.1 0.613)
80.150 (S.D.: 11,845; S.E.: 0.638)
79.428 (S.D.: 11.170; S.E.: 0.601)

BOYS AND GIRLS: (N =1,010; Mean Age =16,11 Years)

82.317 (S,D.: 11.560; S.E.: 0.364)
80.242 (S.D.s 11,310; S,E.: 0.356)
79.574 (S,D.: 10.905; S.E.: 0,343)

1) 33 bqys were absent from school on the day of the intelligence test.
2) 9 girls were absent from school on the day of the intelligence test.
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It will be noted that the hypothesis stated above has been

borne out in so far as it relates to scores in intelligence tests, the per-

formance of the whole sample in the non-verbal section of the test being

superior to their performance in the verbal part by 2.075 LQ. points. The

difference is significant at the .01 level, the! value being 6.963 after

taking into account an obtained product-moment coefficient of correlation

of .655 between the non-verbal and verbal I.Q.'s of the pupils1 ).

As the higher score in the non-verbal test relative to the ver-

bal test is due to a handicap in Fnglish, it is ·to be expected that as

one goes down the educational scale, that is to say, as the degree of roas-

tery of English decreases, the discrepancy between non-verbal and verbal

scores will increase, with the advantage consistently in favour of the non-

verbal scores. Evidence for this comes from Project Ill. The table below

shows the New South African Group Test Scores of the 1,693 boys used in

that project, ranging from standard six to standard two. Although the sub

jects were a specially selected lot, sinoe they were chosen on the basis of

never having failed any grade prior to the investigation, the validity of

the comparison between their non-verbal and verbal scores is not affected

in any way.

1) The formula employed was that which is used to compute the significance
of the difference between the means of two large correlated samples
stated for example, by Garrett (1947, p. 209) as follows:-
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TABLE-l!

MEAN NON-VERBAL AND VERBAL---L.Q,. f S OF INDIAN PUPILS IN THE NEW SOUTH
AFRICAN GROUP TEST BY SCHOOL STANDARD (DATA FROM PROJECT In)

Standard N Non-Verbal I.Q. Verbal I.Q. Difference Test Favoured

VI 306 82.147 77.801 4.346 Non-Verbal

V 336 81.568 76.542 5.026 Non-Verbal

IV 313 80.914 74.971 5.943 Non-Verbal

III 361 83.191 75.061 8.130 Non-Verbal

II 377 84.51/:J 75.806 8.740 Non-Verbal I

Conversely, as one goes up the educational scale, that is to

say, as mastery of English increases, one would expect the discrepancy be-

tween non-verbal and verbal scores to decrease and finally to disappear.

There is evidence fnr this from tests that the researcher carried out (in

connection with other investigations) with post-junior certificate and post

senior certificate (matriculation level) teacher-trainees at the Springfie1d

Training College and with undergraduate and graduate arts and science trai

nees in the University of Natal during the years 1959 and 1960, the students

comprising both males and females. The following were the resu1ts:-

TABLE LVI

COMPARISON OF MEAN NON-VERBAL AND VERBAL I .Q. fS OF TEACHER-TRAINEES
IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST

Educational Level N Non-Verbal I.Q. Verbal I.Q.

Post-Junior Certificate 59 90.475 88.932

Post-Senior Certificate 206 92.987 94.125

Graduate &Undergraduate 32 96.313 98.688
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The figures indicate that equality between non-verbal and verbal

I.Q.'s is attained at the junior-senior certificate levels, after which the

advantage shifts to the verbal side.

Although Indian plpils at the standard six level are handicap

ped by language difficulties in a verbal test of intelligence, the extent

of handicap (2.075 points of I.Q.), though statistically significant, is of

hardly any practical importance in face of the fact that the non-verbal

I.Q. of the students is 17.683 points, the verbal I.Q., 19.758 points, and

the combined I.Q., 20.426 points below the English-sp3aking norms
l

)J

It has already been mentioned that Logue (1954) found the mean

I.Q. of his Indian subjects on the (old) (verbal) South African Group Test

to be 87.4 as against 100 for South African Europ3an children. He attri

buted the difference of 12.6 points of I.Q. to the Indians' weakness in

English. Two observations have to be made in this connection.

Firstly, it is suggested that the Indo-European difference of

12.6 I.Q. points discovered by Logue was an underestimation. The correct

figure was probably in the region of 20 points as indicated by the New

South African Group Test, for grave doubts have been cast on the accuracy

of the standardisation mean of 100 established by Wilcocks (1931) for South

African Europeans on the (old) South African Group Test. Pratt Yule and

1) Loevinger (1940) and Edwards (1956) make a very necessary distinction
between practical and statistical significance. The latter says that
it is possible, by increasing the number of cases involved, to make
even a minute difference between two means attain statistical signifi
cance, for additional replications serve to decrease the degree of un
controlled error against which the difference between the means is co~

pu-ed. In such a case, he goes on, although statistical significance
may be attained, common sense would tell us that if the difference be
tween the means of the two groups is so small that it requires a
thousand cases to deteot it, then it is not likely to be of any prac
tical significance.
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Albino (1948) applied the test to 5,720 children between the ages of 10 and

17, who were fully representative of the entire schoolgoing pop..liation of

Rhodesia, and obtained a mean of 108.7. This dropped to 106.8 when the

I.Q.'s of 622 dependent children in institutions, computed from their known

Binet scores were included. Two years later, Pratt Yule and Albino (1950)

discovered that the (old) South African Group Test also measured high in

the Union of South Africa, the mean I.Q. of over 40,000 Transvaal children

working out to 108. It was concluded that the original sample on which the

test WaS standardised Qy Wilcocks waS unrepresentative, and that possibly

also, educational changes and an increase in test sophistication during the

intervening 20 years had brought about an all-round rise in I.Q. Whatever

the reasons for this inflation of scores, it is clear that, until it was

superseded by the New South African Group Test in 1956, the older test had

made a present of about 8 I.Q. points to every child tested, including

Logue I S Indian group. If allowance is made for this, the I.Q. t s of the

Indian subjects on the Old and New South African Group Test would become

almost identical.

The second point is that Logue was apparently mistaken in at

tributing the inferior performance of the Indian children in the old South

African Group Test mainly to a handicap in English. The present research

shows that at the standard six level language difficulties account for only

2.075 points of I.Q. It is true that at the standard two level (Which was

also the lowest standard studied Qy Logue) the figure rises to 8.740 points

(Table LV), yet the discrepancy between the non-verbal scores of European

and Indian children at this point is 15.454 points of LQ.l), leaving a big

margin still to be accounted for in terms other than weakness in English.

1) The figure is probably larger in reality for, as has already been poin
ted out, the groups shown in Table LV were all non-failures.
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Furthermore, even in highly educated Indian group:! in whom non-verbal and

verbal scores attain parity (Table LVI) the mean I.Q.IS are still well be

low European standards, considering the high degree of selectivity of the

Indian subjects.

The conclusion is clear. In tho present educational, social,

economic and political context, Indian subjects score consistently lower

than Europeans in non-verbal intelligence tests. In verbal tests Indian

inferiority is more marked; linguistic handicap accounts for their lower

scores appreciably (though certainly not wholly) in the lower standards but

not above the junior-senior certificate level and yet even here the infe

riority of Indians persists.

It is recognised that the contents of the five immediately pre

ceding paragraphs have, in attempting an inter-racial comparison, perhaps

overstepped the self-imposed lImits of the present project. However, the

comparison has been made because of the leads that it offers for further

research. In fact, the whcle problem of Indian inferiority relative to

Eurcpeans in mental tests is taken up lator for detailed study and consti

tutes the raison d I etre for Project II!.

Another feature of the mental test scores given in Table LIV

is that the boys and girls have scored almost identical means. Tests of

statistical significance of the sex differences yielded the non-significant

i-values of 0.209, 0.184 and 0.305 for the non-verbal, verbal and combined

sections, respectively.

The boys, however, scored significantly higher mean !:ill! scores,

at the .01 level in the verbal and combined scores and at the .05 level in

non-verbal scores, as follows:-
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TABLE LVII

COMPARISON OF THE MEAN RAW SCORES OF INDIAN STANDARD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS
IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST. SENIOR SERIESl)

~ I Girls t PI Boys

I
I

N 661 343

Ages in Years 16.36 15.63
,

Non-Verbal Raw Scores 22.725 21.586 2.503 > .01
(S .D.: 7.077) (S.D.: 6.708) (<.05)

I (S.E.: 0.275) (S.E. : 0.363)
-

Verbal Raw Scores 21.853 20.327 3.516 <.01
(S.D.: 6.444) (S.D.: 6.552)
(S.E.: 0.251) (S .E.: 0.354)

Combined Raw Scores I 44.700 41.0/71 3.510 ( .01

I
(s .D.: 11.845) (S.D.: 11.580)
(S.E.: 0.461) (S.E.: 0.626)

Other things equal, one would normally have attributed the

superiority of the boys over the girls in raw intelligence scores to the

fact that the former are 0.73 year older than the latter. The difference

would have been regarded as representing a difference in mental age, due to

the greater chronological age of the boys.

1) The total of boys and girls in this table is 1,004, i.e., 6 short of
the total given in Table LIV. The explanation is as follows: Of
the 1,010 students who were tested far intelligence, 1,004, comprising
661 boys and 343 girls, worked the senior version of the New South
African Group Test and 6, the intermediate version. Whenever raw
scores are referred to throughout the text, they pertain to the senior
level only, the 6 odd students being eXcluded, as raw scores at the
two levels are not comparable. This separation does not apply to 
I.Q.t s which are comparable, whether derived from the junior, inter
mediate or senior versions of the Test.
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Actually, however, the factor of age functions against the

bryys, for it will be shown later (p. 278) that in the peculiar educational

eet-up of Durban Indian children both raw scores in intelligence tests and

intelligence quotients are negatively correlated with age to a significant

degree.

In the matter of socio-economic status also the boys are at a

disadvantage relative to the girls. Table XLV shows that the girls are,

on an average, significantly superior to the bays in socio-economic status,

and it is an established fact that children's intelligence test scores are

positively correlated with this factor (~ p. 237).

For a valid comparison, boys and girls, therefore, have to be

equalised for both age and socio-economic status. This was done through a

balanced two-way analysis of variance in which 274 boys and Z74 girlS
1

)

were matched exactly for age (and standard deviation) and for socio-economic

status, the pattern of analysis being as fo1lows 2),.3):-

TABLE LVIII

2 x 2 FACTORIAL DESIGN FOR THE COHPARISON OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN INTELLIGENC:B1

N:
Age (in Years):
Socio-Economic Status

1.37
15.740

Low

BOYS
l

\
1.37

15.740
High

137
15.740

Low

GIRLS
I

1.37
15.740

High

1) These were the maximum possible numbers obtainable in view of the exact
matching roothods adopted. At each sex-age-status stratum selection of
the subjects was made at random.

2) As presented, for example, by Ed:wards (1950), p. 209•
.3 ) In all the analyses made in this table the gr oupe were tested for homo

geneity of variance by the method described by Bart1ett (19.37).
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The raw scores of the students were again used in the compari-

son, with the following resu1ts:-

TABLE LIX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE RAW SCORES OF INDIAN STANDARD SIX
BOYS AND GIRLS IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST

(a) Non-Verbal Scores

Source of Variation SUI!l of Squares Ill: Mean Square E 1:•

Sex: 562.089 1 562.089 11.946 (.01
Socio-economic Status: 290.513 1 290.513 6.174 ).01

«.05)
Sex x Socio-economic Status: 248.469 1 248.469 5.281 >.01
Within Groups: 25,597.445 544 47.054
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Totals:

Means

Girls: 21.285 (I.Q.: 80) ~ 23.310 (I.Q.: 83)
Low Status Group: 21.569 (I.Q.: 82) High Status GrouE: 23.026 (I.Q.t 83)

(b) Verbal Scores

Source of Variation Sum of Squares £! Mean Square 1: p-
Sex: 780.504 1 780.504 18.969 ( .01
Socio-economic Status: 331.161 1 331.161 8.048 <.01
Sex x Socio-economic Status: 44.415 1 44.415 1.079 ).01
Within Group3: 22,383.512 544 41.146
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Totals:

Means:

Girls: 20.091 (I.Q.: 80) BOYS) 22.478 (I.Q.: 83)
Law Stetus GrouE: 20.507 (I.Q.: 81 High Status GrouE: 22.062 (I.Q.: 83)

(c) Combined Scores

~ce of Variation Sum of Squares S! Mean Square

19.020
8.347
4.478

Sex: 2,562.454 1 2,562.454
Socio-economic Status: 1,124.498 1 1,124.498
Sex x Socio-economic Status: 603.330 1 603.330
Within Groups: 73,290.146 544 134.724
---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
Totals: 77,580.428 547
Means:

Girls: 41.489 (I.Q.: 79) ~ 45.814 (I.Q.: 82)
Low Status GrouE: 42.219 (I.Q.: 79) High Status GrouE: 45.084 (I.Q.: 81)
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This problem of sex differences in intelligence test scores

will be di&cus sed below after a study of the performances of the boys and

girls in the scholastic tests.

(ii) Scores in Scholastic Tests:

The performance of the Indian pupils by standard and age in the

scholastic tests relative to the performance of European pupils in the same

educational grade are given below. In interpreting the table it should be

held in mind that the mean age of the Indian students on the day of the

scholastic tests was 16.03 years, a high figure due to the fact that only

a small minority of Indian children succeed in obtaining school places at

the miniIIUm legal age of 5+ years which is normal for Europeans.

!M3LE LX

MEAN RAW SCORES OF INDIAN AND EUROPEAN STANDARD SIX PUPILS
IN SCHOLASTIC TESTS

Indians Europeans Maximum Indian Performance Rela-
(N: 1,022)1) Possible tive to European Perfor-

mance by Standard &Age2)

Vocabulary 19.305 Zl.6 50.0 Between Stds. IV and V
11.6 Years

Reading 12.322 15.7 25.0 Between Stds. IV and V
Comprehen- . 11.5 Years
sion

Problem 10.373 12.5 28.0 Between Stds. IV and V
Arithmetic 12.6 Years

Mechanical 11.154 12.5 30.0 Between Stds. V and VI
Arithmetic 13.2 Years

1) 30 students were absent from school on the day of the scholastic tests.
2) The standard and age indices of the performance of the Indian pupils ~r.

bns~d on the norms givon far Europoans by thCl National BuroQU 'of Educa
tional and Sooial Research (1951) in the manual accompanYing the scho
lastic tests. In computing the age indices, interpolation was resorted
to.
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It will be noted that the second part of Hypothesis (1), namely,

that Indian pupils would score relatively lower than Europeans in scholas-

tic tests that demanded a greater degree of familiarity with English than

in scholastic tests that did not, has been borne out in that the mean sub

ject ages of the Indian pupils (by European norms) are lower for vocabulary

and reading comprehension than for problem and mechanical arithmetic. Fur

ther, Indian performance approximates European norms (both by standard and

subject age) more closely in mechanical than in problem arithmetic which

makes greater demands on maste~J of English, thus confirming inspectorial

observations in this regard (~ PP. 121-122).

Statistically significant, sex differences in favour of the

boys were found in vocabulary and problem arithmetic of the .01 level of

confidence and in reading comprehension at the .05 level, thus:-

TABLE LXI

COMPARlSON OF THE MEAN RAW SCORES OF STANDARD SIX INDIAN
BOYS AND GIRLS IN SCHOLASTIC TESTS

r ~ Girls
~ p

(N: 67.3) (N: 349)

Vocabulary 19.9.32 18.097 .3.9.38 <.01
~s.n.: 6.942) (S.D.: 7.104~
S.E.: 0.268 (S .E.: 0•.381

Reading 120 503 11.967 2.0.38 ).01 ( ( .05)
Comprehen- (S•n.: .3.7.36) (S.D.: 4.102)
sion (S.E.: 0.lL~4) (S.E.: 0.220)

Problem 10.803 9.54.3 5.676 ( .01
Arithmetic (s.n.: .3 •.378) (S.D.: .30.360)

(S.E.: 0.1.30) (S .E .: 0,,180)

Mechanical 11 0 151 11.159 0,,008 ).01
Arithmetic (S .D.: .3.672) ~S•D.: .3. 584~

(S .E .: 0.142) S.E.: 0.192
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As far as intelligence is concerned, the results are consistent

in showing that, matched for age and socio-economic status, the boys are

superior to the girls in all three sections of the New South African Group

Test - non-verbal, verbal, and combined raw scores. In the European stan

dardisation of the test only negligible differences between the sexes had

appeared (National Council for Social Research, 1956).

Logue (1954) had also found a significant sex difference in

favour of boys among his Indian subjects in the old South African Group

Test but not in his Non-Verbal Test of Intelligence (1956). A possible

defect in both of his comparisons was that the sexes were not matched care

fully for socio-economic status. It has already been shown that at the

standard six level at any rate Indian girls are a more highly selected

group than the boys, significantly more girls than boys coming from homes

of high status (Table XLV), while Table X suggests that this process of

selection begins in the very earliest standards.

Now, it is the virtually unanimous finding of a very large num

ber of investigators in different countries that there exists a significant,

positive association between socio-economic status and scores in intelli

gence tests in the case of adults, of children and of whole communities

(e.g., Eells et al., 1951; Anastasi, 1958). Table LIX of the present re

search also shows that there are significant socio-economic status differ

ences in verbal and combined scores in the New South African Group Test

(at the .01 level of confidence) as well as in the non-verbal scores (at

the .05 level). Hence, in any comparison of the sexes in intelligence,

socio-economic status must be taken into account.

The conservative outlook of the Indian community on the role of

women in society (Kuper, 1960) is probably responsible for the observed sex

differences in the intelligence test scores of Indian children.
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Kamat (1939, 1951) while standardising the Stanford Revision

of the Binet-Simon Scale for Indian children in the Bombay Presidency, also

discovered fairly consistent sex differences from age 2 years to age 16

years and above favouring the boys. On the other hand, Burt (1933), in his

London Revision, had found only slight differences and these had favoured

the girls. Also, Anastasi (1958), surveying the literature on the subject,

writes: ''When no deliberate effort has been made to exclude sex differen-

ces from the (intelligence) test, there has generally been a tendency to

favour girls. This follows from the fact that intelligence tests consist

so largely of verbal i terns, on which girls are superior. In so far as the

tests depend upon memory, girls have an additional advantage. Moreover,

many intelligence tests are validated against school achievement, in which

girls also excel, especially at the elementary school level".

It seems that these conclusions, arrived at in western cultu-

res, do not apply to eastern cultures or to a "semi-eastern" culture such

as that of Natal Indians. Kamat (1951) attributed the inferiority of his

girls to cultural factors. He said: "••••• it must be remembered that in

Indian society the girls grow up in a different environment from that of

boys. They spend most of their time in the company of their mothers and

other female members of the family, the majority of whom are still illite-

rate, whereas boys spend more of their time with their fathers who are more

literate. Further, it is still the fashion to bring up girls to be good

mothers and housewives and to bring up boys for a literary career •••••

If, as Burt says, the English girls (Who were found to score higher in in

telligence tests than boys) being sheltered, supervised and detained at

home incline more towards literary pursuits, the Indian girls, on the other

hand, suffer from a comparative neglect of their literary educationlll ).

1) On the other hand, Lall (1944) found no sex differences when he tested

(footnote continued next page)
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Such a state of affairs prevails also among Indians in Natal although the

picture is rapidly changing (Kuper, 1956).

The superiority of the boys over the girls in intelligence is

probably responsible also for their superiority in three of the four scho-

1astic tests.

It is interesting to note, however, that even when the sexes

are matched for socio-economic status and combined raw scores in the intel

ligence test the directions of the differences persist. Thus, when 128

boys of high and 128 boys of low socio-economic status were matched exactly

with 128 girls of high and l2gl) girls of low socio-economic status for com

bined raw scores in the intelligence test (as well as for standard devia-

tion), their scholastic mean scores appeared as follows:-

TABLE LXII

MEAN SCORES OF "EQUALLY INTELLIGENT" BOYS AND GIRLS IN SCHOLASTIC TESTS

Boys Q.irl.Q
N: 256 256
Combined Raw Score: 41.258 41.258

Vocabulary: 19.199 17.922
Reading Comprehension: 11.922 11.703
Problem Arithmetic: 10.219 9.430
Mechanical Arithmetic: 10.719 11.172

(footnote continued from provious page)

all the eleven-year-old high school pupils in the United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh (India). He used a verbal group test in Hindustani, con
structed after the pattern of the Moray House tests. His sample of
1,419, however, contained 1,385 boys and only 34 girls. Elcplaining this
disproportion, he says: "The small number of girls is due to the fact
that the Govornment high schools for girls are very few as compared with
such schools for the boys". It is obvious from this statement that con
servatism with regard to female education was very marked in the area
studied. The absence of sex differences between the large number of
boys and the comparatively small, and probably highly selected, group
of girls is, therefore, understandable in the circumstances.

1) These were the nnximum numbers possible in view of the exact matching
techniques adopted. Selection was done at random within the various
class intervals.
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The statistical significance of the differences were not com-

puted as the investigation of sex differences was not the primary purpose

of the present study, but the consistency of the results given in Tables

LXI and LXII suggest that, apart from inferiority in intelligence, cultural

faotors are operating against the girls. It is unlikely that differences

in the quality of tuition received by the boys and girls were responsible

for the observed differences in their mean scores in the scholastic tests,

for of the 20 schools used in the researoh, 12 were co-educational schools

(and these contained the great bulk of the sample) while only 3 were purely

boys J and 3 purely girls f schools. However, this point should be investi-

gated by the future researcher.

Socio-oconomic status differences in scholastic performance

(with intelligenoe oontrolled) were also indicated as shown below:-

TABLE LXIII

MEAN SCORES OF "EQUALLY INTELLIGENT" SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS GROUIS IN
SCHOLASTIC TESTS

Low Status Group High Status Group

N: 256 256

(Boys: 128) (Boys: l28~
(Girls: 128) (Girls: 128

Combined Raw Score: 41.258 41.258
Vocabulary: 18.297 18.8'?A,
Reading Comprehension: 11.469 12.156
Problem Arithmetic: 9.907 9.743
Mechanical Arithmetic: 10.743 11.149

Again, the statistical significance of the differences were not

compnted but the results are in line with those of similar studies of Euro

pean children (e.g., Schonell, 1942; Robbertso, 1948).
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n1e observed inferiority of Indian girls in intelligence and

scholastic tests requires detailed study at some future time. The problem

is an important one both on scholastic and humanitarian grounds. If the

folkuays and mores of the Indian community are condemning half its number

to an artificially imposed inferiority a.nd blocking the full development of

its potentialities, then the roore quickly such customs and traditions are

dispensed with, ~le better for the advancement of Indiansl ).

(b) Hypo~lesis (2):

It \-/ill be remembered that the second hypothesis of the present

project was that since Indian pupils varied in the amount of English they

used in the home~~ the mother tongue, those children who had a

richer background of English would tend to soore relatively higher in tests

that demanded a high degree of familiarity \-/i~l English than those children

\vho had El poorer background. (This was also the implication of inspectorial

opinions, vide pp. 119-122).

1) A similar sentiment has been expressed by an outside observer who was,
until recently, Director of Education in Natal. He has said: "There
is still much sex discrimination (among Indie~s), and your Society
(Natal Indian Teachers l ) may feel that it has El special duty in this
matter. • •••• At the turn of the century there \vere six boys in IndiM
schools for every girl. Very great progress has been made, for in the
junior and middle school there are no\{ about as many girls as boys.
But not in the upper school. In the year 1957, there \.rere in the senior
secondary class in Indian schools 398 boys and 66 girls, or almost
exactly six boys to one girl. NO\i I have said that the sane and pro
gressive South Africa of the future will need and \-/ill use all the in
telligence of all its people. Believe me when I say that Heaven, for
its mm inscrutable reasons, has divided intelligence just as fairly
between boys and girls as betl.reen Asians and Europeans. No community
can afford to leave half of its top-level intelligence untrained"
(McConkey, 1960).
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The hypothesis ,,,as inv3stigoted by the method of partial corre

lationl ) ,2) ,.3). The question then became: What is the extent of associa

tion between the scores of Indian children in intelligence and scholastic

tests and their bilingual status, other foctors held constant?

(i) Test-Intelligence in Relation to Bilingu~~

Raw scores in the intelligence tests were used for correlational

analyses instead of I.Q.'s in order to avoid complications ~lat mi~lt re

sult from applying norms derived from one culture on another. Since ~lis

procedure eliminated age (,"hich is the basis for computing I.Q.' s), it had

to be taken core of separately. This meant tlUlt five voriables ,,,ere invol-

ved, namely, degree of bilinguality, raw scores in the intelligenoe tests,

age, sex, end socio-economic status. Slllce interest lay in the relation-

1) Guilfo~d (1950) dofioes a partial corrolation be~"ean two things as
"one that nul1l!lea the effeots of a third vor1abla (01' t. number of
other vc.riablos) upon both the variablos bO~llg correlated" (p, 34~).

2) nlO me~lod of portial correlat10h waS Glso used b.1 Arsenian (1937) and
Pintner and Arsenirol (19.37) in tileir studies of ~le relationship be
tween bilingualism, on the one hond, ond mental development Gnd school
adjustment, on the other •

.3) In all the portial correlational analyses described in this project
only those boys and girls who were not less than 14 yeors 0 months and
not more than 17 yeors 11 months in age were used. The lower E'Jld upper
age groups were excluded in order to ensure lineority of regression
'lllen raw scores in the intelligence (and scholastic) tests were corre
lated ,d~l age. It is a ,,,ell-known fact that mental growth is a non
linenr function, a rapid rise of the curve in the early yeors being
followed by a levelling out in the t teens and a gradual fall thereafter
(e.g., Wechsler, 1944). Exclusion of ~le vary yotmg and very old stu
dents mennt, in effect, the excising of the t",o curved ends of the re
gression line (in the case of the present sample), As mentioned eor
liar, all regression lines were tested for curvature before product
moment ~'s were accepted os adequate indices of tile relationships be
ing investigated. Guilford (1950), for example, says: tiThe most im
portant requirement for the legitimate use of the Pearson ~ is that the
trend of relationship between Y ond X be rectilinear, in other words,
a straight-line regression!'. Restriction of the !lge range did not
overly ottenuate the sample. TI1US, on tile date of tile intelligence
tests, out of a total of 1,052 pupils, only 154 were eliminated on the
basis of age, the remaDling 30 being absent, so th!lt 868 were available
to choose from for correlational purposes. Further, on the date of the
echola.e!-io test, 147 students were excluded on the grotmds of age
'''hile 42 were !lbsent, leaving a total of 863 for correlational anru.yses.
The accepted age limits, therefore, covered tlle bulk of tlle total sam
ple. In the statistioal tests otller tilan correlational, e.g., ch1
aqu~$,~lere was, of co~~se, no need to observe tllese precautions and
tile total sample was used for analyses.
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ship betl-reen the first tHO named, the influence of the other tlU'ee factors

had to be neu.tralised or eliminated. Age \ms controlled statisticolly by

being partialled out, ,,,hile the sexes were treated separntely. The effects

of socio-economic status were neutralised by selecting, at random, equal

numbers of subjects from the low and high status levels within enoh sex

group. The final sub-samples consisted of 480 boys and 272 girls, these

being the maximm numbers possible in view of the seleotion procedure

ndopted.

The task became, therefore, one of computing first-order partial

rlS between intelligence test score and degree of bilinguality, with age

held oonstnnt. The resu.lts were as follows;-

TABLE LXIV

BELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MW SCOR::;FS:.....;:.O;;..F-=IN:::.:.::;.DI:::;;1I.N=.:-:S;;;.:T::;;JU:;.;ND:;:M=D-=S::;.;IX=-::B::::0~Y=-S ...:.IN~

THE NEW SOUTH AFRIC1I.N GROU.r TEST AND THEIR DIDREE OF BJLINGU1I.LITY.

(a) liQn-Verbal SC~Lnnd Bilingnality

Vnriables Zero-order~ ~ Pcrti nl :r~ p2)

1. Intelligence r12 c: -.056 ).01 r12.3 = -.012 >.01

2. Bilinguality r13 = -.261 <.01

3. Age r 23 = +.171 <.01

----------------------------------------------------------------------
(b) .Y.2.!bal..§.g,Q~anc1 BiJ.inguality

V~iabl~ ZerO-Orc1e~ ~ Wtial r R
1. Intelligence r12 = -.066 >.01 r12.3 =-.026 >.01.

2. Bilinguality r13 c: -.238 <.01

3. Age r23 =+.171 (.01

~--._-----~----------------------------------------------------------

(c) Combined Soores and Bilingnality

Variables Zero-order rls 1: f...,artial r 1:
1. Intelligence r12 c: -.060 >.01 r12.3 =-.015 ).01

2. Bilinguality r13 = -.271 (.01

3. Age r23 =+.171 <.01

-------------------------------------------------------------------~

Footnotes 1), 2), see next page.
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~ELXV

~ATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RiM SCORES OF INDIAN STAND1I.RD SIX GIRL~

THE NEW SOUTH AFRIC.1U1J GROUP TEST AND THEIR DEGREE OF BILINGUALITY

(a) ~erbal Scores~Bilinguality

~~ble§. Zero-order rls 1: Partial r P-
1 Intelligence r12 = -.090 ) .01 rU.3 :: -.074 ).01-.
2. Bi1inguality r13 = -.306 ( .01

.3. Age r23 :: +.065 ).01

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
(b) mbnl Scores and Bilinguality

Variables Zero-orcler r IS E Partial r E
1. Intelligence r12 :: -.052 ).01 rl2.3 z:: -.030 .>.01

2. Bi1ingl1ality r13 = -.373 <.01

3G Age r23 = +.065 ).01

(c) Combined Sco~nd Bi1inguali]y

Ygriables Zero-Order r's E Partial r E

1. Intelligence r12 :: -.097 ) .01 r12.3 :::: -.077 l.Ol

2. Bilinguality r13 = -.416 ( .01

3. Age r23 = +.065 ).01

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Footnotes 1) and 2) - page 243.

1) The forI1D.1la employed to compute first-order partial .r I s was as fol
lows:-

r12 - r13 r23
rl2.3 I: -~__ (Gttilford, 1950; p. 345)

V (1 - r213) (1 - r223)

2) The probability levels of all partial 1:' s were derived from a table
given by Garrett (1947, pp. 426-428), which gives coefficients of
correlation at the 510 and 110 levels of confidence for varying degrees
of freedom.
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The conclusion to be drm·1l1 from the t ...-lO immediately preceding

tables is that there is no significant connection (either positive or

negative) between the non-verbnl, verbnl and combined rmv scores of Indinn

standard Sll: boys and girls and their bilingu.tD. status. The results nre

consistent.

There are two other feattTes wortily of note in Tnbles LXIV and

LXV, Firstly, there is a significnnt, positive correlation between bilin-

guality and age in the case of boys but not in tile case of girls. The

f act is not [',1tered \'lhen intelligence level is held constant (non-verbal,

verbal or combined rmi aoores). Thus, using the same figures as are given

in Tables LXIV and LXV, tho followD1g results were obtaD1ed:-

TABLE 1ill

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEGREE OF BILINGUALITY AND AGE OF INDIAN---_._---------- - ...
ST.l\.NDi\.RD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS WITH INTELLIGENCE CONSTANT-------

---
Factor Held Constnnt

Boys
Pa1"tiul r P

-----
Non-Verbal Raw Scores +,162 <.01

Verbnl Raw Scores +.160 <.01

Combined Rm.,r Scores +.161 <.01

Girls
Partial r P

+.039 ) .01

+.050 ) ,01

+.028 }.Ol

It will be seen that tile positive correlation between bilin~lal

status and age remains consistently significnnt in the case of boys and

consistently non-significant ill the case of girls. Why this is so has

already been argued earlie:i:t (~ p. 184, ff.).

The second notmvorthy feature of Tables LXIV and LXV is the oon-

sistently negatively and statistically significro1t set of correlntions be

t\veen raw scores on the illtelligence tests and age in the case of all three

measures of mentnl status and in the case of both boys and girls. Nor-
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mn1ly one expects I'm... score increments on intelligence tests \vith every

yenI' of grm...th lU1til the nge of sixteon or so, and, therefore, positive

correlntion bet\...een the t",o vnriables. It is true thnt U overngeness" in

the group of students studied c01J.ld be due to failures, nnd consequent re-

petitions of grades on part of the less intelligent children, ",hich could

lead to negative correlations. But this is only a partial explanation,

for a study of the association bet\,roen intelligence and age of only those

children of the total snmple \...ho hnd never failed n single grnde in their

school careers, and whose advanced age relntive to their standard "lOS due

solely to their late entrance into school, also yields consistently negn-

tive correlations in terms of both rm"r scores and I.Q.' s, thus:-

T1\BL~lli

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE LEVEL Mm AGE OF 732 INDI./\N- -- - -- ----,.;...;;;.----
STIINDARD SIX NO~Fl\.ILURES (BOYS ./\ND GIFLS)

pType of Test
Row Scores &Age j I.Q. &Age

r P I'

/------,------1----------------'- ----1------1

<.01

-.227 {.Ol -.497

-.201 ( .01 -.593

-.239 L<·Ol -.594

Verbol

Non-Vorbal

Combined (Non-Verbal
and Verbal)

_-,------__J .....J

This phenomenon is not of direc"1.; relevnnce to the present inves

tigation but ",ill be the centre of interest in Project Ill.

(ii) Scores in Scholastic Tests in Relntion to Bilingunlism:

The study of the rolotionship bet\"reen the performance of the stu

dents in the scholastic tests ond their bilingual status \ms more involved

than in the case of intelligence since no less than four variables had to

be controlled, namely, age, intelligence, sex, nnd socio-economic stattw.
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Age rnd intelligence were controlled st tisticnlly by the computation of

second-order partial r1sl ). TIle sex and socio-economic difficulties were

surmotunted qy selocting, nt random, equal numbers of boys and girls in such

n wrxy thnt within ench OGX group there were equal numbers of pupils of low

nnd high socio-economic levels. The sexes \"ero then combined for study ..

The final sub-sample wns constituted as follows;-

High Socio-Economic Status

Low Socio-Economic Status

Totals

The results were GS follows:-

133

133

266

Girls

133

133

266

266

266

532

1) The formula employed wns that given qy Guilford (1950);-

r - r 3 r. 12.3 14. 24.3
r12 •34 ~ J( .:2 ) ( :2 )

1 - r 14.3 1 - r 24.3
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TABLE LXVIT J.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE R1M SCORES OF Il'WIfl.N STIlNDlI.RD SIX OOYS
AND GTRLS IN SCHOLASTIC TESTS AND THEIR DIDREE OF BJLINGUlIL TTY

(1) Vocnbulqry and Bilingtlal Status:

(a) Non-Verbal Rgw Scores and Age Constrult

Variables

1. Vocabu~ary Scores
2. Degree of Bilinguality
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-order r!.l! ~ First-orc1er r l s ~ Seconc1-Qrder r ~

r12 =: -.093 > ,01 r12 •3 ::: -.083 >.01 r12 •34 J:: -.067 ). .01

r13 =+.332 ~ .01

r14 = -.205 ( .01 r14•3 = -.152 (.01

r23 = -.046 ) .01

r24 = +.119 (.01 r?4.3 c:: +.112 ).01

r34 =: -.192 (.01

(b) Verbal Raw Scores rule!!:Ee Constrult

Var; abIes

1. Vocabulary Scores
2. Degree of Bilinguality
3. Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zel'o-orcler r IS E First-order r's E Second-order r 1:--
r12 c:: -.093 )~01 r1203 ::: -.052 >.01 r12•34 = -.047 )0 .01

r13 = +.643 (.01

ri4 = -.205 (.01 r14•3 = -.047 >.01

r23 ::: -.083 ).01

r 24 =: +.119 <.01 r 24•3 ::: +.101 ).01

r 34 = -.264 (.01

(Table LXVIII continued next page)
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TAE[~ LXVITI (Continuegl

(2) Reading Comprehension and Bi linguq]. Status:

1. Reading Comprehension Scores
2. Degree of Bi1inguality
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-order rls First-orcler rIg Second-order r

r 14 = -0232

r 23 = -.046

r24 = +.119

r34 = -.192 <.01

= -.170

(b) Verbal Raw Scores and Age Constant

Vari ables

1. Reading Comprehension Scores
2. De groe of Bilingunlity
30 Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-o..±:S:1er r IS ~ First-orcler rYs ~ Second-order r ~

r12 = +.033 ).01 r l2 •3 = +.098 ).01 r12.34 = +.109 )- .01

r13 =+.568 <.01

r14 = -.232 <.01 ~4.3 = -.103 ).01

r23 ;:: -.083 >.01

r
24

;:: +.1l9 <.01 r 24•3 = +.101 >.01

r 34 ;:: -.264 <,.01

(Table LXVIII cm1tinued next page)
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(3) Ergblem Ad,thmetic and Bilingual Statu§.!.

(n) liQn-VerbEll Row qcores_ and Age CQ!}stnnt

Vlil.!'iablaB

1. Problem Aritilmetic Scores
2. Degree of Bilinguality
3. Non-Verbal Rn'" Svores
40 t.ge

~Order.L!.§. ~ First-order r.!.£ ~ §.§cond-order r 1:

r12 :: -.005 ).01 r12.3 :: +.024 >.01 r12.34 :: +.031 }.01

r13 :: +.554 <.01

r14 ;:: -.167 <.01 r14.3 =-.074 ~.01

r23 = -.046 ).01

r24 :: +.119 (.01 r24.3 =+.101 >.01

r 34 = -.192 {.Ol

Cb) Verbal Rm" ScoJ;:.~--illllLllge Constant

Vq;rJab1es

1. Problem AritillOOtic Scores
2. Degree of Bilingua1ity
3. VerbrJ. RmV' Scorcs
4. Age

Zero-order rls ~ First-order..!.!.§ 1: .§~d-orcler :r ~

r12 c -.005 >.01 r12•3 ;:: +.053 )- .01 r12•34 :: +..055 ).01

r13 :: +.580 <.01

r14 = -.167 <.01 r14.3 = -.018 ).01

r23 '" -.083 ).01

r24 :: +.1l9 <.01 r 2403 = +.101 >.01

r34 = -.264 <.01

(Table LXVIII continued next pnge)
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TAl3L~,LXVIT I (Oolltinued)

(a) Non-Verb& Raw Scores and Age Oonstant

,Yariables

1. Mechanical Arithmetic Scores
2. Degree of Bi1ingua1ity
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-<lrde~ 1: First-<lrder rls 1: Second-<lrder r 1:

r12 == +.047 ).01 r U .3 ::: +.069 >.01 r12.34 == +.082 }.01

r13 =: +.366 <.01

r14 c -.171 (.01 r14.3 = -.lll >.01

r23 = -.046 >.01

r24 == +.1l9 <.01 r24•3 ::: +.112 >.01

r34 = -.192 (.01

(b) Verbnl Raw Scores and Age Constapt

Variables

1. Mechanical Arithmetic Scores
2. Degroe of Bilinguality
3. Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

~o-<lrder rls

r13 :: +.433

r14 == -.171

r23 =-.083

r 24 ::: +.119

first-<lrder rls

'.01 r12•3 =+.092

(.01

(.01 r14•3 c -.065

).01

(.01 r 24•3 ::: +.101

~cond-order r

>.01

>.01
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As in the aase of intelligence, the reSluts here are also oon

sistently unequivocal. There is no significant connection (either positive

or negative) between the vocabulary, reading comprehension, problem arith-

metic and mechanical arithmetic scoros of Indian st!Uldard six boys lUld

girls and their bilingual status. This conclusion holds vlhen both non-

verbal and verbal intelligaDce are 110ld COnstrolt.

Hypothesis (2), therefore, which ,.,ras the key problem of this

project, has been consistently negatived.

A feature to be noted is tllat verbal intelligence is associated

more closely with soholf\Stic achievement than is non-verbal intelligence.

TIns is illustrated in the following SUIJIDlary compiled by collating the re

levant figures from Table LXVIII.

TABLE LXIX

COI~ARISON OF COEFFICI&~TS OF' CORRELATION BETWEEN SOORES OF INDIAN--
STANDARD SIX PUPJLS IN SCHOLilSTIO TESTS AND THEm NON-VERBAL

AND VERBllL SCORES IN THE NEW SOUTH 1\F'RIC1lN_GROUP 1!S..1

-
I

Subject
Zero-{)rder r with Zero-{)rder r with

INon-Verbal Raw Sco~es Verbal Raw Scores

Vocabulary .3.32 .643

Reading Comprehension .418 .568

Problem Arithmetic .554 .580

Mechanical Arithmetic .366 .433

The same tendency has been observed by other investigators, for

example, qy Stroud, Blommers and Lauber (1957), Hage and Stroud (1959) and

Gundersen and Feldt (1960). In the Indian situation also, the verbal in

telligence test is a better prognostic instrument of school success tllan

the non-verbal test.
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Hypothesis (3):

It will be remembered that the third hypothesis of this project

was that, apart from their bilingual status, the level of aotual mastery

of English by Indian pupils, as revealed in scholastio tests (i.e., their

"aohieved English"), would be assooiated with tileir standard of performanoe

in intelligence and scholastie tests ~lat did not measure efficienoy in

English directly but which required varying degrees of proficienoy in the

language for tile sucoessful working of them.

This hypothesis assumed added i~ortnnce from the fact that the

bilingual status of Indinn pupils appeared to hew no significant relation

ship with intelligence and scholastic tests presented and worked in English.

The question now became: "Other things oqual, are the actual levels of

achievement of I ndiaJ:l stlUldard six pupils in the verbal test of intelli

gence and in tile attainment tests of problem and mechanical ari~1metio

significantly ralntod t·.... th01r rnrf-rJllc'lncf' in schr1astio tt)sts t'f v('cabu

lary end rnnding comprnh(~n6ion?"

The me~10d of aecond-order partial correlation was used again to

answer ~lis question. The same sub-sample of 532 as was employed in test

ing Hypotilesis (2) was used to study the present hypothesis also.

Aa an extension to ~le teohnique of partial oorrelation, multi

ple regression equations were also computed in order to give fuller sta

tistioal acoounts of performance in the tests of verbal intelligenoe, non

verbal intelligenoe, problem aritilmetio and mechanioal aritl1metio in rela

tion, partioular1y, to If llohievedu vocabulary and "aohievedtl reading com

prehension, Witil intel1igenoe (eitller verbal or non-verbal) and age repre

sented as well.
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Regression equations to summarise performance in tests have be

come popular ever since Burt (1921) published his famous forrrmla,

B = 054 S + .33 I + .11 A, to express ~le performance of his sample in the

Binet Test (B) in terms of scholastic e.bility (S), llintelligenceU (1) (as

measured by the Burt Reasoning Test), and chronological age (A). Subse

quently, Freemp~ (1928) also published equations to indicate performance

in the Binet and Dearborn intelligence tests Dl terms of proficiency in

the Burt Reasoning Test and scholastic status in arithmetic, reading rate

and reading comprehension.

TIle multiple regression equationsl ) presented in this study are

in terms of beta coefficients. These are "weights" which, in any given

equation, indicate the relative importance of the variables that have gone

into performance in a test. The abbreviations used in the tables are VI

for verbal intelligence (raw) score, N-VI for non-verbal intelligence (raw)

score, vac. for vocabulary, RC for reading comprehension, FA for problem

arithmetic, and MA for mechanical arithmetic. As an exmnple, the equation,

VI co .5086 vac + .3472 N-VI - .0931 A, in Table LXX, (1) (a), may be inter-

preted as fo11oHS: When the variabilities (standord deviations) of the

measurements involved in the equation are all equalised and scoring units

made comparable, the indopendent "contributions" of ability in vocabulary

ffild non-verbal intelligence, and of age, to performance in the verbal test

of intelligence are Dl the rotio of approximately 5 : 3 : -1.

TIle great merit of the multiple regression equation is tllat it

givos a concise, quantitotive summary of the relative strengtil of tile va

riables that enter into performrulce.

1) The equations were computed by the Dolittle method described by Guil
ford (1950, pp. 441 ff.).
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T1I.BLE LXX

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN '!HE SCORES OF INDI1I.N ST1I.NDARD SIX roYS 1I.ND- -
GIRLS IN TESTS OF INTELLIGENCE 1I.ND IN TESTS OF ENGLISH--- ---

(1) In~igence and Vocabulary:

(a) Non-Verbal Raw Scores and Age Constant

Variables

1. Verbal Raw Scores
2. Vocabulary
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. 1I.ge

Zero-orc1er r I s

r12 z:: +.643

r13 0::: +.534

r14 ::: -.264

r23 ::: +.332

r24 ::: -Q205

r34 = -.192

Eirst-order r's

(.01 r12.3 = +.582

( .01

<.01 r14•3 ::: -.193

<.01

(.01 r24.3::: -.152

{.01

§QQ,9nd-order r

Regression Equation: VI::: .5086 VOC. + .3472 N-VI - .0931 11..

(b) Ver.Q,al Raw Sco~ and .fl.ge Constan-t

Variabl§£!

1. Non-Verbal RmT Scores
2. Vocabulary
3p Verbal Rmv Scores
4. Age

Zero-orcler r's g First-orcler r's 1: Seconc1-QrdeY.' r 1:
r12 ::: +.332 (.01 ~ •.3 ::: -.017 ).01 r12.34 ::: -.020 ).01

r13 ::: +.534 (.01

r14 ::: -.192 <.01 r14.3 ::: -.062 >.01

r23 ::: +.643 (.01

r24 = -.205 (.01 r24.3 = -.047 ).01

r34 ::: -.264 (.01

~ession Equation: N-VI::: - .0225 VOC, + .5338 VI - .0557 A.
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(2) Intelligence and Reading Compre~~.:.

(a) Non-Verba;L Raw Sc~and Age Constant

J:griables

1. Verbal Raw Scores
2. Reading Comprehension
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-Orc1er r's ~ First-order r's ~ Second-0rder r ~

r12 =+.56g (.01 r12.3 =+.44g <.01 r12.34 =+.429 <.01

r13 =+.534 (.01

r14 =-.264 (.01 r14.3 c -.193 ( .01

r23 =+.418 <.01

r24::: -.232 (.01 r24.3 =-.170 <.01

r34 =-.192 <.01

Regression Equation: VI = .39g5 RC + .3473 N-VI - .1049 A.

Cb) Verbal Raw Scores and Age Comtapji

]'griables

1. Non-Verbal Rm., Scores
2. Reading Comprehonsion
3. Verbal Rm., Scores
4. Age

Zero-order rls E First-order rt~ ~ .§econd-order r 1:
rl2 = +.41g (.01 rl2.3 = +.165 <.01 rl2.34 =+.160 (001

r13 l:l +.534 <.01

r14 Cl -.192 <.01 r14.3 = -.062 >.01

r23 Cl +.56g (.01

r24 = -.232 (.01 r24.3 = -.103 ).01

r34 c -.264 <.01

Regression Equation: N-VI = .1644 RC + .4300 VI - .0403 A.
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(ii) Arithmetic in Relation to Achieved English:

T.ABLE LXXI

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SCORES OF INDIAN STANDARD SIX BOYS AND GIRLS IN

TESTS OF ARITHMETIC AND IN TESTS OF ENGLISH

Cl} £roblem Arithmetic and VocabularY:

(a) Non-Ve~ 'Raw Scores and Age Constant

1. Problem Arithmetic Scores
2. Vocabulary Scores
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. .Age

Zero-order r2l!. E First-order rls E Second-order r E

rl2 =+.466 (.01 r12 .3 Cl +.358 "':.01 rJ2.34 ::: +.352 {.Ol

r13 =+.554 (,01

r14 Cl -.167 (.01 r14.3 =-.074 >.01

r23 =+.332 (.01

r24 ::: -.205 (.01 r24.3 ::: -.1,52 (.01

r34 ::: -.192 <.01

~ssion Equa.tion: PA::: .3143 VOC. + .4464 N-VI - .0169 A,

(b) Verbal Raw Scores and Age Constant

l~bles

1. Problem Arithmetic Scores
2. Vocabulary Scores
3. Verbal RavT Sco!'es
4. Age

ZerO-Order rls ~ First-orde~..!l! ~ Second-order r 1:
r12 ::: +.466 <.01 r12.3 I:: +.149 (.01 r12•34 I:: +.141 (.01
r13 ::: +.580 <.01

r14 I:: -.167 (.01 r14.3 ::: -.018 >.01

r 23 ::: +.643 (.01

r24 ::: ....205 (.01 r24,3 ::: -.047 ).01
I

r34 ::: -.264 <.01

~ession Equation: FA::: .1581 VOC. + .4760 VI ...0089 11..

(Table LXXI continued next page)
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TABLE LXXI lContimlecl)

(2) ~blem l\.rithmetic and Reading COmprehension:

Variables

1. Problem 1I.rithmetic Scores
2. Reacting Comprehension Scores
3. Non-Verbal Rmv Scores
4. Age

Zer~rder r' s ~ First-Order rfs ~ Secol1d-Orcler..J: ~

r12 := +.510 <.01 r U •3 = +.367 <.01 r 12 •34 =+.360 <.01

r13 :: +.554 ( .01

r14 :: -.167 <.01 r14.3 z:: -.074 ) .01

r23 :: +.418 (.01

r24 :: -.232 <.01 r 24•3 :: -.170 <.01

r34 =-.192 (.01

Regression EguatiQlll, PA = .3355 RC + .4117 N-VI - .0102 A.

(b) ]§.rbal Rmv Scores and Age Constant

Variables

1, Problemll.rithmetic Scores
2. Reading Comprehension Scores
3. Verbal Raw Scores
4. Ago

~ro-order r's E

r12 :::: +.510 (.01

r13 :: +,580 (.01

r14 :: - ..167 (.01

r 23 :: +.568 (.01

1"'24 :: -.232 <:.01

r34 :: -,264 {,Ol

First-order r's Second-Order r

Regression Equation: PA = ,2695 RC + .4303 VI + .0087 A,

(Table LXEI continued next page)
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(3) Mechan-lcnl Arithmetic and Vocabulary:

(a) Non-Verbnl Ra'l-l Sc~s and Age Constant

Variables

1. Mechanical .l\..rithmetic Scores
2. Vocabulary Scores
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

~ero-Order r's ~ First-Order r's ~ Second-Order r ~

r12 :: +.349 ( .01 rl2.3 = +.259 (.01 r12.34 = +.246 <.01

r13 = +.366 <.01

r14 c -.171 <.01 r14•3 = -.111 >.01

r23 = +.332 <.01

r24 = -.205 <.01 r 24•3 = -.152 <.01

r34 = -.192 (.01

F-egr~ion Eg:gation: MA = .2448 VOC. + .2715 N-VI - .0688 11..

(b) 'yerbal Hmv Scores !\,.nd Age Constltnt

1. Mechanical Arithmetic Scores
2. Vocabulary Scores
3. Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Zero-order rIg ~ First-order rts ~ §8cond-Grder r ~

r12 = +.349 <.01 r12•3 =+.102 >.01 r12•34 =+.099 ).01

r13 = +.433 (.01

r14 =-.171 <.01 r14•3 = -.065 >.01

r23 11: +.643 (.01

r24 = -.205 <.01 r24.3 = -.047 ).01

r 34 = -.264 (.01

Eegression Equation: Mil= .1170 VOC. + .3482 VI - .0566 11..

(Table LXXI continued next page)
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(4) Mechanical Ari thmeti c and Reading Oomprellens i on:

(a) Non-Verbal Raw Scores and Age Oonatant

,Yari ables

1. Mechanical Arithmetic Scores
2. Reading Oomprehension Scores
3. Non-Verbal Raw Scores
4. Age

Z~o-order r l s !: First-order rls !: Second-Order r !:

r12 = +.291 (.01 r12.3 :::: +.164 <..01 r12 •34 = +.148 (.01

r13 r= +.366 <.01

~4 = -.171 <.01 r14.3 = -.111 >.01

r23 :::: +.418 (.01

r24 = -.232 (.01 r24.3 :::: -.170 (.01

r34 = -.192 <.01

Regression Eguati on: MA = .1524 RO + .2868 N-VI - .0806 A.

(b) Verbal Raw Scores and Age Constant

1. Mechanical Arithmetic Scores
2. R8ading Comprehension Scores
3. Verbal Rm.,T Scores
4. Age

Zero-Order r rS !: Fi rst-order r's 1: Second-Order r 1:-------
r12 =+.291 ( 001 r l2•3 = +.061 ).01 r12•34 = +.054 ,. .01

r1.3 :::: +.433 <e01

r14 :::: -.171 (.01 r14•3 = -.065 }.01

r23 :::: +.568 <,.01

r24 :::: -.232 <.01 r24.3 :::: -.103 >.01

r34 =-.264 (.01

RegressiQ!LEguation: MA = .0598 RO + .384.3 VI - .0556 A.
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Wherea.s the investigation of Hypothesis (2) showed that home

background of English was not significantly related to performance in in

telligence and scllolastic tests, the preceding tables show that the degree

of mastery of English achieved at school does play an important part.

Hypothesis (3) of this study has been consistently upheld in

that, with non-verbal intelligence and age controlled, scores in the ver

bal tes·b of intelligence, in the problem arithmetic test and in even the

mechanical arithmetic test are significantly correlated with a.bility in

both vocabulary and reading comprehension treated separately.

TIle next set of six analyses with verbal intelligence controlled

was undertaken to obtain corroborative evidence to support the conclusions

given above. It was found that with verbal intelligence controlled three

of the results turned out to be non-significant, namely, the correlations

between non-verbal intelligence and vocabulary, mechanical arithmetic and

vocabulary, and mechanical arithmetic and reading comprehension. In the

three cases where the correlations were significant, the coefficients were

reduced in magnitude as compared \vith the correspondong analyses in which

non-verbal raw scores were partialled out. These findings are in the ex

pected direction and underline the important par-G played by achieved

English in performance in intelligence and scholastic tests.

The implica.tions of the results of the three hypotheses will now

be ta.ken up for discussion.

(G) DISCUSSION:==

Hypothesis (1)

It has been found that Indian standard six pupils have scored

significantly 10\-Jer in the verbal section of the New South Mrican Group

Test than in the non-verbal, the dii'ference being 2.075 points of I.Q.
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In the four scholastic tests, Indian performance, relative to

Et~op6ro1 performance, improved as the subjects demanded a deoreasing com

mand of English. Thus the subject ages of the sample, by Europeon norms,

increased from 11.5 years for reading comprehension and 11.6 years for

vocabulary to 12.6 years for problem arithmetic and 13.2 years for mechani,;.

cal arithmetic.

TIus was nccepted as evidence that at the standard six level the

performnnce of Indian students in both intelligence and scholastio tests

is adversely nffected by their handicup in English.

Hypothesis (2)

The question then arose as to whether the pupils r home backgr01.md

of English wns £1 detarminm:r~ of their performance in intelligence and scho

lustic tests. In other words, lvould, for example, the nchlevement level

of the tmilingual or near-unilingual Indian student who used nnd heard

only or mainly English at home be superior to that of the bilingual Indian

pupil who used and heard either the same amount of English as the mother

tongue nt home or even lesser: TIlis, in faot, wns the main problem of the

investigation.

The findings, in the cnse of both intelligence ond scholastia

tests, were consistently negative. It appenred thnt the amount of English

the standard six Indian child heard and used at home bore no significant

relationship to his performance in intell:tgence and scholastic tests pre

sented in English, the net coefficients of correlation being as follows:-
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T1I.BtE LXXII---
SUM<VffiY _QF NET COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BE'IWEEN THE SCORES

OF INDIAN STlIND/ffiD SIX STUDENTS IN INTELLIGENCE AND
SCHOLilSTIC TESTS .lI.ND THEIR DEGREE OF BJLINGU.ALITY

INTELLIGENCE

Variables Correlated Boys P Girls P

Non-Verbal Raw Scores & Bilinguolity -.012 >.01 -.074 ).01
Verbal Raw Scores & Bilinguality -.026 ).01 -.030 ).01
Combined Raw Scores & Bilinguality -.015 ).01 -.077 ).01

-
S C H 0 0 L SUBJECTS

--
Boys and Girls

Variables Correlated
Non-Verbal Raw Verbal Raw
Scores Constant Scores Constol1t

Vocabulary & Bilinguality -.067 >.01 -.047 }.Ol
Reading Comprehension & Bilinguality +.078 ).01 +.109 ).01
Problem Aritlnnetic & Bilinguality +.031 ).01 +.055 ).01
Mechanical Arithmetic & Bilinguality +.082 }.Ol +.100 >.01

- . -

It will be appropriate at this stage to link the conclusions of

Hypothesis (2) with the results of researches that have been described

earlier in the report.

The fact that the Indian samplo scored lmver :in the verbal tes",

of intelligence than in the non-verbal, confirms the conclusions of Arsenian

(1945) (p.1321)), Jones (1953) (p.147), Darcy (1953) (p.137) rold Aoastasi

(1958) (p.161) that bilingual children suffer a handicap in verbal teots

relative to performance :in non-verbal tests, though the difference amounted

to only 2 points.

-----
1) TIle page references pertain to the present report.
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TIle observation of Arseninn (1945) (p.133) tllat the disadvantage

of bilingualists tends to disappear with increase in educational attain

ment ,,,as 8lso borne out in that verbal and non-verbal I"Q. I S were found to

attain parity at the junior - senior cer"tificate levels.

In scholastic attainments also" the pattern of results resembled

that of previous investigators (vide, PP.J..55-l61) 0 The scores of the bi

lingual Indiw subjects, "Then complU'ed with those of monoglot English

speaking Europeans became relatively worse and ,,,orse as the tests demanded

more and more familiarity \.rith English, the order being, mechwical arith

metic, problem aritllmetic, reading compl'ehension and vocabulary.

Although tlle handicap of the Indian students was clearly brought

out by the tests administered, it was found that their varying degrees of

bilinguality or home experience of English bore no relationship to tlleir

performnnce either in the intelligence or in the scholnstic tests. Such

a finding wns anticipated in the cnse of tile non-verbal intelligence test

(cf. 1u'seniw, 1937) wd in tlle mechanical nnd problem aritllmGtic tests

(cf. Lm.ris, 19600.) but unexpected ill the case of the verbal intelligonce

test and the tests of vocabulary and readillg comprehension.

It is true thnt in n similar stu<.W, and using the same correla

tional metllod, Pintner and Arsenian (1937) (p.137) had also fotmd no signi

ficffilt association between scores in a verbal test of intelligence and bi

linguality amng their JewiSh subjects. The researchers had concluded that

Je'.rish bilingual children of the sixth ffi1Cl seventh grades, born in the

United States, had acquired the English language sufficiently well not to

be handicapped in e. group verbal intelligence test. They had conceded,

ho,"ever, that results m:tght be different with other groups whose mastery

of English '''as ,veaker.
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1lJ..though the resv~ts are similr.r, one cannot apply the conclusion

of Pintner and Arsenian to the data of the present study for, whereas the

J mvish subjects attained the general American mean in the verbal intelli

gence test, the Indian subjects not only scored significantly lower in the

verbal than in tile corresponding non-verbal test but also considerably be-

low the European norms. One \.[ould have thought that in these circumstances

some relationship would have existed between verbal intelligence scores

and degree of bilinguality.

Commonscnse would indicate that an inclividual's familiarity with

a lr~guage must necessarily influence his performance in a verbal test de-

manding knouledge of that language. And one \vould expect that a person's

degree of mastery of a language will be influenced b,y the extent to which

he hears and speaks that language in his environment. Hence one would

reasonably expect that the extent to \.[hich an individual hears and speaks

the language in his environment in general and in his home in particular

would influence his performance in a test presented in that language and

demanding some l11.c.\Stery of it.

However, no such relationship between test porformance ill1d bilin-

guality was found in this investigation. Following up the argument of the

preceding paragraph, one must conclude, therefore, either that the standard

of English in tho Indian home iS 1 generallY1 not high enough to influenco

the language of children favourabl;) or that, at the standard six level,

the English spoken and learnt at school functioned as a great equaliser

ill1d cill1celled OU"I:; home influence or thnt both factors operated.

1) It should be remembered that the bilingual scale used in this study
was designed to measure the amount, rather thM the gyality of English
used in the Indian home.
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Indian bilingualism, as mentioned previously, is of the bifurcated

typel ), a term used by Anastasi and Cordova (1953) in their study of Puerto

Rioan children to indicate that the individual is proficient in neither of

the two languages conoerned. Anastasi (1953) says: lIWhen a ohild speaks

one language at home and another at school, his mastery of J:2Qj;,h lunguages

may be retarded as a result ••••• If we consider the aoquisition of voca-

bulary as an example, it is apparent that, when u child speaks a different

lunguage at home and l',t sohool, he will learn a somewhat different set of

words in the two situations and his vocabulary in each language will there-

by be curtailed ••••• What the child needs is to learn to express himself

in at least one language in all types of situations. It is not ~le inter-

ferenoe of the t\ofO languages, so mch as the restriction in the learning

of one or both to limited areas, -tha-t produces a handicap". Considerations

such as these have led the present writer to suggest in the general intro

duction of this report thElt in the South Afrioan context English (or Afri

koans) should be made the first language of Indians as speedily as possible.

It is the experience of the author of this report that the stan-

dard of English in Indian homes in Durban ls generally lO'tv and provides

little or no incentive to children to aspire to heights of linguistio ex-

oellence. Very often the English used by elders in the home is crude and

elemental. Literal translations of the mother tongue into English are com

mon, restuting in (often amusing) distortions of idiom. Even in those

Indian homes '-lhere the members speak little else but English the range of

vooabulary, idiomatic usage and refined manipulation of expression are, on

an average, at a moh lower level than in Eln average English-speaking

1) The evidence is that the average Indiall standard six child is more pro
fioient in English than in the mother ton€}l8~ p.l70, Questions {7)
and (8».
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European family. The English longuage is :in the process of being acquired

by Indians oud, aJ.:Chough gree:c progress is being made, ungranunatical forms,

poor pronunciation and weak diction are still the general rule. 'Ille Indian

home has not yet reached a stage where it could deoisively influence the

English of the child for the better. For this reason perhaps the stande.rd

six Indian pupils' experience of English at home has not been found to cor

relate significantly with their performance in intelligence and scholastic

tests. It is probable thErc in many an Indian home the English spoken by

the standard six student is superior to the languuge used by other members

of the family. This leads to a discussion of the finol hypothesis.

HypothesiE!.J.,ll

While the standard six Indian pupil's degree of bilinguality was

found to be non-influentiol in determining his scores in intelligence and

scholastic tests, it "laS discovered that his actual level of school achieve

ment in English vocabllary and comprehension, as measured by formal tests

of these skills, did play a significant part in performonce. In other

words, the school proved to be more potent than the home in this respect.

In tile Indian situation, tilerefore, one may conclude that, ut

the standard six level, it is not the degree of the childts bilinguality

(i.e., his English-mother-tongue ratio) that influenoes performance in in

telligenoe and soholastic tests but the extent of his mastery of English

achieved at school as revealed in attainment tests. The difference of two

points between the non-verbal and verbal I.Q. I s of the subjects must be

attributed to their general weakness in English rather than to the fact of

their individual variations in bilinguality.

The question of whether or not the scores of Indian children in

a verbal soale of intelligence are adversely affected by individual varia-
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tions in bilinguality at educational levels beloH' standard six could well

become the subject of a future inquiry.

lOG is possible that the substtmtial differences between the non

verbal and verbal I.Q. t S discovered in the Welsh studies of Barke (1933),

Barke and Parry (1938), Jones (1952) and Jones (1953) resulted from the

fact that young children, ranging in age from 10 to 14 years, were used

and that, in the present research, the difference between non-verbal and

verbal test scores was small because very much older subjects from a

higher school grade Ivere tested. In other words, it is possible that by

the time the standard six stage is reached Indian students have overcome

linguistic handicaps to a degree that does not result in serious impair

ment of their performance in verbal mental tests •

.Another factor that DU'.y also acco1ll1t for the relatively small

difference of t\vo points between the non-verbal nnd verbal intelligence

scores in the Indian study, as compared with the Welsh studies, is that

the tuo bilingual situations are dissimilar. fJS pointed out previously,

the grmnral ~loucationn1 praotice in the Wnlsh schools that wore used fhr

r(':scarch was 'Ghat the main medium of instruction up to the age of about

nine was Welsh but tha"c English, in which formal instruction was commenced

at about seven years of age, was developed as a teaching medium beween

nine and eleven years of age so that by the end of the primary stage, it

occupied a place of almost equal importance with the mother tongue. Indian

children in Durban, on the other hand, receive all their instruction in

English from the moment of school entry, the home tongue being given no

recognition whatsoever in the educational system. While there is a. delib

erate effort to preserve Welsh as a regional language in Britain, tile In

dian languages in South Africa lire waning by default and neither the Indian
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peop1a1) nor the governmental autllorities seam to ba unduly perturbed about

the matter. In these circumstances one would not expect uniform results

in the Welsh and Indian situations.

The moral of the foregoing for research seems to be that, where-

us investigations using non-verbal tests of intelligence are likely to pro-

&lce similar results III different bilingual situntions in different coun-

tries, this may not be the cuse when verbal tests are employed. Even

seemingly minor ttifferences in tilG bilingual set-up of different groups of

subjects may produce clivergent results as to the influence of bilinguality

on verbal test scores. This probably explains the degree of unanimity

reached when workers have used non-vorbnl mentnl tests as against the dis-

agreements tilat still characterise results obtained through tile medium of

verbal tests. Unless the bilingualism in two situations is alike in term':!

of all the relGvant developmentnl factors that are usually associated with

it - historical, political, socinl and educational - uniform results will

not be easy to come by.

The findings of the present research shift the responsibility

from the home to tile school. In the existing Indian situation in Durban,

the school is far more important than the home in fostering IJlc.'lStery of the

English language. Hence English should be regarded as the most important

subject in the Indian priITllU'Y school curriculum and every teacher, no mat

ter what his specinlity, should be a teacher of English. The development

of a rich vocabulary and the cultivation of the ability to comprehend ma

terial read or heard are two aspects of English tilat should receive special

emphasis.

1) This is the general position. There are, however$ certain Indian cul
tural and religious organisations that are struggling to preserve and
propagate the various Indian languages.
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The question that immediately arises here is whether the schools

can do~ muoll more than what they are already doing in the matter of in

oulcating sIdll in the use Md comprehension of English. Is it possible,

in other \Jord.s, to teaoh more English and that more effectively than is

being done at the moment in Indian standard six classes to students who

oan fare no better, on an average, than a non-verbal I.Q. of 82.3l7? Can

one pour more than a pint into a pint container? The question is difficult

to answer at this stage. With the data available one can only suggest that

Indian primary schools could at least make an attempt to close the gap be

tween verbal and non-verbal mental test scores, that is present at tile

standard six level and increases as one goes down the educational scale

(Table LV). The question posed in this paragraph is of fundamental impor

tance and will be taken up £lgain in the account of Project IH.

In order to clear the ground for a new shift in the discussion,

the conclusions up to this point may be sUlJlI1larised as follows:-

(a) Indian standard six students are handicapped in a verbal test of in

telligence presented in English by their relative weakness in that

language, but not to the extent suggested, for example, by Logue

(1954) •

(b) They are also at a disadvantage in scholastic tests presented in En

glish, the greater the demand of El st'lbjeot for a good knowledge of the

language, the worse tileir performanoe.

(c) Tho vnrying home backgrounds of the students in English (i.e., their

degree of bilinguality) has no relationship to the goodness of their

performance in both intelligence and soholastic tests. The Indian

ohild who uses and hears only English at home is not necessarily a

better student in an English-;Ledium school tila.n a child who uses and

hears mainly the mother tongue at home. The school, therefore, is a.
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grea"1; equaliser in the sense that, by the time the standard six level

is attained, Indian children 1.-1ho come from homes where little English

is spoken overcome, tmder the influence of school learning, any ini

tial disadvantage they might have suffered.

(d) The actual level of achievement of Indian standard six students in

vocabulary and reading c01T!>rehension is significan"lily related to the

level of their performance in intelligence and arithmetic tests. Spe

cial attention to these two linguistic skills should result in some

improvement in performance in intelligence and arithmetic tests and

probably in other school subjects as 1."ell.

With these conclusions the research proper comes to a close. Yet

the data gathered during its progress have brought to light more formidable

and more serious problems than the original question of the effects of bi

lingualism, namely, the 10'" standard of nchievement of the Indian students

in both intelligence and scholastic tests relative to Europeans.

At this point it will be necessary to go beyond the self-imposed

limits of the present study into the controversial field of inter-racial

differences in intelligence and scholastic test performance. This will be

attempted with all the caution tha"l; the experiences of past ilwestigators

enjoin.

It is true "that by establishing that Indian children suffer a

disadvantage in El verbal test of intelligence relative to their perforI7k1!lce

in tJ. non-verbal test, the present research has confirmed the conclusions

of expert observers in the field such as Arsenian (1937), Darcy (1953),

Anastasi (1958), and Jones (1959). Bu"l; these investigators have, at the

same time, made it clear that the mental development of bilingual children

is not basically impaired in any 1.VtJ.Y by the fact of their having to use t'1.-10

languages simultaneously since.. in non-verbal and performance tests, such
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children achieve the general population mean. This was certainly not the

case Witil tile Indian subjects of the present study for they were retarded

by 19.758 I.Q. points in tile verbal test Elnd by 17.683 points in the non

verbal test by European norms. It seems thElt the discrepancy of 17.683

I.Q. points derives from a source other tilan language disabilities.

Performanoe in the scholastic tests is not, of course, of such

great interest as performance in tile intelligence tests, for ability in tile

former is primarily a function of intelleotuEll capacity. Intelligenoe is

primary, sollolastic attainment, seoondary. In the present stuc~, for in

stanoe, as soon as it became apparent tllat degree of bilinguality did not

in any way influence scores in botll non-verbal and verbal tests of intelli

gence, it became almost certain that it '-lotl1d not affect scores in the

scholastic tests either. Nevertheless, the results of the aohievement tests

constituted a very important supplement to the results obtained from the

administration of the intelligence tests.

Evidence has already been advanced that the IndieJl child's weak

ness in English is reflected in his scores in scholastic tests also. But

when it is remembered that the modian chronological age of the Il1Clian chil

dren was 16.03 years as against subject ages of 11.6, 11.5, 12.6 and 13.2

years in vocabulary, reading comprehension, problem arithmetic and mechani

cal arithmetic, respectively, one is constrained, as in the case of tile in

telligence tests, to look beyond mere weakness in English for an explrolation

of tile startling degree of educational retardation of Indian standard six

students.

The wide discrepancies between the mental and scholastic perfor

mances of Indian and European pupils in favour of the latter oannot be at

tributed solely or even largely to cultural differences, to the fact that

cultural bias in the contents of the tosts favoured tile Europeans. It has
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already been pointed out that Indian and European standard six pupils fol

low the same or similar sflllool syllabuses in the subjects tested, use the

same or similar text-books, and '!,vrite the same public examinations. In

fact, in Natal, the Indian school is a powerful agent of anglicisation or

westernisation and funotions in the direction of breaking down socio-eul

tural differences between Indians and Europeans. Lazarus (1960), President

of the Natal Indian Teachers' Society, has recently stated: "••••• the

thinking and outlook of the Indian people (in South Africa) is very Western

- in fact, life in the average middle-class home is no different to that

in a comparable European homau• A careful examination of the intelligence

tests used reveals that there are only a few itemg in the verbal test that

may be construed as being Uforeign" to the culture of South African Indians.

TIlere are certainly a number of itemg ti1at are relatively furtller removed

from the daily experience of the Indian child than from the experience of

the average European child but this is a matter of socia-economic, rather

tilU11 cultural, differences. Furtilermoro, Inda-European differences are

just as marked in the scholastic tests which contain tile type of problems

that Indian students are quite f~liar Witll in their classrooms, so that

it would be far-fetched to ascribe Indian inferiority on these tests also

to cultural differences alone or mainly. The wiser course, therefore,

would be to examine other poesible causative factors before invoking cul

tural divergence to account for tile observed discrepancies between Indian

and European test scores.

One such factor is certainly socio-economic status. It has been

mentioned previously that investigators are unanimous that socia-economic

statu.s is a significant determinant of performance in 1:oth intelligence and

scllolastio tests. In the present research, it has already been shown that

status differences in intelligence occur even witllin tile Indian group in

spite of its restricted socia-economic etntus range (Table LVIII). It \vill
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be demonstrated below that ~lese differences are also reflected ~l tile

scholastic performance of Indian standard six students.

Now, it is common cause that South Mrican Europeans, as a group,

live on a very mch higher socio-economic level than South African Indians,

considered as a community. In Durban itself, analysis of ~le 1951 Oensus

data by lfuper et al (1958) has yielded the following comparative figures

of income;-

TABLE LXXIJ]

MEAN Mm PER OAPITA INOOME) BY RACE; DURBAN, 1951

Race
Mean Income Per Oapita Income
£ per Anmm £ per Annum

European 552.06 282.74

Ooloured 201.20 64•.34

Inc1ianl ) H~2.85 40.02

Natives (Estimate) 87. 45.

Of these figures, the authors state: "European mean income

(£552.06) is between 2-3 times as high as Indian and Ooloured. The dispa-

rity between per capita incomes is more marked, since Ooloureds and Indians

have higher dependency rates. The per capita income of Indians (£40.02)

is particularly low, less than two-thirds that of the Ooloureds, though

the difference between the mean incomes is only some 1010. The average in

come of Natives is lowest of all (though their per capita income is higher

tllan that of the Indians) ••••• TIlore can be little doubt that Natives

1) Includes a small Ohinose-speaking group of 73 persons.
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have more money to spend, per head of population in Durban, tilan the

great majority of Indians'l.

The enormous gap between Europeans and Indians in eoonomio sta

tus will oertainly be related to the test-differences otserved among the

pupils. The question is: "To what extent does the lower socie-economio

standing of Indian children depress their scores in intelligence and scho

lastic tests relative to Europeans?" TIle data of the present research

cannot provide an answer, nor is there any existing information on the

matter. The question ImlSt, therefore, be left unanswered.

A third hypothesis to account for the low level of Indian per

formance is eduqationa]. deprivation. Some information on tilis possibility

is available with the da.ta of the present study. It has been pointed out

that the median age of the Indian standard six sl\Ill)le at the time of the

scholastic test (September, 1957) was 16.03 years and at the time of the

intelligence test (October, 1957), 16.11 years. Now, at ~le age of 16.00

years, ~le average Natal European s·tudent just completes his standard eight

course1). The position is substantially the same for the average South

Afrioan European PUPi12). In other words, the Indian standard six ohi1d

is retarded in grade placement according to age by just over two years,

relative to the average European child.

How will ~lis educational retardation affect the scores of Indian

standard sbc students relative to European norms in the senior series of

the New South African Group Test? The answer is that Indians would show

1)

2)

This statement is based on the age and standard table for June, 1957,
given by the Director of Education, Natal (1959).
This statement is based on the age and sta.ndard table for June, 195~,
for tilO \.,hole of the Union given :1.n the Official Yearbook of the Union,
No. 29, 1956-57. The figm'es for 1955 are the most recent ones avail
able, but the median ages of pupi"l.r. ,-ll'e almost constant from year to
year.
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off bacUy since they will be coq>ared with the performance of European

pupils most of whom would be beyond them in educational level. The senior

series of the New South African Group Test was standardised on European

subjects ranging from 13 years 0 months to 18 years 11 months, all of whom

were in some educational :1nstitution or other, no school-leavers being in

volved. Thus Eldor (1957) says: "From the age of 14 years increasing

numbers of (European) children forsake the provincial schools for other

educational institutiollS or to en~uer employment. It ,.,ould not have been

possible to draw testees from all walks of life, so it was decided to make

the sample representative of persons in educational institutions only.

TIle standardisation samples for the Senior Test may not truly represent

the (European) population of all persons aged 14-18". TIle institutions

used, apal1t from the regular schools, were commercial high schools, tech

nical colleges, reformatories, normal colleges, nursing colleges, agriclu

tural colleges, etc.

To take the extreme case, the sixteen-year-old in standard six

cannot be expected to compare to adv£ultage with the sixteen-year-old in

~le university in an intelligence test even Witil other relevant factors

such as linguistio matters and socio-economic status equalised. One would

expect further education to favour porformance in an intelligence test in

two ways - firstly, by providing the subject vlit..l1 the knowledge, skills

£uld experiences that go into the successful worlr..ing of such tests, and

seconc.Uy, by providing him with a stimulating environment in which IOOntal

development can reach the height of its potential. AB far as skills and

knowledges are concerned, it is obvious that the verbal section of t..l1e New

South Afrioan Group Test relies heavily upon schooling. Even the non-verbal

seotion involves SChool knowledge, directly as in tile case of the nUDlber

series sub-test, and indirectly in requiring the use of concepts ~lich it

is the buainess of the school to develop.
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TIle hunch that educational deprivation was responsible for the

inferior showing of the Indian subjects was given statistical reinforce

ment b.Y the persistently negative and significant correlations between

test scores and age. Tlms, for the 974 pupils present at school for bOtil

tIle scImlastic and intelligence tests rold who worked tile senior series of

tile New South African Group Test, the figures were as followal ):-

T1\.ELE LXXIV- --
~-oRDER COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BE'ThJEEN TEST SCORES .tl.ND

llGE OF INJ1.11N ST.ANDilRD SIX PUPlLS- .

Variables Correlated r P

Non-Verbal Raw Scores and Age -.273 ( .01
Verbal Raw Scores and Age -.261 ( .01
Combined Raw Scores and Age -.249 <.01

Vocabulary and Age -.226 <.01
Reading Comprehension and Age -.255 (.01
Problem Aritlunetio and Age -.219 <.01
Mechanical Aritilmetic and Age -.235 (.01

TIlere was, of course, tile possibility tilat these negative cor-

relations were due to tile faot that the sarrq:>le of 1,052 contained 281

pupils who had failed grOOr.s at some time in tileir school careers up to

1) Since the total sample was used for this analysis, no age restrictions
were observed in order to retain linearity of regression lines as was
done preViously and no testa for linearity were carried out. This ap
plies to Table LXXV also. If any relationship in these two tables was
actually curvilinear, the correlation ratio, eta, would have given a
better (higher) index of the association than the prOduct-moment ,r.
But it was not deemed necessary to undertake the additional labour of
computing etals from tile scattergrams since the rls were already found
to be significant at the ..01 level. As GarreOGt 11947, p. 367) points
out, the coefficient of correlation (.1:) is a 11mitin~ value (at the
lower level) of the lOOre general coefficient, 11 W~), just as a
straight.-line relationship is a limiting case of curvilinear relation
ship. If the regression is linear, "t1 \-lill equal Ij if it is non-
linear, 11 will be greater than or- -
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the time of testing. Of these, 239 had f8iled once, 36 twice and 6 thrice.

These would be the duller children and they 'vould be older than they would

otherwise have been by the number of yeElrs they had had to repeat gra.d19B.

It was decided to eliminate tilese 281 failures and to ascertain whetller

the negative oorrelations between test scores and age persisted in the

case of the remaining 771 non-failures. The age range am:mg tile non-fail

ures would not be simply a result of their having entered school at dif-

ferent ages. TIle results were as follows:-

TABLE LXXV1 )

QOEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN TEST SCORFS AND AGE OF NON-FAIL!ill:F£

Variables Corre18tecl 'vith Age I N r pI

Non-Verbal I.Q. 7382) -.497 (.01
Verbal I.Q. 738 -.593 <.01
Combined LQ. 738 -.594 <,,01

Non-Verbal Raw Scores 7323) -.227 (.01
Verbal Raw Scores 732 -.201 <.01
Combined Raw Scores 732 -.239 (001

Vocabulary 7504) -.179 (.01
Reading Comprehension 750 -.241 C.Ol
Problem Aritiunetic 750 -0176 ( .01
Mechanical Aritiunetic 750 -.229 (.01

, i

PElrt of the data from this table has already been given in Table LXVII.
Of the 771 non-failures, 33 had to be excluded as tlley were absent
from school on tile day of tile intelligence test (though not on tile day
of the scholastic test).
Of tile 771 non-failures, 33 had to be excluded as they were absent
from school on the day of the intelligence test. A furtiler 6 were ex
cluded as, being under the age of 13, they worked the intermediate
form of the intelligence test so tllat tileir raw scores (tilough not
I.Q.I s) could not be compared with the raw scores of the others, all
of whom worked the senior form.
Of the 771 non-failures, 21 had to be oxcluded as they were absent
from school on the day of the scholastic test (though not on the day
of the intelligence test).
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It will be noted that all three sets of soores, namely, LQ.' s,

raw scores in the intelligence tests and scores in the attainment tests,

yield negative correlations with age. Age, in other words, delayed en

trro1ce into sclmol, seemed to exercise a depressing influence on all test

scores.

In terms of actual scores, tl1ese negative correlations would

imply that the younger standard six Indian children would achieve higher

test scores than the older. One would, for instance, expect the thirteen

year-olds (ioe., those of normal age for standard six Md who suffered no

educational deprivation 82 a result of delayed entrance into school) to

approximatel ) the intelligence and scholastic test scores of thirteen

year-old European children (most of whom will be in standard six, others

a grade or two above and below) more closely than the older Indian children.

With increasing age, one would expect a progressively ll1creasing gap be

~veen Indian and European scores, for whilo the Indian pupils would remain

fixated educationally at the standard six level, European norms would be

based progressively on increasing increments of education. This point is

borne out consistently and clearly in the tables that follow.

-_._--_._-----_._-----------

1) Perfect congruence of scores will still not be expected, for the In
dians, as a '''hole, will still be at a disadvantage in the use of En
glish, in socio-economic status and in the quality and qUMtity of
s~h~ol facilHies. available to them. Against this would be the pos
sJ..bJ..lity that IndJ..al1 standard six students are a more ldghly selected
group than their European counterparts since education is not com
pulsory for the former and large numbers leave school before that
grade is reached. Those Wlho leave school eaI'ly are, on the whole,
lower in socio-economic status than those who remnin, as will be shown
in Project Ill. -
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IABLE LXXVI

MEAN COMBINE[)l) I.Q. fS OF INDIAN STANDARD SIX NON-FAILURES BY~
.PP -

1I.ge High Low 1ill. Indian European
(Means in S-E S. S-E S. Pupils English- Difference
Brackets) N = 365 N =368 N = 7382) Speaking

Norma

Below 14 34 96.56 19 94.89 53 95.96 100 4.04
(13.40)

14 plus 84 89.56 42- 86.05 126 88.39 100 11.61
(14.50)

15 plus 97 82.98 95 81.32 193 82.16 100 17.84
(15.40)

16 plus 75 80.40 126 77.16 202 78.41 100 21.59
(16.40)

17 plus 45 75.00 65 72.54 ill 73.53 100 26.47
(17.40)

l~ & over 13 74.69 38 71.21 53 72.28 100 27.72
(18.50)

(15.93) 348 84.00 I385 78.66 738 81.18 100 18.82
I.Q. Range 21.87 i 23.68 23.68 0

It \vill be sGen, firstly, that for each of the high and low

socio-economic status groups and for the sample as a whole there is a con-

sistent decline in I.Q. witll increasing age. Secondly, tile table shows

very large ranges in I.Q. between the youngest and oldest pupils, 21.87

1) The groups wore not compared for I.Q.' s obtained on the non-verbal and
verbal intelligence tests separately as this was not regarded aB neces
sary at this stage.

2) Five pupils whose fathers' occupations \vere l.U1known werG excluded
from tile socio-economic classifications. For this reason the sum of
348 pupils in the column marked "High S~ S." and 385 in the colunm
marked "Low S-E S." falls 5 short of the total of 738 pupils shown in
tho ool'lll'lln nnrkttd "All Indian Pupils".
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points in the case of the high socio-economic status group, 23.68 in the

case of the low and 23.68 for the total sample. Thirdly, it will be noted

that the youngest group whose mean age of 13.40 years approximates the

European standard six median of 13.78 years (in October, 1957) has nearly

the same mean I.Q. (95.96) as Europeans. Fourtluy, it will be seen tilat

there is a difference of 2.69 I.Q. points between the means of the mean

I.Q.'s of the high and low socio-economic status groups in favour of the

formerl ) •

Now this differenoe of 2 - 3 I.Q. points be'tl"een Indian children

from homes of high and 10\" socio-eoonomic status is low when compared with

the figures obtained Qy researchers in western societies. mlastasi (1958),

for instanoe, reviewing the literature on the subject, says: "In general,

there seems to be a difference of about 20 points between the mean LQ. t s

of the children of professional men and those of ~1e children of unskilled

labourers". It could have happened that the classification of Indian oc-

cupations into just two hroad categories of 11 highll and "lowu smothered ~1e

differences between the highest and lowest occupational ranks. To test

this, an analysis was made of the figures obtained Qy McNemar (1942) and

given in Table 22, p. 517, of ~astasi, 11.: Differential psychology (1958).

This table gives, among other data, the LQ.' s of children of fatilers who

belong to seven different occupational strata in descending order of status.

The mean LQ.' s of ~lihe fifteen- to eighteen-year-old children of the top

five occupational groups (corresponding rougluy to the Indian "high") were

combined and averaged. The same procedure was fo11ovled with the two bottom

groups (corresponding roughly to the Indian u10w"). The Uhigh" occupational

1) '1'he figure of 2.69 was derived Qy obtaining the difference between the
means of the high and low status groups at each age level and comput
ing the mean of the differences bet\-reen the means. This procedure was
resorted to as the numbers of subjects in the various groups were un
equal.
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groups oomprised the following: professional; semi-professional and IJ1lU1a

gerial; clerical, skilled trades and retail business; rural owners; and

semi-sldlled, minor clerioal and minor business. The "low" occupational

groups oomprised the follO\o1ing: slightly sldlled; and day labourers (urban

and rural). The mean I.Q. of the children of the "high" group worked out

at 108.7 as against 96.9 for ii1e "lowU group, giving a difference of about

12 points of I.Q. It would seem, therefore, tl1at it is tl1e restrioted

range of occupational (and, therefore, economic) opportunities for Indians

that is responsible for their relatively small range in children's I.Q.' s

b.Y fathers· occupation, ratl1er than the artifact of classification into

just two socio-economic groups.

Substantially the same results as appear in Table LXXVI occur

when tl1e combined non-verbal and verbal raw scores on the intelligence test

are used in the comparison, thus:-

.1..ABLE LXXVII

!;.1ElIN OOMBINED RAW SOORES OF INDIAN STAND1I.R:.::D::-=S-=IX:::...;;N;,;:;;0.:.:.N-..::F:.::A::;;;IL;;.;URF.S=-....:IN~.:.:THE:.:;;:

NEW SOUTH AFRIClIN GROUP TEST (SENIOR SERIES) BY AGE

Age High Low All Indian European
(Means in S-E S. S-E s. Pupilsl ) English- Difference
Brackets) N =344 N =383 N = 732 Speaking

Norma
-

Below U 30 51.17 17 49.35 47 50.51 56.00 ~
(13.50)

14 plus 84 50.51 42 4b.4D 126 49.14 64.00 M·86
(14.50)

15 plus 97 46.38 95 44.53 193 45.45 70.00 24.55
(15.50)

16 plus 75 46.87 126 42.75 202 44.33 74.00 29,67
(16.40)

17 plus 45 42.78 65 4D.23 111 41.28 77.00 ~
(17.40)

18 &Over 13 43.54 38 4D.55 53 41.62 78.00 36.38
(18.50)

(15.%) 344 47.33 383 43.24 732 45,19 72.00 26,81

For footnote 1) see next page.
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The consistent decrense in LQ. as well as in raw soores on the

intelligence test is accompanied by a similar phenomenon on the four scho-

lastic tests as shown belo\V':-

TilBLE LXXVITI

ME1I.N SCORES OF INDI1I.N ST1I.NDARD SIX NON-FlI.llJURFS BY AGE GROUP§

IN SCHOLASTIC TESTSl)

--
Age Reading Problem Mechoniol11

(Means :in N Vocabulary Comprehension Arithmetic Arithmetic
Brnckets)

-
BelmV' 14 65 22.46 14.44 12.01 13.15
(13.40) (29.40) (16.00) (11.30) (10.90)

·14 plus 130 21.35 13.93 11.50 11.73
(14.52) (34.10) (17.40) (12.80) (12.80)

15 plus 204 19.34 12.56 10.70 11.47
(15.44) (37.60) (18.60) (14.10) (14.4D)

16 plus 197 19.46 12.03 10.78 1l.36
(16.44) (14.90) (15e40)

17 plus 104 18.48 11.88 10.19 9.90
(17.41) (15.10) (15.60)

18 &Over 50 17.62 12.02 9.54 10.02
(18.58)

(15.85) 750 19.76 12.69 10.83 11.32 I
..J

The four preceding tahles Show the follm"ring abnormal fentures:

Tabl~XV: The coefficients of correlation are all negative. Normally

one would have expected:-

Footnote 1) from page 282 -

Fiw pupils whos e fathers r occupations were unknown were excluded from
the socio-economic classifications. For this reason the sum of 344 pu_
pils in the column marked IIHigh S-E S.lI and 383 in the column marked
"Low 8-E S." falls 5 short of the total of 732 pupils Shown in the
column marked ItAll Indian Pupils".

1) Wheraver available in the relevant manuals, the European means for each
age group are given witllin brackets, for comparative purposes.



(a) correlation coefficients of zero between intelligence quotients and

age;

(b) positive, significant correlations between raw scores on the intelli-

gence tests and age; and

(c) positive, significant correlations between scores on the four scho-

lastic tests and age.

Table LXXVI: The last column shows, in terms of actual scores, that the

older the Indian child the greater his inferiority in I.Q. as compared

with his European counterpart. The difference ranges from 4.04 LQ. points

in the case of the youngest group in the Tnble to 27.72 in the case of the

oldest. Socio-economic status does seem to play a part in determining the

magnitude of the differences between Indian and Europea.l1 but the influence

of the age factor seems to be overwhelming.

Table LXXVI-l;. In a wrxy this table is more revealing than Table LXXVI.

While one may argue, with justification, that the use of in·celligence quo

tients drawn up for European children, ,,,ho enjoy an age-grade advantage,

heavily loads the dice against older Indian children ,,,hen compared with

younger Indinn children, this table shows that even in terms of ltmental

age" as represented by rmv scores on the (combined) intelligence test

younger Indian children are superior to older Indian children at the

standard six level, the range between the youngest and the oldest groups

being 8.89 points for the total sample. Normally one 'vould expect a rise

in raw scores on intelligence tests with rise in cluronological age; in

fact, this is one of the bases on "'hich intelligence tests are constructed.

The (European) norms of the New South African Group Test show a rise in

raw scores with rise in chronological age up to the age of 18 years 11

months. With the Indian children Who constituted the present sample, there

is a decrease in raw scores with increase in age. A corollary of this

phenomenon is that the gap bettveen the Indian snmple and Europeans becomes
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wider with every additional ye~, ranging from 5.49 points for the youngest

age group in the table to 36.38 for the oldest. Again, socia-economic

status does not seem to be as crucial a factor as age.

lable 1XXVIII: This table merely reflects, in terms of scholastic perfor

mance, the conclusions already derived from Tables LXXV, LXXVI, and LXXVII,

banely, that the younger the Indian standard six pupil the higher his score

and the more closely does he approach European norms. It will be noted

that in the case of problem and mechanical arithmetic the means of the

youngest Indian group actually exceed those of the European group of the

same age.

Age, therefore, in otbGP' words, age at school entry, see~ to be

the crucial factor in determining the performance of Indian standard six

pupils in intelligence and, therefore, in scholastic tests. The main hypo

thesis of this study was that the English language background of the pupils

was an importMt determining factor in performance. It appears, however,

that this factor operates to a negligible extent and is cast into a minor

role by the age factor. The great gaps between Indian and European scores

on intelligence and scholastic tests shovffi in Tables LXXVI and LXXVIII

seem to be in very large measure a function of age [lncI to a lesser extent

n function of other factors such [lS language handicaps, socio-economic sta

tus, and the like. The scores of Indian standard six children who are of

the same or nearly the same age as European standard six pupils are fairly

close on both intelligence and scholastic tests.

However, the design of the present project ,/as not originally

aimed at investigating the influence of "over-eagenessll relative to school

grade on performance in intelligence and scholastic tests. It was concer

ned \11th the effects of Indian bilingualism. That delayed entry into school

and consequent "overageness for grade ll did have deleterious effects on men

tal and scholastic development started out as a mere hunch at the beginning
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of the present series of researches. The data on bilingualism, however,

has given statistical strength to the hypothesis without providing conclu

sive answers. To seek such anS\-Iers is the purpose of the final project

\-Ihich is described in the next section.

(H) ABSTRACT:

The purpose of this project was to investigate the relationship

between bilingualism in Indian standard six students and their efficiency

in English, on the one hand, and their performanoe in inte1ligenoe and

scholastic tests, on the other.

The following three '-Iorking hypotheses \-Iere formu1ated:-

(1) Indian pupils would score relatively lower than English-speaking

Europeans in intelligence and scholastic tests that demanded a greater

degree of familiarity ,,,ith English thm in intelligence and scholastic

tests that did not require such a high standard of English.

(2) Since Indian pupils varied in the amount of English they used in the

homa v1s a vis the mother tongue (i.e., in bi1ingua1ity), those chil

dren who had a richer background of English would tend to score rela

tively higher in tests that deI1lll11ded a high degree of acquaintance

with English than those children with a poorer background.

(3) Apart from the influence of the home, the varying levels of actual in

dividual achievement of Indian children in scholastic tests of English

(i.e., their "achieved" English) 'vould, to some extent, be related to

their performance in intelligence and scholastic tests which required

knou1edge of English.

The sample oonsisted of 697 boys and 355 girls from 20 Govern

ment and Government-Aided Indian schools in Durban.
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1l. bilingualism scale revealed tllat degree of bilinguality was

associated basically with the religious - mother tongue affiliation of the

pupils, with the level of western education of tileir parents (negatively),

and Witil the level of motller-tongue eduoation of their parents (positively).

Hypothesis (1) was consistently borne out. The Indian subjects

scored significantly lower in the verbal section of the New South 1l.frican

Group Test than in its non-verbal section, by English-speaking European

norms. The gap increased consistently as one went down to standards below

six but closed at levels above standard six.

In tlle scholastic tests also the Indhm students soored lower in

vocabulary and reading comprehension qy English-speaking European standards

than in problem and mechanical aritilIDetio, subjects which involved English

less directly.

Hypothesis (2) was consistently negatived. Witll age and socio

economic status neutralised, there appeared no significant correlation be

tween either non-verbal, verbal or combined intelligence test scores and

degree of bilingualism in botil sexes. Similarly, Witil age, socio-eoonomic

status and sex neutralised, no signific£U1t correlation was discovered be

tween scores :in all the four scholastic tests used and degree of bilingual

ity.

The conclusion was tha.t though the Indian standard siJt pupils

were l'etarded in English qy English-speaking European standards (as indica

ted ill the testing of Hypothesis (1»), their degree of bilingualism had

little or nothing to do Witll such retardation.

Hypothesis (3) was confirmed. 1l.bility in vocabulary and in read

ing compreh&nsion was found to be signifioantly assooiated with goodness of

performance in intelligence and scholastic tests, suggesting that schools
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would do well to pay special attention to the deTe10pment of a good vooa

bulary and skill in reading comprehension,

It was suggested that the reason for the grossly inferior show

ing of the Indian pupils by European standards in both the intelligence

and scholastic tests mst be sought in directions other than bi1inguality.

Figures were quoted to suggest that the key to the problem probably lay in

the school-entrance age of the pupils. 1. full-scale investigation of this

possibility forms the subject of the next project.

1. notewortl\r feature of ~lis project was that many items of in

cidental information of a social, cult'"UI'al, educational and psychological

nature came to light, that were as ~lO'ught-provoking as the original pro

blem undertaken, if not more so. Some of these certainly merit detailed

study in the future. Examples of such findings ares-

(1) The girls of the sample appeared to be a more highly selected group

than ~le boys. They were younger in age, higher in socio-economic

status, and ~leir parents were more advanced in education both by

western and 'eastern standards than the parents of the boys.

(2) Matclled for age and socio-economic status, significant sex differen

ces appeared in the non-verbal, verbal and combined intelligence test

scores, in favour of the boys. In the scholastic tests also, the sex

differences that proved to be significant favoured the boys.

(3) The most conservative Indian groups in respect of the adoption of

English as the home language and in the provision of western educa

tion for their females were the Hindu...{iujurati, the Mos1em-Gujurati

and the Moslem-Urdu. These three were also the highest in socio

economic status. The most "progressive" were the Christian groups.
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(4) In spite of ~le restrioted ocoupational range among Durban Indians,

socie-economic status differenoes were reflected in bo~l intelligence

and scholastic test scores.

(5) Performance in all the four scholaatio tests was more highly correl

ated with scores in ~e verbal section of the New South 1l..frican Group

Test than in its non-verbal section, indicating that the former is a

supe1tlor instrument of educational prognosis in ~e Indian situation

than ~e latter.
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lINNEXURE:

QUE S T ION N A IRE

Please get the help of your Teaoher and Parents in filling this
questionnaire. IT IS VERY IMPORTlINT THAT WHAT YOU WRITE SHOULD BEl CORRECT.

Complete the questionnaire ~t of all :in 122ncil. When you are
satisfied that it has been properly filled, use ink.

(A) PERSONIIL INFQRWl.TION

(1)

(2)

Name of School:

Surnamo(s) as in School Register in full: , , ,..

. (3) Christian name (s) as in School Regis ter in full:

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Standard: """""''''''' , ,.... Division: .

Boy or Girl? , .

School Register Nb: _ .

Admission Register No:

Correct date and year of birth: , _ .

Home address in full: .., , , .

........................ , " _ •••••••••• , , N •••••••••••••••• _ •••• , •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

................. , " _ , , , .

(10) Religion? (Hindu, Moslem, Christian, Parsee, ete): .

(11) To which language group do you belong? (Do~ put down English or
Mrikaans even if you talk only these languages at home, but write
down Tamil, Hindi, Tell3gu, Urdu, Gujurati, etc):

..........................................................................................................._ _ _ .

-----000----
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(B) SSHOClL HISTOB:I

(Do not oount t1 private schools" in your answers)

(1) In which Government O]~ Government-Aided Sohool di(\ you first start
schooling'Z

............................................................ _ _ H _ ~ ··_..••••••• ..••••• _ _ - _.~ ..

(2) In whioh class or Standard were you put when you first started in a
Government or Governml3nt-Mded School'Z

.................- _ _ - _ , , .

(3) Have you had any "double promotions" sinoe you started sohool~

Undorline: YES NO

(4) If you have had "double promotions I! , how many times? .. ,., , - , ..

(5) Have you ever failed Hnd spent more thlln one year in any class or
St£lI1dard'Z

Underline: YES NO

(6)

(7)

If you have failed, how many times in all?

Fill in the table below working carefully baokwards year by year,
starting with the year 1957 and filling next to it the name of your
present sohool and thEl Standard you are i11. (If you have failed at
any time, remember that the Cle.ss or Stllndard in which you failod
will appear more than 011ce in the lllSt colwm. If you have had a
double promotion at any time, a Stnndard will. be missing in the last
colwm. Fill the table in pencil first, then use ink if you are sa
tisfied with it and your teacher has checked it):-

1957

1956

1955

1954
1953

1952

1951

1950
1949

1948

1947

1946

1945

1944
1943

!i51!ll§ of Sc11oo* Standard or C~
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(B) With the help of the Table above, write down the year in which you
entered a Government or Government-Aided Sohool for the first time.
(Get your answer checked by your teacher);

(9) How old were you when you entered a Government or Government-Aided
School for the first 'time? Give your age in QQmpleted years, leaving
out the extra -months. (Check 'tvith your parents and teaoher):

(10) If you entered a Gove:rnment or Government-Aided School for the first
time a.t the age of six: years or IOOra, what was the reason for the
delay? (Ask your parents):

---000----
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c) LINGUALITY

(1) What language(s) do you hear at home?
Underline one only:

Only English.
More English, 1.3ss Home Language.
English and Homl3 Language about the SEUJ)3.
More Home LangUl:tge, less English.
Only Home Langullge •

(2) What language(s) do you hear rotmd your home, among your neighbours,
etc?
Underline one only:

Only English.
More English, lE3ss Home Language.
English and HomB Language about the same.
More Home Language, less English.
Only Home Language.

(3) In what language(s) do you speak to your elders - mother, father,
uncle, aunt, grandmotheJ~, grandfather, etc., and they to you?
Underline one only:

(a) Only English.

lbj More English, lElsS Home Language.
c English and HomEl Language about the same.
d More Home Langul\ge, less English.

(e Only Home Langunge •

(4) In what language(s) do Jrou speak to your brothers and sisters and they
to you? (If you have no brother(s) or sister(s), do not answer this
question) •
Underline one only:

(aj Only English.
(b More English, lEISS Home Language.
(c English and HomEI Language about the same.
(d) More Home LanguElge, less English.
(e) Only Home Language.

(5) In what language(s) do y'our three bes·b friends speak to you?
Underline one only:

(aj Only English.

lb More English, less Home Language.
c English and Home Language about the same.
cl) More Home Language, less English.

(e) Only Home Language.

(6) Which language do your parent(s) or guardian think it more important
for you to know well?
Underline one only:

la) English.
b) Home Language.
c) Both equnlly impl:>rtant.
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(7) Which language can you speakl read and write better?
Underline one only:

(aj English.
(b Home Language.
(c Equally good a1; bo·ch.

(8) Do you attend a Vernacular (Home Language) school?
Underline: YES NO

-----000.....---
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(D) LARENTlIL INFORMATION

What work does Father do? If he is tUlemployed or dead, state what
work your father last did. (Give details - for example, if he is in
business, say whether he is the owner of the business or whether he
works far someone else" what kind of business it is, etc. If he
works in a faotory, sa:r whether he is the mmer of it or an employee
and describe exactly what work he does, e.g. labourer, machinist,
foreman, clerk, etc, :~om what you write we should be able to learn
exactly what work Fath,er does):

(2) Did Father (your own) ,attend an IJEnglish ll school?

Underline: YES NO

If so, what standard did Father pass?

Did Mother (your mm) attend an "English" school?

Underline: YES NO

If so, what standard did Mother pass?

How much education has Father (your own) had in the Home Language?
Underline one only:

Oan speak, but cannot read and 't.-rrite Home Language.
Oan speak and l'ead, but cannot write Home Language,
Oan speak, read and write the Home Language,

(7) How much education hl:'.5 Mother (your own) had in the Home Language?
Underline one only:

Can speak, but cannot read and write Home Language,
Oan speak and read, but cannot write Home Language.
Oan speak, read and write the Home Language,

- ... -000'-----
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